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ABSTRAOT . Cubic splines are curves of minimal acceleration in Euclidean space. In this paper, we genera.lize 
spline interpolation to curves of minimal acceleration in non·Euclidean spaces. These spaces arise when we 
interpolate orientatioDs or configura.tions of articula.ted objects through time, or when a path i. constrained to 
lie on a curved surtace. Thus the generalized splines are potentially useful in keyframe animation and robotics. 
They are computa~ionally more intensive than cubic splines, requiring a differentia.l equation to be solved instead 
of ca.lculating cubic polynomials. We present a. method for solving that equation. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT Thanks to Lanco Willia.ms for suggesting the problem to us and to AJ Barr for ma.the
matical discussions. 

§l Introduction 

Cubic splines are a fundamental tool in computer graphics. They are widely used to make the shapes 
of synthetic objects and to define the paths the object. follow in animated sequences. 

The cubic spline has difficulties, however, when it is used to interpolate orientations. These stem from 
the non~commuta.tivity of rotation. This lack of commutativity is an expression of the curvature of the 
space of rotations. Coordinate systems in curved spaces are necessarily non· uniform and may even have 
singularities such as the north and south poles of the latitude and longitude system on a sphere. Cubic 
splines ate tied to whatever coordinate system was picked to describe the curved space and are thus 
tugged and pulled by ben dings and stretching. of the system that have nothing to do with the distance 
measure of the underlying space. For example, traveling 180 degrees of longitude on the Earth's equator 
will carry you 12,500 miles, but the same thing done at the North pole will not take you anywhere at 
aU! 

We thus seek a ' spline whose description depends only on the distance between points in a curved spa.ce 
and is independent of the particular coordinates used there. We have derived an equation whose solution 
i. a new generoli.ed spline that has this property. If the space is flat this spline is identical to the ordinary 
cubic spline. 

The new spline arises from the original definition of a cubic spline: the curve interpolating a set of points 
that has the least total squared magnitude of acceleration of any smooth curve passing through those 
points. Curved spaces can be thought of a.s surfaces in higher dimensions. In our definition splines on a 
surface minimize acceleration also, but only that component that is tangent to the surface. 

The surfaces these splines exist in are quite general. They are the curved spaces known mathematically 
as Riemannian manifolds. Manifolds are the setting for many problems in physics, especially dynamics 
and general relativity. We draw on some of the techniques of those fields here. A helpful introduction 
is found in reference [51. 
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3. Minimisation 

whenever two charts overlap there is a smooth and invertable mapping between them. This mapping is 
called the chart transition function. A Riemannian manifold is one that has a metric defined upon it. 
The definition of a manifold is motivated by the fact that a space may be so highly curved that it cannot 
be completely covered with a single coordinate chart. Even the sphere is like this. There is alwa"s at 
least one point where a coordinate system that attempts to cover the sphere will break down, such as 
the north or south pole of the spherical coordinate sy.tem. 

2.2 SO(3) and the Quaternions 

The topology of SO(3) is related to that of S3, the .urface of a sphere in four dimensions, by a map to 
the tour components or & quaternion 
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where 0 is the angle or rotation about an axis represented by a unit vector whose components are 
(nil n., "3), This map and its inverse are described in more detail by Shoemake [llJ. The unit norm 
quaternions all lie on a sphere or radius one in four dimensions. Since S3 haa a simpler topology than 
SO(3), it is e .. ier to calculate interpolating curves on this sphere with our algorithm and then transform 
back to SO(3) ",ith the inverse of the quaternion map. 

§3 Minimization 

A standard procedure in calculus is finding a local minimum of a function f(",). All points where f'(",) = 
o are candidate •. If 1"(",) > 0 at one of these points we have a local minimum, a place where the function 
value is less than that at any nearby x. 

This procedure can be generalized to integrals or a function defined on curves. In physics these (unctions 
are sometimes called Lagrangians. We want to find & whole curve that minimises an integral, not 
just a single point that minimizes a function value. The Lagrangian may depend on the velocity &nd 
acceleration 01 the curve as well as its position. The curve is lound using the rollowing 

Theorem. If we have a Lagrangian L(y,y',y") then the curve in R n from y(a) to y(b) with initial 
velocity y'(a) and final velocity V'(b) that extremi.es the integral of this Lagrangian 

f.. L(y, y', y")dt 

satifies the differential equation 

Proof. This is the Euler-Lagrange equation and proof can be found in [3J or any text on calculus of 
variations. Methods for determining if an extremum is a minimum are also lound there. • 

In the original derivation of the cubic spline a curve w .. sought that minimized the square integral of 
the acceleration. The Lagrangian in this case is L(y,y', y") = (y")' = y" . y". Inserting this in the 
Euler-Lagrange equation we see that the only non Jero partial derivatives are those with respect to y" 

~(a(y" . Y"» = ~(2 ") = 2d' y 
dt' y" dt' y dt' 



and we get the vector dillerential equation 

d'y 
dt' = O. 

The only function whose fourth derivative is oero is the third degree polynomial at" + bt' + ct + d, 
where the coefficients ale n-vectors. The four coefficients are chosen to match the endpoint boundary 
conditions. In this case the solution curve is known to be a local minimum since the L is a positive 
definite quadratic function. 

We now want to constrain the solution curve to lie on a. surface. One way is to add Lagrange multipliers 
to L, but this results in an in an equation with vectors whose dimension is that of the space the surface is 
embedded in which must be solved in conjunction with the surface equation itself. The Euler-Lagrange 
equation in effect only tells what the curve would look like if it happened to be on the Burface already. 

Instead, we take an intrinsic approach described below. 

§4 The Fundamental Equation 

This section presents our fundamental equation for spline interpolation on Riemannian manifolds. We 
derived it using a variational definition for the interpolating curve. In the Euclidean ease above, the 
cubic spline interpolant was that path which extremi.ed a variation whose Lagrangian is the square of 
the acceleration. We extended this process to manifolds with metric by ca\culating the Euler equation 
for a more general Lagrangian: the square or the covariant acceleration. When the manifold is ordinary 
Euclidean space with the standard cartesian coordinatilation, our approach reduces back to the familiar 
cubic spline. 

In the derivation we used modern coordinate Cree notation which considerably reduced the effort in 
obtaining the following 

Theorem. A spline interpolant in a Riemannian manifold /\1 is an integral curve of & vector field V 
which satisfies the following fundam.ntal equation: 

'V'v 'V'v 'V'v V - R(V, 'V'v V)V = 0 

where R is the Riemann curvature tensor or M . Boundary 
specification of four quantities: -r(a), ~(a), -r(b) and ~(b). 

d-r = V 
dt 

conditions for thiA equation are the 

Proof. The proof h .. been thankfully banished to appendix 1. • 

Note that this equation describes the spline curve as a geometric object within the manirold. The path 
determined is the same no matter what coordinate system is used. 

1£ the manirold is embedded as a surface in a higher dimensional Bat space the covariant derivative is the 
component of the ordinary derivative that is tangent to the surface. The covariant acceleration Vv V 
of a curve thus sense! that part of acceleration that occurs within a surface and ignores the part that 
serves only to keep the curve on the surface. 

The Riemann tensor R(V, XlV measures the curvature of the manifold in the direction of V experienced 
as the turning of a vector X carried in that direction. 

In the cubic spline equation of the last section the third derivative of velocity was .ero. Here we have a 
similar form with the third covariant derivative of velocity being driven by the curvature of the manifold . 

•• 1 Special Cases of the Equation 

We now show various forms of the equation in special manifolds. 
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4.1.1 Flat Manifolds 

Flat manifolds are manifolds in which the Riemann curvature tensor is zero. In this case the equation 
reduces to: 

V'v V'v V'v V = O. 

A Oat manifold is locally diffeomorphic to Rn. Thus, the fundamental equation give. a .imple equation 
ror spline interpolation of intrisically flat spaces which happen to be coordinatized with a curvilinear 
coordinate system, e.g. R3 in spherical coordinates. 

4.1.2 Product Manifolds 

Both the covariant derivative and the Riemann curvature tensor split for product manifolds. This gives 
rise to the product theorem: 

Theorem. To solve the fundamental equation in a product manifold M = M, X M 2 , it is sufficient 
to solve the equation in each factor M, separately to give , ,(t). The full solution is then simply , (t) = 

hdt),"!2(t)). 

This is the reason that spline interpolation is so easy in Rn with the standard coordina.te system. In the 
standard coordinates covariant derivatives become ordinary derivatives and because Rn is a product the 
interpolant splits into n one dimensional interpolations in Rl. These are determined by 

d3 , 
~=O 
dt3 

dx. 
- =v 
dt 

These differential equations are identical to the ones in section 2 and thus have a cubic polynomial in t 
as the solution for each component x, of the path. 

4.2 Boundary Conditions 

Both the cubic spline and the spline on a manifold satisfy fourth degree differential equations. The.e 
curves thus have four quantities that must be specified as conditions for a solution. With this relation, 
analogs of all the existing means of controlling interpolating cubic splines exist on manifolds. 

An interpolating spline curve must pass through a given set of points called knots. Between the knots 
are segments of the curve. The knot positions supply two of the four conditions needed to determine a 
segment. Spline algorithms differ in how they provide the other two. 

In the Bezier curve the tangent vectors are given at the knots by way of deltas between control points. 
These tangent vectors are sufficient as the two remaining conditions. C l continuity between segments 
is assured by simply having an incoming tangent knot equal the outgoing one at each interior knot. 

In this formulation we can calcula.te all the segments independently, since they are tied to the given knot 
positions and velocities. No inCormation propagates Crom one segment to the next. On manifolds we 
make Be.ier splines by calculating solutions of the rundamental equation between adjacent knots with 
position and tangent known at each knot. Each segment is then a separate two point boundary value 
problem with two initial and two final conditions. 

The global interpolating spline has velocity specified only at the start and the end knots. All the 
velocities at interior knots are left free. A condition added to lock them into a unique configuration 
is 0 2 continuity. The price we pay for not having to give the interior velocit ies is non~locality, all the 
segments have to be solved at once. This is because the shape of one segment propagates velocity and 
acceleration constraints into its neighbors. In the cubic case we find aU velocities at the interior knots 
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by solving a tri-diagonal linear system. On a manifold we solve a single multi-point boundary value 
problem where the interior boundary equations express the knot positions and the coupling of the first 
and second derivatives of adjacent segments. 

§5 Numerical Solution of the Equation 

Numerical analysis on differentiable manifolds is a subject which has not received wide treatment. A 
difficulty arises because in general a manifold cannot be covered by only one coordinate chart. A:n.y 
technique for integrating a difFerehtial equation on a manifold must include a means for carrying the 
solution across chart boundaries. 

We show in this section how to reduce the coordinate free torm of the equation to an ordinary nonlinear 
differential equation in the chart coordinates. 

6.1 Local vs. Global Solutions 

We will b. concerned primarily with solving the local rather than the global variational problem, i.e. 
we will be extremising rather than minimizing the variational problem. Besides being simpler, this has 
a number of adTantages. In practice, a local solution is often more desirable than the global solution. 
Consider the case of interpolating orientations of a rigid object. Let the desired path be one of a fuU 
revolution about the z-axis with Jero initial and final velocities. Because the initial and final orientations 
and velocities are identica.l, a global solution would give a path which is constant in time-no movement 
at all. But the desired solution is a local extremum in the neighborhood of a path which spin. the object 
one revolution. 

We .how later how such & desired local solution may be specified. 

6.2 Choosing Stat. Variables 

The choice of state variables in ordinary equations is usually not critical. However, if the state variables 
are not chosen with care when considering manifolds, it may be very difficult to cross patch boundaries. 
For this reason, we have found that only intrinsic quantities are suitable as state variables. 

When solving the fundamental equation, it would he customary to express covariant differentiation and 
the curvature tensor in terms of the chart coordinates and their derivatives as state variables. However, 
when crossing from one coordinate chart to another, the second and higher derivatives are not tensors, 
so the chart transition equations are very complicated. However if one chooses the chart eoordinates X 
and their higher covariant derivatives as state variables, crossing coordinate charts becomes 'tractable: 
all the state variables are then tensors. For this reason we choose a.s state variables: 

X( t.), V=dX 
dt ' 

U='I7 v V, w = 'l7v U 

With these state variables the fundamental equation becomes a coupled set of four Srst order equations. 

dX =V 
dt 

'l7v V=U 

'l7v U = W 

'l7v W = R(V, U)V 
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6.8 Coord ina tiling the Equation 

To actually compute the path numerically we must convert these equations to coordinate form for each 
chart the path crosses. In what follows we use Einstein summation notation. 

We start with the metric tensor g~" in each chart, which in general is a function or position. It the 
manifold is an n dimensional parametric surface embedded in R m with Y as a coordina.te vector within 
the surface, then the metric is 

We next calculate the Schwarh-Christoffel symbols: 

where a, = k. The covariant derivative in components is then 

dy· dx' 
'\7v Y = - +r:.V'-

dt dt 

and the curvature tensor becomes 

R(X, Y)Z = R~"z·x'y' 

where 

R~be = acr:,. - a"r~ + r:br:c - r:cr:" 
Substituting these things into the fundamental equation and using the state variables x', v', u', w' chosen 
above we obtain the coordinatiJed form of the equation 

6.4 Solving Ordinary Differential Equations on Manifolds 

Solving initial value problems in manifolds is relatively simple. One evolves the equation until the state 
nears the boundary of the current coordinate chart. The chart transition function and its Jacobian are 
then used to transform the state variables to the new chart. 

Solving boundary value problems is more difficult. It is usual that the chart transition functions are 
nonlinear. Because of this an equation which may be linear in one chart is almost certainly nonlinear 
in another. We are thus led to consider algorithms for solving differential equations with nonlinear 
boundary conditions. 

We present a well behaved Ilnite difference method modified to handle chart crossings. 



6.5 Finite Differences 

This treatment is taken from Keller [6, 7J. He solves a nonlinear differential equation of the form 

dY(t) 
N(Y) = ----;,[t - f(t, Y(t)) = 0 (a~t~b) 

g(Y(a), Y(b)) = 0 

where N iB 8. nonlinear operator which measures how far a function is from being a solution to the 
equation and Y is an n-dimensional function of t. The boundary conditions (J are also nonlinear. N can 
be approximated by a finite difference operator N. on a grid of J + 1 points with spacing" = (b - a)1 J. 

Let U be the vector (uo, u,," " UJ )T. Combining N. with 9 to make a single function 4> we have 

The finite difference approximation to the solution of N(Y ) = 0 is a vector U such that 4>(U) = O. This 
is a. coupled set of algebra.ic equations which may be solved by Newton's method. Linearizing tI> about 
the current solution U" we have the iteration 

A"[UV+ I 
- U"J = -4>(U") 

where A" is the Jacobian matrix of 4> given by 

(

B. 
A" = - I./{ Ri B.) 

R, -LJ 

with 

L" ,-I[ 1af ( 1[" " J) ; = I +2ay t;-+'2 u;+u;_1 

R" ,-If 1a f ( 1[" "J) ; =, - 2 ay ti _ +, 2 U; + U;_I 

B. = ag(Un,,,j) B. = ag(un , uj ) 
auo aUJ 

0.0.1 Solving the Bidiagonal System A" 

Because N. only couples adjacent components ui and uHI of U, matrix A" is block bi-diagonal, except 
for Bb in the upper right corner. All other submatrices are zero. The matrix A is of order n(1 + I), 
but it can be solved by an algorithm which runs up the main diagonal solving J + 1 systems of order n, 
then down the diagonal performing back substitutions. For the system AZ = V the procedure begins 
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by initializing an n X n matrix M to the identity and an n-vector w to lIero. 

M = l~x~ w=On 

The upward pass calculates in sequence the vectors 8; and w and matrices P; and M 

w = w+ MSI M=MPj J~i~1. 

The boundary condition. enter at i = 0 

So = va - BbW 

Finally, the downward pass produces the result vector 

'I = S/+ Pj'j-I l:5i :5J· 

In the determination of 6; and zo, the linear systems should be solved directly instead of matrix inverting 
and multiplying. 

More accurate methods are presented in [7, 8]. They rearrange the matrix into a tridiagonal system 
that has no off-diagonal Bb term. This tridiagonal system is reminiscent of the one which results when 
fitting the global 0 2 cubic spline to a set of points. Multi-point boundary conditions are discussed. Also, 
Richardson extrapolation is used to obtain very accurate solutions with a coarse mesh. 

5.6 Starting the Iteration 

The Newton iteration begin. with ague •• Uo. We usually take this to be a geode.ic between the 
endpoints, the iterations then bend the curve to fit the tangent specifications at those points. We also 
can control which local minimum is found by choice of the initial guess . For example, on the sphere we 
can converge to a curve that wraps around the sphere three times by starting with a great circle route 
that wraps three times. 

5.6.1 Modification for Multiple Charts 

If the solution curve croose. multiple chart boundaries we muot modify the matrix A. II k is the index 
of a point where the curve crosses from a chart p to chart q and </,pq is the function that gives the 
coordinates in chart q of a point located with coordinates of chart r we modify N,(uk+l) to 

The t parameter of I indicates that f is evaluated on chart q. When ~ is linearized with this modification 
and we have the condition that the state variables are all covariant quantities we get 

The other Land R submatrices are unchanged and the system can be .olved as before. 
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§6 Spline Interpolation on sn 

Here we specialile the fundamental equation to one of the simplest curved apacea, the n-sphere. 

6.1 Coordinate Charts or sn 

The n-sphere sn has many dilferent possible charts. We use a particularly simple set which covers the 
sphere and provides large regions oC overlap. Consider s n embedded in Rn+l. Slice the sphere with a 
plane perpendicular to the ,'h coordinate &Xis oC Rn+l and orthogonally project onto the plane images 
oC the the two hemispheres thus Cormed. The chart mapping Crom sn in Rn+ 1 to Rn is obtained by just 
dropping the ,'h coordinate. Repeat this Cor all the axes oC Rn. This gives a set oC 2(n + 1) charh. 

lilly two charts that do not project onto the same plane will overlap on the sphere. IC chart p was Cormed 
by projection onto the i plane and chart q onto the j pla.ne the transition function between them is given 
by 

Where the circumllex mean. to delete the ,'h coordinate and the calculated quantity is inserted into the 
jth coordinate. 

For this coordinate system the metric tensor and its inverse are 

The Christoffel coefficients and the curvature ten.or are calculated accordingly. 

6.2 The Equation in Coordinate. 

Calculating covariant derivatives and the Riemann curvature tensor in the above coordinate charta, the 
Cundamental equation has the Corm 

(
"') ( tI ) 

d tI U - (ti ' tI + ~'" ' tI)'" 
dt u = w - 0'% 

W -(tI, tI +~,., tI)u + CXtl- (~("" w)'" + w , tI),. 

Recall that X, V, U, ware position, velocity, the covariant accelera.tion and its covariant derivative. These 
are n .. vedora. The scalu quantities 0' and {3 are given by: 

cx = u ' tI + ~,. , U 
X,tI 

~ = :-1-- -,.-,-", 

To solve the equation with the method oC section 5 we need its Jacobian matrix. This is given in appendix 
2. The matrix Cor S3 has 144 terms and we used a computer algebra system to aid in its calculation. 

We have coded the difference method described above Cor the sphere equation in about 100 lines oC APL2 
on a.n IBM 4341. In all cases the method converged in under eight itera.tions taking a lew tens of seconds. 
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§7 Conclusion 

W. have solved the problem of spline interpolation on a manifold with metric. The method we have 
presented here requires the solution of a nonlinear two point boundary value problem. On ordinary 
computers this is not a real time task but it is short compared to the time needed to render a single 
frame of moderate complexity. 

For interactive work simpler and faster procedures are needed. One such procedure is given by Shoemake 
[II), in which a very efficient solution for coordinate tree Bezier interpolation on the rotation group 50(3) 
is developed through the use of algebraic operations on quaternions. However, his solution paths on this 
manifold differ from oura considerably. The algebraic scheme does not appear to satisfy any natural 
variational criterion and it is only appropriate for manifolds in which a geodesic can be easily calculated. 

Further, we point out that the modified method for solving two point boundary value problems in 
manifolds introduced here is likely to be of value in solving optimal control problems on manifolds and 
in simulating the dynamics of complex articulated mechanical systems. ~ we have pointed out, these 
arise quite commonly in robotics and computer animation. 
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Appendix 1: Proof of the Fundamental Equation 

The nota.tion a.nd background to follow our proof can be found in Bishop and Goldberg. We use D x Y to denote 
the covaria.nt deriva.tive here instea.d of the more common V x Y used in the rest of the paper a.nd the physics 
references , 

Theorem. In a. Riemannia.n manifold M using the metric connection, the curve..., : I", bl - M which extremizes 
the integra.l of the squa.red ma.gnitude of the covariant derivative of velocity 

J = ! 1'(D,0'Yo(t),D,0'Yo(t) )dt 
2 • 

is an integral curve of the vector field V which sa.tisfies 

DvDvDvV - R(V , Dv V)V = 0 

where R is the Riemann curvature tensor of M a.nd ,.(t) is the tangent vector to "t a.t t . Bounda.ry conditions 
for this equation are the specific.tion of four qu.ntities: 'Y(a), 'Yo (a), '1(6) . nd '10(6). 

Proof. 

Let Q : Ill, bj X I- c, + cj - M be a. C OQ variatioD on 'Y with fi xed endpoints and fixed ta.ngent vectors a.t those 
endpoint •. This means Q(t, O) = 'Y(t) and Q(a,.) = 'Y(a), Q(b , .) = '1(6), Qo(a, .) = 'Yo (a), Qo(6,.) = '10(6) for aU 
• E la, 61· 
Let V = Q.8 1 and U = Q-8'l, the vector fields of the longitudinal and transverse variations respectively. These 
are coordinate vector fields, therefore IU, VI = O. With V(t,O) = ,-(t) the functional J on the variation Q is 

J(.) = l' ! (DvV(t,.) ,DvV(t, . ))dt. 
• 2 

We obtain the Euler.Lagrange equation for J' by differentia.ting under the integral sign with respect to s. 

J'(,) = l' 8. ! (D v V(t,,),DvV(t,,) )dt 
• 2 

J'{O) will be !Set to zero to Bnd a curve that extremizes J . The metric connect ion on Mis compatable with the 
metric. This requires that 

Z(X, Y ) = (DzX, Y ) + (X,DzY ) 

for all vector fields X, Y and Zoo. M . Using this and the deBnition of the pullback over Q of D 

the integrand of J' becomes 

( QoD)n,DvV,DvV ) = (DuDvV, DvV ). 

Using the definition of the curvature tensor 

and the commutation ot U and V we may switch the order of the covariant derivatives giving 

(DvDuV +R(U, V)V,DvV ) = (DvDuV,DvV ) + (R(U, V)V , DvV). 

The metric connection has torsion zero, thus D x Y = Dy X giving 

(DvDvU,DvV ) + (R(U, V)V,DvV ). 



Appendix 1: Proof of the Fundamental Equation 

With compa.ta.bility in the form 

a,(DvU,DvV) = (DvDvU,DvV) +(DvU,DvDvV) 

the first term of the integrand is 

a,(DvU,DvV) - (DvU,DvDv V ). 

Using compa.tability with the metric again as 

a, (U,DvDvV) = (DvU, DvDvV) + (U,DvDvDvV) 

the first term is now 

a,(DvU,DvV) - a,(U,DvDvV) + (U,DvDvDvV). 

The partia.l derivatives along the base curve of the varia.tion can be integrated directly to give 

(D )1 ('·0) ( D )1('·0) vU,DvV (0. ,0) - U,Dv vV (0.,0)' 

19 

Since the endpointa and their tangents are fixed in the variatioD, U aDd DvU evaluate to zeTO and both inner 
product! vanish . The remaining integra.nd i! 

(Dv DvDvV,U) + (R(U, V)V,DvV ). 

Choo.sing two of the many symmetry properties of the curva.ture tensor, 

(R(X, Y)Z, W) = (R(Z, W}X, Y) = -(R(Z, W)Y,X) 

the integra.l become.s 

o = 1'(0) = /.' (Dv Dv Dv V - R(V, Dv V)V, U )dt. 

Beca.use this hold, for all variations Q we must ha.ve 

DvDvDvV - R(V,DvV)V = 0 

a.nd the theorem is proved. • 



Appendix 2: The Jacobian for the N-Sphere 

We define the tot&! extrinsic velocity tiT = v . U + {J: . v. We first Deed some pa.rtials of tiT a.nd the Q &nd {J 
defined in section 6.2. 

8'T ( 8% = 2/3 /3% +.) 

8'T I. } -- = 21J"%+v 
8. 
8/3 2%" • • -= %+:-....:..-
8% (1 - % " %)' 1 - % " • 
8/3 % 
8u = 1 oZ ' : 

80 = /3u + (% " u}8/3 
8% 8% 
80 = u + (% " u) 8/3 
8. 8. 
80 
- =/3%+. 
8u 

With the symbol ® deDoting outer product, z® % = :£i:r.i , the 16 n X n. lubmatricetl of the Ja.cobiu matrix ue 
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There are two general ways of describing models in three 

dimensional computer graphics, volume descriptions or 

surface descriptions. We chose to use a surface description 

modeling enviroment, where everything is described by 

polygons, with normal interpolation across the polygons 

to give smooth shading. This has a number of advantages, 

just one primitive type is used to generate any model, 

s o rendering is easier. All modeling tools need deal 

with only one kind of primitive, and the mathematics of 

polygons is simple. One problem with this description is 

that you sometimes need a lot of polygons to create simple 

shapes, i.e. spheres. Also, some things that might be easy 

to compute with other primitives are hard with just 

polygons, for example, boolean operations on three-

dimensional objects. 

The full three dimensional case is illustrated by the two 

and a half dimensional case of a solid object being clipped 

to the inside of a infinite prism of arbitrary cross 

section. As an example, fig. 1 shows a house to be clipped 

by a curved prism. From straight in front of the house we 

see that the prism is a closed curve. I'll call the curved 

boundary the clipper, and the house the clippee. The 

boundary runs counterclockwise, so that the inside is to the 



left of the boundary. 

C1IPPtf;::,. 

I . . 

Figure 1. 

The wrong, £E at least slow, way. 

Siggraph Tutorial 

This problem can be solved by first clipping each of the 

polygons in the house to each of the polygons of the prism. 

All of the polygons that are in fact cut by the clipper have 

their sidedness determined, it is easy to see which part of 

the polygon is inside and which is outside. (Fig 2.) For the 

polygons either completely inside or completely outside of 

the clipper, it is not so easy. Each of these must have an 

infinite ray fired off in any direction from part of the 

polygon. If the ray intersects the clipper an even number 

of times, then the polygon is outside the clipper, otherwise 

it is inside. (Fig 3.) 

This approach is simple, but slow. Both the initial 

clipping and the determination of sidedness can take n * m 

time, where n is the number of polygons in 'the clipper and m 
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is the number of polygons in the clippee. 
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. 

Another way to solve this problem is to try to only test 

polygons that are near each other, to see if they do in fact 

intersect. One way to do that is to partition space into 

cell s recursively, so that finally each cell is so simple 

that the cl ipping can be done quickly. First, a cell is 

created that contains all of the clipper and the clippee. 

Then, it is divided in half along its longest dimension. 

Each poly.gon from both the clipper and the clippee that 

cross this boundary are clipped, each part being put into 

their respective cell. This process continues until the 

cell is simple enough that it is easy to clip the polygons 

in the cell. 

May, 28 1985 3 
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In my program, simple enough means that either: 

case l. the cell contains no clippee polygons 

case 2, the cell contains only one clipper polygon 

case 3. the cell contains two clipper polygons, 

and they share a vertex in the cell 

case 4. the cell contains no clipper polygons. 
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The first two cases are simple. In case one, the cell is 

ignored, and processing continues with the next cell. In 

case two, the clippee polygons are clipped to the one 

clipper edge, and the polygons inside the edge are written 

out. 

In case three, the polygons are clipped first to the first 

edge. Every polygon that results from the clipping is 

tagged as to whether it was inside or outside of the first 

edge. Then each of these polygons is clipped to the second 

edge. The angle between the edges is then measured. If it 

is less than 180 degrees (measured couterclockwise), then 

the polygons that are inside of EITHER of the two edges are 

inside the boundary, but if the angle is more than 180 

degrees, the polygons must be inside BOTH of the edges to be 

inside the boundary. 

Finally, in case four, there are two possibilities, that all 

of the polygons are inside the boundary or that they are all 

outside. More information is needed, so we add to each cell 

information about the sidedness of each corner of the cell. 

The corners of the root cell are all outside of the region. 

Each time that a new cell is created, the sidedness of each 

of the new corners is determined. This is done by counting 

the number of boundary crossings along one of the edges of a 

cell, from an old vertex to the new one. If the number of 
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crossings is odd, then the sidedness is the same as it was 

for the old corner, otherwise it is the oppos ite. 

This approach works very well if the polygons are relatively 

evenly distributed and relatively small with respect to the 

size of the whole model. For example, on one test, with 

4000 polygons in the clippee and 100 edges in the boundary, 

this program took 100 seconds, which is 60 times faster than 

the first program described. 

The three dimensional case. 

This technique can easily be extended to the case where the 

clipper is a full three dimensional closed solid. The cells 

would be rectangular parallelpipeds instead of rectangles, 

and the boundary would be made up of polygons instead of 

just edges. The final cells are somewhat more complicated: 

case 1: no clippee polygons 

case 2: one clipper polygon, a face cell 

case 3: two clipper polygons that meet at an edge, an edge cell 

case 4: three or more clipper polygons that meet at a point, 

a vertex cell 

case 5: no clipper polygons. 

All of the clipping is performed analogouslY to the two 

dimensional case. 

Extensions and refinements. 

One problem with this technique is that polygons often 
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divided up when they do not need to be. Therefore the final 

database may consist of many more polygons than is 

necessary, increasing its size and slowing down any further 

operations to be performed. One way to solve this would be 

to keep a tree of the ancestry of each polygon, and when the 

clipping is finally done, trace back up the tree as far as 

possible before writing out a polygon. 

This approach can also be used to generate shadows. Every 

polygon creates a shadow volume that is used to clip every 

other polygon. This divides the database into two, one of 

shadowed and the other of unshadowed polygons. 
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EFFICIENCY CONSIOERATIONS IN IMAGE SYNTHESIS ---------- -------------- ----- ---------

Introduction 

Edwin P. Berlin, Jr. 
Cubicomp Corporation 
3165 Adeline Street 
Berkeley, CA 94703 

Our work is primarily concerned with the implementation of a 
production quality computer graphics system for stills an~ 
animation which runs on a microcomputer. All of our images are 
produced on an IBM PC or PC/AT without any additional processing 
hardware beyond the standard floating point coprocessor. this 
environment provides a unique challenge to the software engineer 
who must live within the constraints of severe speed and memory 
limitations. 

This 
efficient 
algorithms 

paper will discuss a 
program design and 
which are the results 

few general considerations 
will then focus on a few 
of some of our work. 

of 
new 

The most obvious implementation detail which affects both 
running time and memory utilization is the implementation 
language. Assembly code can yield a factor of two to ten over 
the corresponding C code while simultaneously requiring less code 
space. This code, however, is much more expensive to produce, 
debug and maintain and it is difficult to transport to other 
hardware. For these reasons, we use C almost exclusively, with 
only a few low level I/O routines coded in assembly. 

Arithmetic 

While it is easier for the programmer to make all variables 
floating point, significant savings may be achieved by using 
fixed point or even integer arithmetic where possible. Fixed 
point code must pay careful attention to the position .of the 
radix point at all times, and a detailed precision analysis is a 
must. For example, if you are performing an image fil~ering 
operation requiring the summation of up to 512 weighted pixels of 
B bits each, potentially 17 bits are required and you cannot 
always achieve accurate results with 16 bit computations. By 
careful arrangement of the computation or adding another 
variable, 16 bits can be made to suffice. Don't forget to 
declare positive fractions as unsigned. 

We have found that 32 bit fixed point is about twice as fast 
as floating point, and 16 bit yields . about a factor of six on the 
IBM PC. 
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Sorting is the most ubiquitous operation in computer 
graphics. One hidden surface algorithm may perform more than 
half-a-dozen sorts on various entities. Here are some rules of 
thumb: 

If a list typically has fewer than 7 items (as in polygon 
scan conversion) use a bubble sort. 

- If you are keeping items on a linked list, sorting on 
insertion requires linear time per insertion and therefore 
is O(n~2). Better to use another sort before insertion or 
on removal. 

- Quicksort is fa st , but a radix sort is O(n). A straight 
multi-pass radix sort requires memory for intermediate 
buckets and has an appreciable overhead for medium sized 
list s. The radix exchange sort is a better choice for 16 
bit quantities. [Knuth] 

Sometimes rearranging the order of steps in a computation 
can make significant savings in time or space. Two 3x3 matrices 
may be multiplied using only 23 multiplies rather than 27 by 
rearranging the steps [Laderman]. Our texture mapping method 
(described later) saves an entire frame buffer's worth of 
storage. 

Hodel Time vs. Render Time 

Especially in animation applications, it is usually an 
acceptable tradeoff to perform view-independent computations 
when a model is built in order to avoid computing them each 
frame. The cost is the extra memory required to store this 
information. We store point normal vectors and polygon plane 
equations with a model rather than computing them each frame. We 
do not store edges (pointing to two vertices and one or two 
polygons) explicitly, since we can compute them relatively 
quickly and the memory saved is significant. ~n extreme example 
of this tradeoff is the SSP tree algorithm [Fuchs] which 
effectively solves the hidden surface problem for all views and 
retains this solution with the model with only a modest increase 
in memory. 
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We have found that the best way to develop efficient 
programs is to design algorithms at a fundamental level with 
specific criteria in mind. While O(n) or O(n log n) may seem 
better than 0(n"3/2) or 0(n"2). if the cross-over point is 
100.000 polygons and your system can only store 10.000 polygons. 
those algorithms would not be the best choice. 

Let's look at some new graphics algorithms: 

Point Containment 

Is a point P on the x.y plane contained in polygon C -
(PO.PI' ...• Pn-l)? This question comes up when determining 
overlap of polygons. and in boolean operations on polyhedra. 
There are two commonly described techniques for performing this 
test. 

The first is to sum up the signed angle formed by point P 
and each edge of polygon C (Figure 1). If the sum is zero the 
point is not contained. Otherwise the sum should be ± 360 
degrees assuming C does not cross itself. This method 
unfortunately requires the computation of an inverse trig 
function per vertex of C, and so is quite time consuming. 

The second, and most commonly used, method is to extend a 
semi-infinite ray from P and count the number of intersections 
with the closed curve C. If the ray is aligned with the x or y 
axes, this computation is particularly simple. There are, 
however. some difficulties with this method. Points a and b in 
Figure 2 could count 1.2 or 3 intersections arbitrarily unless 
these cases are handled specially. while a ray can always be 
found which is not a problem case. the overhead is doing so is 
significant. 

Our method is illustrated in Figure 3. One point on the 
polygon (say PO) is chos en and P is tested for containment in the 
triangles formed by Po and every edge of C not sharing PO. If 
this number is even, P is not contained in C, otherwise it is. 
Containment in a triangle is determined by putting P into the 
equation of each line bounding the triangle to see if it is on 
the same side of each. Note that there are no problematical 
cases: if P falls on an interior line it will fall into the 
triangle on one side or the other. If it falls on an actual edge 
of C. you choose what answer is meaningful to you. Note that for 
n vertices only n-2 tests are performed. Incidentally. the area 
of C may be computed at the same time. if desired. by summing the 

/ signed area of each triangle. 
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Point containment by angle summation. 
Sum at a is 360 degrees; 
Sum at b is O. 
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FIGURE 2. 
Point containment by ray intersection . 
Points b & c are problem cases. 
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Point containment by triangle test . 
Point a is contained by one triangle; 

b is contained by three; 
c by two. 
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An extension to three dimensions is to perform the triangle 
test of a point in three space by testing that point against the 
three planes perpendicular to C through the appropriate vertices. 

We implement texture mapping in a very general way as 
follows: Every vertex of textured polygons has a corresponding 
(x,y) coordinate on the source image. These coordinates may be 
interpolated along edges and across scanlines between edges 
(adjusted with a possible correction factor for accurate 
perspective) to indicate the region of interest on the source 
image . If the process of texture mapping were simply one of 
finding the nearest pixel on the sour~e image and copying it to 
the output image implementation would be very simple. We do, in 
fact, provide this option for a 'quick look' at an aliased image. 
Proper antialiasing, however, requires a two-dimensional 
filtering operation. While a simple box filt er can provide some 
measure of antialiasing , higher order filters are distinctly 
preferable. Rather than skimp on the filter kernal, we chose to 
gain efficiencies th ro ugh a two-pass filter process. 

The excellent treatment of two-pass filtering due to 
[Catmull-Smith] describes a simple process where the source image 
is filtered , scaled, and shifted in one direction (x or y) and 
the resulting image is processed similarly in the orthogonal 
direction . This process has one undesirable drawback - it 
requires one entire frame of intermediate storage or it destroys 
the original source image . Since wrapping an image around a 
cylinder, for example, using a polygonal model involves mapping 
many adjacent regions from the source image, it is not acceptable 
to destroy that image during the mapping process. 

This is a case where rearranging the order of computation 
saves a great deal of storage . The standard two-pass method 
would filter along column a in Figure 4. Only after every column 
has been filtered can output scanlines be produced by filtering 
the intermediate image horizontally (Figure 5). 

Our idea is to produce this intermediate image in ~~E!~~~!!! 
scanline order rather than vertical scanline order by computing 
vertical filter components along-direction b in Figure 4 . Since 
the filter is a non-uniform finite impulse response filter, the 
filter computation is approximately the sa me for this order as 
the other. We can compute the current scanline of the 
intermediate image in a one scanline buffer and then filter 
horizontally as we can that buffer and write to our frame buffer. 
The one scanline buffer may then be re-used. 



FIGURE 4. 
First pass filter direction. 

FIGURE 5. 
Second pass filter direction. 
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Thus the procedure is as follows: 

1. Scan convert textured polygons. 

2. For each scanline segment, find the corresponding (x,y) 
coordinates on the source image at each end point of 
the segment. Also compute the size of the filter 
regions based on (dx,dy). 

3. These two coordinate pairs define a line on the source 
image. If that line is more horizontal than vertical 
filter in Y first, otherwise filter in X. This will 
automatically perform a 90 degree rotation where 
necessary to avoid degenerate cases. 

4. Scan in a direction perpendicular to the filter 
direction, filtering into a one line scanline buffer. 
Interpolate x or y and dx or dy to facilitate this. 
This buffer will contain one scanline of the 
intermediate image. 

5. For each pixel in the final image, interpolate the 
index (call it i) into the scanline buffer and di to 
filter from the buffer into the output pixel. 

This method allows us to provide good quality texture 
mapping in acceptable time on a micro-based system. Note also, 
since it will map images from any polygon to any other (provided 
they have the same number of vertices), it facilitates texture 
map specification, anamorphisms, and intentional distortions. 
Obvious extensions are bumpy mapping and reflectance mapping. 
There are more implementation details, such as how to avoid 
computing portions of the intermediate image which have no effect 
on the final image because of visibility, which we will not cover 
here. 

How far can we go toward extreme realism without resorting 
to ray tracing [Whitted] ? Clearly we can produce complex motions 
of polyhedra combining flat or smooth shading with various 
surface models [Cook], antialiased edges, translucency, texture 
mapping, and multiple colored light sources. Let's look at 
something more difficult, like reflection. 

The difficulty with mirror surfaces in a scene is that the 
hidden surface problem must be solved from many viewpoints in 
each frame. Recall that the BSP tree structure effectively 
solves the hidden surface problem from all directions 
simultaneously. The basic BSP tree produces a polygon painting 
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order (say back-to-front) as follows: 

Ea c h polygon C points to a subtree of polygons on the 
clockwise s ize of C, and a subtree of polygons on the 
countercl oc k wise s i de o f C. Polygons are subdivided, if 
necessary, when t he t r ee is c reated to insure no polygons cross 
the plane of C. To produce a complete visibility sort, test the 
eye point against the plane of the root polygon of the BSP tree. 
If the eye is on the clockwise side of the root, recursively 
paint the counterclockwise subtree, then the root polygon (if it 
is visible), then recursively paint the clockwise subtree. 

Mirror polygons may be handled easily with this structure . 
Assume, for the moment, that the root polygon is designated 
reflecting. When the time comes to paint that polygon, paint it 
with a default color (the color of a mirror not reflecting any 
other surface). Then reflect the eyepoint through the plane of 
t he root polygon and use this new eyepoint to traverse the 
frontmost subtree of the root. This produces a list of polygons 
which may be seen reflected in the root polygon. Reflect each of 
these through the plane of the root polygon and clip them to that 
polygon; many polygons will be discarded. Paint those that remain 
in the order generated. If the root polygon is to be other than a 
perfect reflector - say, ti nt ed - paint it again as translucent 
or modify the shading characteristics of the reflected polygons 
before t h ey are painted. 

If the mirror polygon is not the root, polygons clipped to 
the mirror polygon must also be subdivided by the plane of that 
polygon, discarding any portion behind the mirror. The moral is, 
choose mirror polygons first when creating the tree. 

For mUltiple reflections, the entire tree can be retained 
when polygons are reflected and the process applied recursively. 
Alternatively, the eye point may be reflected again and used on 
the original tree, with multiple reflections applied to each 
polygon for each level of reflection. This is a memory versus 
speed tradeoff. 

The polygon / polygon clipping may be done several ways. A 
standard polygon 'cookie cutter' may be used [Weiler-Atherton] 
or , after passing bounding box tests, the polygon may be scan 
converted and only those segments which overlap segments of the 
mirror polygon are painted. 

Needless to say, the resulting i mage is as easy to antialias 
as a single polygon. 
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What about refraction? This is a process very similar to 
reflection. Instead of reflecting the eyepoint in the refracting 
surface, the eye is moved to a new position using Snell's Law 
based on the angle between the eye and the surface normal. This 
is an approximation which is valid when the eye is not too close 
to the refracting surface. The far subtree is then processed as 
above rather than the near subtree. You need to recur for at 
least two refracting surfaces in order to properly represent a 
solid refracting object . 

To implement shadows, use the tree to generate a list of 
polygons , this time sorted for visibility from the viewpoint of 
the lightsource. Use a 'cookie cutter I to remove visible 
portions of polygons leaving 3D polygons which when transformed 
to a particular view represent that portion of each polygon in 
shadow from a particular light source. If an entire pOlygon is 
in shadow, merely mark it so. These shadow polygons may be 
painted along with the original polygons or otherwise used to 
affect the lighting model within their interior. If the light 
sources do not move relative to the object, shadow polygons may 
be retained as part of the model. Alternatively, another polygon 
reconstruction algorithm may be used [Sechrest-Greenberg]. 

Of course, if you must ray trace, you can traverse the tree 
from the point of view of a ray, front-to-back, stopping at the 
first polygon which the ray pierces. After bounding box tests, 
use the 3D point containment test described earlier. 

There are many choices for primitives in a 3D model other 
than polygons. Here I will describe a fast algorithm for mixed 
polygons and spheres, again based on the BSP tree. Spheres will 
be augmented by the capability of bounding them with a number of 
planes. 

First, using distance tests, determine all pairs of spheres 
which intersect. If a sphere is contai ned in a larger one, throw 
it away. If spheres partially intersect, compute the plane of 
intersection and add it to the list of bounding planes for both 
spheres. Mark these planes invisible. Now, using these planes, 
as well as the planes of any polygons in the scene , build a BSP 
tree. If a sphere needs to be subdivided, form two new spheres, 
each bounded by the dividing plane (one on one side, one on the 
other) . 
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To paint, simply traverse the tree, painting each polygon or 
bounded sphere as it appears. If any subtree contains only 
spheres (with no cutting planes) the spheres do not intersect and 
may be sorted by their distance to the eye. The process of 
painting a quadric surface bounded by planes is well treated by 
[Gardner). Some simplifications may be made if all quadrics are 
known to be spheres. 

Reflection and refraction may still be handled as described 
earlier, with only reflecting spheres ray traced. 

Conclusions 

I have tried to give a brief overview of what would 
typically be the substance of several papers. This format does 
not allow the inclusion of implementation details or runtime 
statistics. I hope the main point is apparent, however, that 
there is still plenty of opportunity for the design of efficient 
algorithms which will ultimately reduce the cost of computer 
graphics while permitting increased quality. 
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NBSTnACT - Currently texture mapping onto P[oj~ 
tions of 3-0 surfa~s is time consl~lng and subject 
to considerable allesing errors. usuallY the pro
cedure is to perfam sane inverse mapp n9 from the 
8(ea of the pixel onto the surface textvre. It is 
difficult to do this correctly. There 1s an alte~
nate awcoach where the textucI surface 1s 
tr~n9fonned as a 2-D image until t conform!;! to a 
projection of a polygtx1 placed arb tljac Uy 1n 3-
space. The great advantage of thIS approoch is 
that the 2-D transformatioo can be decaT1::Qsed into 
two sjrnple transforms one in horizQntal and the 
other in vertical ~anllne oedej' horizontal scan i
line c;>rdec. SoptHstlcated 1 ght calculatioo s 
also tlme consumIng and diff cult to calcul ate 
correctly en projected pqlygons. Inst.ead of calcu
lating the l ighting basoo on the position of the 
polygcn , lights, cu'Id eye, t he lights and eye can be 
tr~sfo(med to a oorres~ing ~ition for a unit 
~uare ~nich we can ca,~id~r bO be a 9anonical po
lygoo. I\fter this ca~ical polygon IS oorrcctly 
textured and shaded It can be easily conformed bO 
the projection of the 3-D surface. 

KEY oonoo 1\NO PHR1\SES: texture tnilpping, scanline 
algoritJun, spatial transforms! 2-pass algorithm, 
stream processor, warping, bott eneck, foldOver 

CR CATEXiORY: 8.2 

lNTrooocrICN 

Texture mapping is an immensely ~rful idea now 
bcing~loited in ~ter 9ra~)!91SS' It was (irfit 
clevel by cne of the authOrs (2 and ~xtended yY 
Dllnn 11 who produced some start ing pIctures. In 
this paper we present ~ new awroacn to textu{e 
~,pping that is pqtentla11y much-faster than previ
ous techniques aiid has (ewer prob1elT'G. 

The two chief difficulties hove been .liasing and 
the time it takes to do the trunsformation of a 
picture onto the projection of some patch. Usually 
the procedure is to per form some inverse IT'IaWing Of 
a pixel onto a surf~e texture (Fig. 1). It is 
difficult to db this co{rectly because the Inv~rGe 
mappil"l9 does not ha~ in scanllne order an:] also 
~aus~ we must integrate und~r the whole inverse 
~e in order bO prevent sampling errors. 

We p~esent in this pa~r an awrood1 that does the 
m..1R'lng in scanline order both- n SCtlnning the tex
ture m.:lp and in prQducing the projected im..'1ge. 
Pr~ssln9' pixels In scanline order allows us tD 
s~lry hardWare that lMy work at video rates . We 
emphaSlZe, however! thOt the aR?roach s valuable 
for software as weI as harclware lJ1l)lementatiCl'ls. 

One of the key ~oncepts we usc is that of a "stream 
p~ocessor". Pixel~ enter the stream processor at 
VIdeo rate, ar~ modified or m~rged 1n some way with 
another incoml.ng stream of PIXelS and then s,?nt to 
the outp,lt (Fig. 2). 1Ms concept ha$ been lIT1'le
mented by 5eve~al menufactur~rs for 1~ge proccss
il)9'. A generaluatic:n of the ccncept would be ~D 
allow the framebuHer!? to feed ~he streams in ei
ther horizontal or vertIcal scanllne order. 

We will show' here that the clas:;; of transformations 
that can be applied to strelllns is much broader thon 
previously belleved. Por ex~le, an image in a 
frame buffer may be rotated by sc:rne arbitrary angle 
P.~i .. ion tl) cOP7 witho\lt ( •• all I)r part of thia _tutll ia 
,ranted provided that th. cop1 ••• n not .. d. or dl,.tribut.d 
for diuct c~.rc1tl .<I .... nt II', the "at copyrl,ht notic •• rw! 
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~ven thoooh the data Is sent thl;'9U9h the processor 
1n 8canline order Qnly . While this concept has 
been known (or scme time (3,4), we show here that 
the tc<;hnique con be gene(nlizc<l to P\'r~tive 
prQjectioo!ii. furlher generalizations incl e qua
Clrlc and bIvariate curved sur (aces. The ab lity to 
tran!iiform a whole raster image very quickly lets vs 
CC1'151der doing shadil)9 calculatloos 01 a unit 
~uare where tile calculations ~'Y be more amenable 
to stream processing and then transforming the 
results. 

When we say "$CnnlJne order", we use a slightly 
broader meaning than normal. Usutllly this means 
thtlt the order Of the pixels 16 fran left to right 
across a scanl ne and that the scanline~ cane in 
top to bottom order. We broaden the definition to 
Incll~ vertical scanline order. In addition, the 
scanUnes ft\ily aJ 00 OCC\,Ir in bottc;:m to top or right 
to lef t o(der. 1l1iB gives UB trivially a 90 degree 
rotate and flqpping a picture over In one pass 
through the piCture. 

EXNIPLE: SIMPLE OOrllTICN 

For Ulustration f, ~ present the sirrple ca~ of ro
tation. WP. woula like to rQtate an entire !mage in 
the Crarnebuffer. 1he rotation matrix is: . 

lx' y'] • [~-~] ~ 
where x ond y refer to coordinates in the odginal 
picture and Xl, yl are the new coordinates (c-oos, 
s-sin). 

~ w~nt bo trGn5(orm every pixel in the original 
pIcture. If we hold y constant and move .1009 x 
tilen we are transforming th~ data in scanllne oruer 
but t he result$ are not caning out in SCDnline o~d
e{. Not only is tlli$ inconvenient, it is also dIf
ficult to prevent aliasing errors. 

11lere 1s ~n alternate method for transforming al~ 
Qf th~ pixels , and that is to evaluat~~ the x 
1n a first pass and then the y' 1n a s paBS. 

SO again hold y constant , but just evaluate. Xl t 

lx' y ] • leX-BY y]. 

We> now have ~Pictvre that has be~n s~ewed ~nd 
Rc~l~ in t x dlrccti~l, but every pixel has its 
or1g 1na1 y va ue. See Fig.4 where Fig.4a 1s the 
original picture (111(1 Fig.llb Is efter the hor zootal 
scMline COTpJtatlon. 

Next we can trnnsform the intermediate picture by 
holding Xl camtant and calculatir:q y . Unfor
tunoLely, the ~uatlon y' • sx+cv can't be us~ be
cnuse the x value for trk1t vertical scanline 8 not 
the eight one for the equation. So let us l]veft 
Xl to get the COrtect x. We need x in terms of x • 

Recall x' - ex-sy, 00 

x • x'le + sy/c. 
Plug this into y' - ax + cy to get: 

y' • (ax' + r)/e. 

th. titl. or th_ public.tio .... nd ltl d.te .pp.tr •• nd notic. 
11 11vt.n th.t coprinl 11 by p.ni .. lon of th. Allochtion lor 
Co_puttnl tt.chlnIfllrY. To cop,- oth.rvl .. , or to upubU.h. 
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'Now we transform the y value of the pixels in the 
intermedi~te pIcture in vertical scanllne order to 
get the final picture, Fig. 4c. 

The first pass went in hoc izontal scanllne Qrder on 
in~t and output. The secord Nas vert cal in both. 
50 1n tt«> passes the entire picture was rotated. 

Before we generalizE! , boo points should be noted. 

(1) 

(2) 

A 90 d'j9ree rotate would cause the inter~li
ate p cture to collapse to a line. It \toQUld 
be better to read the scanline$ horizontally 
fran the sovrce buffer and write them verti
cally to effect that rotate. It follO'WS that 
an 80 d~ ree rota te shoo ld be per formed bv 
first rota~ing 90 degrees 89 noted then by -10 
degrees U9U"19 the 2-pass algorlttw. 

~ rate at which pixels are tend from tho in
put buffCi is generally dif(erent than the 

~ne~~ whIt !ehlfre a~t S~icr~ ~~~t~~ 
salT1?1ing problems. 1l0000ever, since all of Ehe 
pixel is pass ~rough tl"" proce590~, it is rot 
al.ff cult to fllter and integrate tIle incaning 
values to get an output value. 

Next we generalize to: 

[x' y'J • [X(x,y) Y(XtY)~, ' 

This generalization wil~ include ~rspective . 
Whatever the tcons.cOtm.)bon S , we shall show that 
we con do the x transforms first:,. foll~ed by the y 
ttansforrre i but 1n order to do t.ne y transCQrrns we 
must be ab e to find the inverse of x I. '11118 ~y 
be very difficult to do and x' may even have rrultl
pIe values. So we present first a more formal way 
of talkiJ)q about the method 'bf!fore addressing sane 
of the difficulties. 

TIlE 2-PlISS TlDINIOUE 

We are interested in mawiw the 2-0 region bounded 
qy a unit ~uare 1nOO- a 3-D su.;faye which is pr:o
JelTted back into 2-D Cor final v1ewlI19. Since the 
unlt SQuare (by whidl we mean the enclosed points 
8100) may be represented by point sD!TPles in a di
gital framebuff~r, and since a framebUffer is typi
cally arranged 1n rows and columns we are 1n
terested in row-ordcr~ or column7orde{ed fmplemcn
tatiooS of thes e m.1f.PlngS. 'nle technique we now 
present is a means of (lecocTlX>sing ~ 2-D mawing 
Into a s uccession of tloO 1-0 rMppings , or 
sc;:anline-o{cJered mappings, where a scohline !roy be 
elther horizontal (a row) or vertic~l (~ oolunn) . 
The t echnique is quite gener~l ~9 we shall show 
subsequently. 

11115 figure illustrates the 2-pass technique: 

flu) 

(u,v) 

l(utv), 
r(u,v) 

(x' v) 

g(v) 

(x' ,y') 

n want, to '1'8P the set of points 

!U,V):Ofu<lt O<v<l J In the unit ~ua~e inbo the set 
x ,y')T Qhe~ 'the desired mapping is given 89 an 

8rbitLary pair of functions 

x'al!u,vl 
yl-r u,v • 

We wish to replace this pair of functioos with the 
pair 

X'DE!UI yl""g v 

wh~re it is unde~stood that flu) is applied to all 
pC)lnts in the unit ~re before q/V) 19 ~~lied to 
any of them. We call the appllcat Qn Of [ -the h
pass (for horiZQntal) am the appl1cat on of g the 
v-pass (for vertical). 
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In general, there will be a different feu) for each 
va.lue of v so f might be thought of as a function 
of (u,v) . w.. prefer however to think of v .s • 
P{ll;'ameter whIch selects a particular f (u) to be 8p"'" 
plied to all u on scanline v. To enphaslze ..... hen v 
Is being held constant like this, we will use the 
rot~tLon v. TI,"S Q is an index into a table of 
horizontal mappings. Similarly, there will in qen
eral be a difreren~(y) for each vertical scanline 

~~r~~~~~~~~f: We ~lI·~~~ &~tno~~t~~~' h~g 
indicate eo given vertical scanline just prior to 
the v-pass. 

In this section, we will always have the X-pass 
fo11ew the h-pos!). 1'his i~ just a conven ence. 
'lhe deco:rpo~i tlon into the other oroer proceeds 
similarly, and we will have occasion to chOose one 
order over the other in e later section. 

1\n elgorithn for the dec:c.nposition of l,r into f,g 
is the follCMing: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

f(u)-l(u,O) is the function f for scanlin. Q. 

Solve the equatJQn 1 (u,v) -i'-O for u bo mtain 
u-h (v) for scanline Sf I • • 

~I;) .r (h(v),v) is the function 9 for scanline 

We si""ly toke flu) as <l<>Clned in (11 and sh"" that 

~
(V) In (3) is con~isten~ wit~ ~ . ,he h-pa5S 
ak~s tr sct of points t(U1V}J tnto the eet 

Ix v). We desire a fynct on wluch TMy be ap
p i..l a this time to scanl ne ~'. Dut being given 
j{ I Is equivalent to being given the equation 

Sl'-l(u,v) • 

1f this ~Jation cnn be I;'carr~ed to have the form 
v-h (v), fhen r (h (v) ,v) is a function of v only and 
is the desired g. 

'l'lUS solving the ~yation l(u,V/-ll'-O Cor u is the 
key to the t~hnlque. ~ S laU show sane cases 
where this 1s sllfPle, but in genr.r:nl it is not. lin 
iterativi solution such as provided by Newton
Jlaph!JOn tcntion could be usee) but is expensive. 
We shall treat these problems 1.n the follOWing sec
tions. 

I t should be rote(] that we hove placed no rest< ic
t ions 0"1 [unctions l,r. So the 2-pass technique 
can be lIITlied to 8 larq~ class of picture 
transforfTlc) lCJ1S an:'I distortions, only 8 few exam
ples of wh c h will be pr~5ente(] lIere. In particu
lar, we henceforth restrict our attention bO ratiOS 
of polync.mials. 

We ShIll illustrate the 2-lx'lss technique by apply
ing t, in detail, to the case of a rectangle un
dergo ng affine transformations Col1~ by a per
spcct ve tran$forlt\j)tiol ~nd proj~tlCJ1 into 2-
$Pace~ 1hen6 in less detail, we w1Il treat bil
inear and iquooratic patcnes urocr the same type 
of transformation. 1his should serve to indicate 
h"'" the method can be extended to higher degree 
surfaces~ 

TIlE SIMPLE REX:l'm:;LE 

Consider the (~rivial) lA1ramctric representation of 
a rectangle 91ven by x(utv)-u .. y(u/v)-v, z(u,v)·O, 
w(u,v)-l. The claOR of tr~ns[o[~tions we apply 
are exactly those which can be rpprescnted by a bot 
matrix multiplyi~ a 3-spacv v~tO[ r:epresented in 
harogeneous coord1.nates 89 indicated below: 

Ix y % wI ~ 1 ~ ~] - Ix· y. %. w·l. 

~~lP 
1hcn projection into 2- space is a~llshed by di
viding through the homogeneous coordinate w": 

lx' y' z'l - [x"/w" y"/w" z"/w"J. 

Repl&eing ~"!_¥J. z, and w ..... tth their parametric 
forms ana e~naing the equat ons above glves 

Xl - (au+bv+d)/(mu+nv+p) • l(u,v) 



y' • (eu+fv+h)/(mu+nv+p) • r(u,v). 

We lice interested in the 2-0 projection 001y 9:) we 
shall ignore Zl from here 00. 

The fVnctlons 1,r In this case repre$cnt an otdi
nary linear trans!ormat en of the unit ~re, (01-
)"",Cd by a ",,'sp«=tive p,ojeetioo . NOtic.) that 
they ace both faticnal linear wlyncmlals - i!e. , a 
linear polyrcmlal divided by a linear p:>lynan al. 

1\pplying the 2-pass elgodthm to the functions 1,e 
gives: 
(1) 'the h-pass functloo for scanline Q is 

flu) - (Au+B)/(CU+D) 

where 1\~, B-bO'+d , c-m, [PnO+p. 

(2) u-h(v) is obt.Bined by solving 

XI _ (au+bv+d) /(rru+nv.fp) 

foc u: 
u • Ev+F 

whe,e E-(b-nl! ') / (IIl!' -.) and F-(d-P!!')/(m5!'-o). 

(3) Thus 

g(v) • (e(Ev+F)+fv+h)/(m(Ev+F)'nv+p) - (Gv+II) /(Iv-t,J) 

is the V-p(\S9 functloo for scanllne Sf', where 
G-f+eE, JI:zh+eF,I'-'Jl+mE, J-p+mF. 

Fjg.S shC>ls the I •• ults of .pplying this f,g ROi,. 
Flg!5a is the orIginal rectangular texture! Elg.5b 
is ts 8t::{)ellCance after the h-pass, a.rKJ F g.5c is 
the result of the v-pass. 

Following are several points about this oomputa
ticn: 

(I) The saWled ~e IFig.sa) was recoostructed 
w th a flrst-order f1 ter (the so-called Bar~lett 
wi ndow) th~n re~a'tl'led with. z.,oth-Q,de, fllte( 
(tl~ tour~er wlndOw), 1his is only mlnimal use of 
"Ill'ling th"9<Y. 1\ p,ece of hardware 0, softwo,e 
for prOductIon qua1ltr wo,k would ce'toin1y emp~o 
mo,e soohistlCllted fi teeing. Q,( fi9UfCS 1 
syrprislngly nice despite use of the ow-or r 
f~lt~rs mentioned above . (The edges are not an
tlallased, however.) 

(2) Clipping is natural. The f function generat~s 
the tirol value of x'. If this value shOuld fall 
outside the limits of the output buffer then it 
<loes so with ro loss . The 9 function , WhiCh 
ope[ates only en the SCilnlines outp.1t by f, w 11 
never need values clipped in the h-pass. 

(3) The 2-poss teclVlique decs not avoid the o,di
nary problems of pe[spective projectiQf:!s . For ex
~le, the tr,"sfo~tlon can blow up if the de~ 
inabor of elther f or g ~s be ze[o. 1his 
corresoorrls ~ the usu<ll prOblem of wraparovn1 
through inhnlty and r~uire$ the oo[mal solution 
of cllWing before transformatioo. . 

(4) 'lhere is a problem introduced by the 2-pass 
teemique not eOC'OUntered before. 'l'flis is what we 
call the "bottleneck Ploblem'·. We sh.ll dlscu~9 
th s in gre2lter deulll and offer a solution to it 
in the next sectioo, then return to the exanples . 

~ 

with the perspectlve transfo~tlon we have a prob
lem ~logous to that of the 90 deg,ee rotote! thot 
iSl it is PQssible to have an intermediate p cture 
OQl.lapSe. In the case of rotatien the solutlon was 
s.1n'ple: (otate the texture 90 ~recs ard cluv1ge 
the t,anfo,,,,,tion by r.at anount. 1"e 801utiQn fQ' 

~epeaMI~ri gS~elr ~~ ~b:~~~i!ti~ ~~ 
trix when a problem will occur. 

We ~$e our criteria on the area of the image in 
the intermediate pi9ture. There ~re four possible 
ways be generate an lntermedlate picture: 

1. transform x first 

2. transform y first 
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3. rotate 90 degrees and transform x first 

4. rotate 90 degrees al'd transform y first 

In each case the area 1s easily found by integrat
ing the area between x' (O,y) and x' (l,y) where 

x' - (ax+by-l<:)/(dx+ey+f) 

and y varies fran 0 to 1. This qives 

o,eo - K*ln (l+e/(d+f) ) - k*ln(l+e/f) 

where K·((ce-bf)+( .... bd))/~, and k-(cd-bf)/ee. We 
use the method that gives toe maxim..im intermediate: 
area. 

111E BILINllIIR PATCI! 

'l11C preceding class of transfor.tMtions of the rec
tangle docs not qenerate all quadt laterals - e.g., 
nonpb.nar: quadrilaterals. S.1~ in general we can
not guarantee thllt °11 qutKlrilaterals are planar, 
we generalize to the b linear patch. 

1he geni,ol bilinear patch (Fig.la) has • 
parametr c [epresentatioo 

x(u,v) - lu 1) r.OO 0011 VI 
Lo l O ollJ lJ 

whe,e 000-(x3-x2)-(x1-xO) .01-.1- xO 010-.2-
xo, all .. O. There o,e siml10, ,ep[~senlotions fQ~ 
y(u ,v), z {u,v), and .,,(u,v), where b J, cU, and diJ 
oorrespond respectively to the aij for x(u,v). 

As in the preceding example we transform a bilinear 
patch with a 4x4 matrix multiply follC>led by • P'o
JVCt10n i nto 2-$PaCe. Hence we shall again ignore 
z (but s.. dIsCU9Sioo of foldove, Ilelow) , The 
tran$forrMtion may be represented by the folJ.OWing 
matrix equaUen: 

[x" y" z", w" ] • 

Ix y z w) ~ H ~ -
luv u v 1) ~£~ ~~ gg~ ~g~ ~ 1 ! ~ -

~1~ ~1~ gi~ ~tl(J ~ ~ 1 ~ 
luv u v 1) ~ E I ~ . B F J 

G K 
DilL 

Afte, the harogeneous divide 

x' - (Auv+Du+Cv+D)/(Muv'Nu+Ov+P) - l(u,v) 

y' - (Euv+FU+Gv+II)/(""v<Nu+Ov+P) - ,(u,v). 

'ItLc 2-paS8 algor i ttrn gives: 

(1) f (u) -(A'u+B')/jC 'U.D') for ocanline 0, whe'. 
A'-AQtB, IP<C}+D,t: ~tN, 0 -ot'+P • . 

(2 ) For vertical scanl1ne R', it:. can be shown that 

g(v) - (A"vv+B"v+C" )/(D"vvtE"q+F") 

wh~ce }\"-m'''O:;', B"-F2'H'F.'+GI'tllG·, r ..... FF·+HH' 
O"o.fom'+()G' E"eMF'+NE' +rifTtPG', F"aNFT+m' with 
E·ooC-ost'·, F'''o-PSf', G·-MSt;r_/\ , H'-NR1-a. 

Fig.6 shows. [lanaI biline~, patch representing 
the texture n Fil Sa twistea about "its center 
point! FO[ th 9 par !culo, example, the h-paSS is 
the dent ty funct on f (u) -u aoo hence is not 
shotm. Fig.7 sh()<ls the h-Wlss aOO v-pass for a 
I"IQI"Iplan.,c ~tdl transformation. Note the foldover . 
Fig.Sa is the source texture again. 

All of the oooside,ations discussed for the simple 
,eet.ngle apply here also. In addition we hove new 
problems inttoduced due to the higher caTt>lexity o f 
tht:! sur face! 1\ bilinear ~tch moy be nonplanar, so 
from eone v ews it 'fOY be double valued. 'l11at is, 
0, line fran the Viewpoint through the Q.urface may 
intersect the sur face twice. In te{mB of the scan
line functions, 9 (v) can """p scanl1ne SP back over 
We call this prOblem "foldover". It oocurs at a 



~t~ro:;t'is ~~e ofte ~ lo~o~:5t~nd ~~~f~: r,:~ 
endpoint of scan ne 51:' which n~ps into the 7,' 
farthest from the s transfQnned fust, 90 toot 
later points overwrit~ points that would be ob
saaed anyway. For antlallasing p'.II:poses , the lo
cation or the folcpver po nt RUst be remelTbered and 
an apprppriate welght ~ted for (lClntlining the 
pixel-there with a backgrOund. 

TIlE BI~RI\TIC PI\lO! 

The highest order patch we shall di$CUss here is 
the biqu;;Klratic patch IFig.3b). It 1s parti<;ularly 
interesting because surface patches on quadric SUt
faces le.go t ellipsoids) may be represented 8S bi
quadratic pat:ches. 'llJe parametric equation of x 
for a biquadratic patch has form 

x lu,v) - luu u 1) ~aoo .01 ao~ WJ a10 all 812 v 
a20 a21 822 1 

and similarly foe y(u,v), z(u,v), and w(u,v). 

Ix" y" z" w"] ... 

luuw uuv uu uw uv u w v 111M eo co j . Al Bl Cl 01 
A2 B2 C2 02 

AS BB CB 08 

It can be shown, in a manner analqgous to that used 
for the bilinear patch, that f ·!u) i$ • ratio of 
quad,atic polYnQrnials and g(v) is a ratio of 4th
degr~ polyn::xnlals. J\ctually there are t....o v-QQss 
fUnctlonS - say gi(Vl' 1=0 or 1 - one co~respond~ng 
to each of tloK) so lltions of a guadratic equation 
encountered in the derivatioo. Tfie fact thaf there 
are b.o v-pass functioos requires an eJ:CPlanatiQn. 
we n:M turn to th s and other c:cJnslderatiQns whIch 
h.,ve been added because of the introduction of 
higher degree surfaces. 

First, we present a technique for reducing 91 (v) 
from a ratlo of 4th-degree forms to a rational qua-

IWatic polynpmial like flu). Presumably we could 
lement the 91 (v) as they stand. flo..oever be

si e. being· ~tatiC01ally nastY
i 

they are diffi
cult to interpret and hence' h di many pitfalls . 
For exanple , the folcbver problem d SCVssea in the 
bilinear case could ~r three times "In a scanUnc 
with attendant antiallasing problems. We prefer to 
introduce a method which at the cost of more 
memory, greatly reduces ~he COI1t'lexity of the 
Ql(Vll. It can also be applied 1:(1 the slnple ree
tang e and bilin~ar patch. Its utility comes heM
ever in extending the methcxls of this paQer to 
higher <legree - e.g., to the transformation of bi
cuOic patCtaes in perspective - which we reserve for 
a future paper. 

The notion is that <!Jring the h-pass we have al
ready C9flPJ ted the u I s which we need in the v-paS!? 
It is the [~betion of these u's (step (2) in 
the 2-pass algor i thm) which makes too v-pass more 
difficvlt than the h-pass. We propose ~ high
preciSion framebuffer (e.g., 16 blts Per pixel) to 
hold the u's ~s they are CO!1pIted duri~ the h
paSS. 'lhu!l, if uj maps in~ xJ' uooer f (u , then at 
lQCation XJf in one framebuffer we store t inten
sity COI'!'PUted fran the neighborhood of u1 in the 
SQuroe picture and in another fraTnl"!buffer (the one 
with hlqher precision) the val}le uj itself. Then 
during tf~ v-~ss on scanline ~jl we mer~lY lookup 
in tfle extra framebuffer the va ue of u rraJ:Ped bY 
the h-~li's nto t~ current pixel , say 5lj',YlJ._ on 
the vertlcal scanllne. It wlll be the uJ at. (xy,y) 
in the extra framebuffer . 

A difficulty which arises is that the h-pass func
tion f (u) can cause a foldover on hOt boOn tal scan
lines 'lM~ means that the intensity COIItlVted .t 
l~tlon X)t is a functicn of one 01: t~ aifferent 
UJ s. Our 601utloo is to have two ~uxil18~y loc;a
tlOI framebuffer$ ard one additional intenslty 
framebuffer. Our ing the h-pass a scanline is con
p;ted in an order wflere the deepest PQints are gen
erated first 8S discussed in the biline~r case. 
As each u is determined, it i s written inbo only 
one of t locatioo framcbuff~rs and the 
corresDon:Hng intensity is written into one Qf the 
intensity frameooffers ooly. '!his <XlCurs until the 
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uj correspo:'lding to t:hl point of foldover occurs.' 
From this point on all u ' s are stored in only the 
other l""otl.oo fromeoo fer and the COrre~ing 
intensi tieR n the other intensit;v frelTlC ffer. 
'l',e final image is a COO'bination of· the two nten
sity frameb~ffe[8 . In general, we believe th 8 to 
be a difficult hidden surface problem and do not 
treat it further here. 

n,e simplification ~roduced by the addition of the 
three extra framebuffers reduces the 9 (v) to 

g(v) • (BO'vv+BI'v+B2')/(DO'vv+Dl'v+02') 

where, for ex_le, BO'oDOujuj+B3uj+D6 with uj be
i')<J ootalnod by taole look"",. 'lhe problem of which 
9i tv) is to be used is reglaced with the problem of 
<;<>I1IUtil]<J in two fr'l""'b~ffers ancI IIOlving the hid
den surface problem ~lied. 

Notice th.t g (v) may cayse foldove, in both inten
.ity fromeoolfirs. but In any one Iromeooffl'f there 
1s only • sing e roldove< per ~'t COl scan ine io
st.ad of the triple foldoVe, 1 ed by the or1g1-
nal gi (v) and no auxiliary frame ffers. 

We have clairred that the use Of .dditionol JpeJrO~y 
rrokes unnecef3ary the determination of the ul i ttlhE! 
inverses of x unCler f (u) 1. 1b m.:1ke this filti' ctly 
trui' we rust make the [Ol1CMi~ observat1oos . A 

~~pc·!l~ ~ f~~~rti~~e~~si7"'i.g~!Ubnei~iX~~ 
increments) and ~te the inverse mage u. 'Itle 
neighborhood of u is then used to callX,Ite the in
tensity at location x'. Of 9QUrse, this defe~ts 
the wTlOle p..lrpose of avoidlng inverses r assLJniftg 
they can be o;:DPUted at all. we propqse "straigh
tohead" mapping. for impl<1'1)entipg fly) to avoid 
inverses altOgether. The Idea here Is bO step 
along unequal increments, computinq x'-f(u) 
after each increment . Let xfbe a value of x' for 
which we wish to kllCM its Inverse i.m.:lQe Let ui be 
values of u at the equal increment points used a.!!, 
.a1IPle$ Of u. 'lhen when xi'=flui)'is lFsS than X'1 
and x(1+1) -f(u(i+l) is greater than xJ, we either 

11) 

12) 

iterate on the interyal (ui,uli+1)1 to obtain 
the desired inverse J.mage UJ, or 

app~?Xi~te uj by uj-ui+'luli+l)-ui), where 
all)(J -xi • 

' 'lhe figure~ used to illustr.te this p;>por wert gen
erated USlf1g the approx1ma.tion (2) abOve. F lter
i')<J .nd s_ling requir~ integration of the nten
sity function of u. This integration requires com
putat on at ea<;h ui, so th~ cost, if ~ny, of 
straightahead tmplcmcntation is a small additIon be 
that already required. 

SIMPLIFICATICNS 

I'\UCh of the heavy machinery in th~ ixanple~ above 
beccmcs unneceS9ary in the follCM ng two special 
cases: 

No ~rsr.;;tive: It is easy to see that ·the divi
'B1d a eaul output pixel i~ unnecessary in this 
c;:ase - .e., the scanline mappings are polynaaials 
instead of ratios of polynomIals. ' 

Planar ~~~il~ If the p!tch is known to be 2-0 
tl'!Un;"""" less of the order of its boundift9 
"",rves t ere c.n be no foldover problem" with the 
rigid-body tronsforrrotions CQ}sidered here. (Lines 
can C'C.'flt'letely reverse direction howevec (Fig . 6). ) 
lI~noe no extra framcbuff~rs are needed. 'l'he proo;. 
lem simplifies substantially, becoming a 2-0 "warp· 
of a rectangular texture. 

For exumple, a planar biquadratic patch under ~f
fine prOJection only (no perspectlve) has scanline 
functions of form f(u)-avulbufc and g(v)t=(lvv+ev+f 
and can be aooomplished in only one framebuffer. 

SI1I\DING 

PwPle who h.ve il11?le""nted hidden sur C.ce programs 
witfl ~hist1cated lighting mcx1els h<lve discovered 
thQt the time ~nt for the lighting yalculatlQr) is 
mliCh greater than the time ~l1t solv1ng the hidden 
sur C.ce problem. We proposq here th.t 1 t· may be 
Caster to perform the light cCllculati01s on a 
square canonical polygon and then to transCorm the 
results. 



TvDically , normals for a polygon are determined and 
t hen i nterpol ated across segments. The normal 8t 
each pixel Is dotted w~th vectors to the lights and 
eye in sane furctiotl to find the shading. 

While framebuffers have been used to store intensi
ties and depth values, they can al80 be uoed to 
$tore normal values. lhe normal values can be kept 
1n a buffer at a~bitrary resolution. 'l1le stream 
processor can then lnterPOlat~ or approximate those 
normals to get normals at a higher resolution, nor
malize them, clot them with other streams of nor
mals, and use the dot products in intensity calcu
latons. 'Ihe awroach is: 

1. Transform eye and lights relative to canadcal 
polygoo . 

2 The c~nonical polygoo normal fr_bufCer is 
fIlled with normals at sane resolution (say 4 by 
4) • 

3. Generate a high resolution ar,ay of nor~19 us
ing cubic; splines (we used b-spUncs) first in the 
ver tical di;:-ectioo , then the horizontal. 

4. Normalize the normals. 

5 • . 'Ihe stream of normals is dotted with ~ streDm 
of light vectors and/or eye vectors 1:0 llTplemcnt 
the l ighting functioo . 

6 . The results are transformed inbo ~ition into 
the final frame buffer yielding the shaded polygoo. 

I. If we are a100 doing t~xture mapping, th~n the 
ntensity of each pixel in th~ texture is used as 

the color in the lighting function and the results 

The awroximation or normals with cublc OJl;VCS can 
be dOne in a stream pro::essor by using difference 
~uatioos. Each ovcrlappiryg set of four: values can 
be Vsed to 9ener~te a diLference equation with a 
matrix IT'llltiply. 11'en the difference eQIlatioo Is 
used to generate all of the values. Until normal -
zatioo, Xi y, and z may be treated alike and in
dependent y. 

=1GIS 

We hllve presentE'd what we believe to be 8 ~erful 
new way of looking at 3-D surface rendering- in com
p.Jter graohlcs. It is bilsed on the old notioo Of 
transformlng to a canonical form , w~re the diffi
cult work may be performed with relative ease, th(,n 
transforming bact. 'ltle success of this notlOO In 
3-D surface graphics dc~nds on the ease of re~li
'ultioo of the transformations to and fran canonical 
form. We have sho,.m tilt a str~run p~ocessor and 
the 2-pass ~~it 00 technique give a techno
logically feaSlble re~l zation of thO natioo ror 
m::x:Jern conp.!ter gra[:hics. 

There is much work to be ~ to Cully e!'Plor~ this 
approach . This poper beglns the exploratlQ<l of 
thIs territory and pQints out several of the diffi
culties fle?Jllar to- it. 

lCl<NJWUlDGEl'IWrs 

IIlthough we do not know the details of t1",lr ,.,rk 
we are aware that Larry Evans and Steve Gabriel 
have been pursuiryg an apparent~simllar line of 
researdl an:;1 wish to acknc:wl e them here. Mike 
Shantz llOO his ooUeaques at De za Systems Inc. 
have also done inCJependent work 00 separable 
transformatioos

l 
'111ey have inplemented second

order 1,X)1yran al coordinate tronsformatioo9 in 
hardware. 

The ohot;ogra(ils for this p<>per were p~epored by Da
vid • DiFrongrsco or the Jet PropulSion Lob (JPLL'. 
~~n:;U~t~eatg~e8e~l at!bia~~ sJ!.!!n"~'~3t~ 11 
used with his perllissioo and that Ol'''th:; CI'Ol. , 

~tlno facilities at JPL were generovsly provid
ed by Jim Blinn and Bob lIo1zman. Facilities were 
also p~ovided by 10m ferrin Dnd Bob LanQriOge of 
the univerai ty of California at San Francisco. 
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Fig . 3a. Bilinear patch. 

Fig.3b. Biquadratic pa tc h. 
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Fig.lla. Source tcxturc by Turner 
\~hitted. (Ur permission or CACM). 

Fig.4l>. Simpl e rotate h ~ J HI SS . 

Fig.4c. Simple Totnte v-l'3ss. 



Fj &. Sn . Source texture by Turner 
Whitted . (Oy permission of CA01). 

Pig. Sb. Simple rectangle in 
pcrsllcctivc, It-pass. 

Fig. Sc. Simple rectangle in 
perspective, v- pass. 
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'Fig.6. Planar bilinear patch , 
twiste~ about midpoint . 

Fig.7a. Nonplanar bilinear patch 
h-1l3SS. 

Fig.7b. Nonplanar bilinear patch 
v-pass . 
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SIGGRAPH85 TUTORIAL ON 
THE USES OF SPATIAL COHERENCE IN RAY-TRACING 

Space-Tracing, a Constant Time Ray-Tracer 

§1 The Evolution of Ray-tracing 

Michael R_ Kaplan 
Kobra Graphics, Inc. 

It is generally acIcnowledged that ray-tracing is one of the most elegant, easily extensible, and powerful algorithms 
for realistic image computation. In terms of flexibility and the capability to model sophisticated global shading 
effects, it is without equal. Indeed. since ray-tracing comes closest to a direct simulation of geometric optics, most 
of the other algorithms for image synthesis may be viewed as approximations to it. 

There are, however, a number of barriers to the general application of ray-tracing in its conventional forms. The 
most important are the enonnous computational complexity of traditional ray-tracing algorithms, and their inherent 
point sampling nature. The fonner has made the technique impractical except for the computation of single images 
on relatively powerful processors, and the latter has tended to restrict the effective generation of properly sampled and 
filtered (anti-aliased) images. The near future, however, appears to hold out the promise for practical and high.quality 
ray-tracing across a wide variety of scenes, applications, and computational engines. Some of the traditional 
difficulties have already been overcome, while some breakthroughs are yet to be made, but they should come rapidly 
now that existence proofs for the more difficult problems have been publicized. 

To see where ray-tracing has been, and where it is going, it is useful to briefly review some of the salient features in 
the evolution of non-global image synthesis algorithms. Early algorithms in this class included simple depth 
buffering (z-buffer), painter's, area subdivision, and scan-line hidden-surface algorithms. Later improvements, some 
based on earlier work, included clustering, binary space partitioning, and anti-aliased z-buffer and other sub-pixel grid 
based techniques. It is of course impossible in this tutorial to mention all of the important algorithms and the 
people who developed and improved them. It is interesting, however, to trace the general evolution of these 
techniques. 

Early work concenrrated on fmding the image space areas which contained shaded pixeIs. The use of spatial coherence 
(mainly in image space) was introduced in order to speed up this part of the computation. Later work led to efficient 
methods of dealing with higher level primitives, such as bicubic patches_ Hardware implementations of the early 
depth buffering techniques brought the rendering of scenes of high complexity into the realm of the single-user 
computation node. More recently, improvements to these same algorithms have allowed them to produce anti-aliased 
images. 
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Thus, we see that non-global image synthesis algorithms have come full-circle, with some of the fonner being 
enhanced with features of the latter in order to allow the efficient production of high-quality inlages. The important 
StepS in this evolution may be summarized as; (1) Development of the basic method, (2) Application of the method 
to complex geometric primitives, (3) Use of coherence and knowledge about the environment being rendered to reduce 
computational requirements, (4) Improved shading techniques, (5) Development of low-cos~ special-purpose hardware 
implementations, and (6) Application of anti-aliasing techniques to simple, but elegant algorithms. The next step 
will probably involve special hardware implementations of the new, anti-aliased depth-buffer techniques. 

Let us now take a brief look at the evolution of ray-tracing. The basic methods for ray-tracing have been known for 
some time. Early developments naturally focused mere on taking advantage of the global nature of the algorithm to 
produce shading effects of high-realism than on speeding up the basic computations. Recently, however, the 
evolution of ray-tracing has begun to bear striking parallels to the evolution of the non-global algorithms, reviewed 
above. Again we see developments in the areas of (I) Application of the algorithm to advanced geometric primitives 
(patches, prisms, fractals, clouds, etc.), (2) Use of coherence to speed processing (hierarchical object models, object 
clustering, scan-grid methods), (3) Improved shading techniques (distributed ray-tracing for soft-shadows, motion blur, 
etc.), (4) Development of hardware implementations (multiprocessor and special-purpose processor implementations), 
and fmally (5) The development of an effective and relatively efficient anti-aliasing method (which will be presented 
in this seminar). 

Unfortunately, the early evolution of ray-tracing did not include a technique corresponding to the image space z-buffer 
algorithm. The z-buffer has certain characteristics which make it extremely attractive for high-speed implementation 
in hardware, and, when extended through sub-pixel anti-aliasing techniques, for the production of high·quality images 
of high scene complexity. These characteristics include: 

1. Simplicity of the basic algorithm, lending itself to hardware implementation. 

2. Capability of dealing with a wide variety of primitives, when adaptive subdivision methods 
are used to decompose them into a common geometric type (usually polygons). 

3. Ability of the algorithm to deal with scenes of extremely high complexity, especially in 
terms of the number of individual geometric primitive objects in the environment. This feature, 
probably the most important in the long run, is mainly due to the fact that the visible 
complexity of a scene is relatively independent of its geometric complexity. As the number of 
objects in a scene increases, the average visible portion of each object decreases, and the total 
number of visible pixels can never be more than the sampling resolution of the image space. 
The time to compute an image thus tends to be constan~ regardless of scene complexity. 

The missing element in the evolution of ray-tracing has thus been an algorithm which, like the z-buffer, makes the 
complexity of image computation relatively independent of the complexity of the scene, without placing undue 
demands on the application which produces the scene description. This paper describes a ray-tracing algorithm which 
has many of the desirable characteristics of an image space z-buffer, and which, when combined with developments in 
anti-aliasing and shading, may provide a fum base for the widespread utilization of ray-tracing in the production of 
high-quality images of complex scenes. 

§2 Purpose of the Algorithm 

Speedups to ray-tracing have generally taken three forms; (1) The speedup of an individual ray-object intersection, 
generally through an object-oriented scheme in which each object provides a method for efficiently intersecting a ray 
with its primitive type, (2) Use of coherence, particularly in object composition, to reduce the number of 
ray-primitive object intersection calculations, and (3) The use of special purpose hardware, taking into account the 
fact that in traditional ray-tracing, one ray is independent of another. 
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These techniques, however, have not effectively dealt with the problem of ray-tracing arbitrary scenes of high 
complexity, containing hundreds to hundreds of thousands of objects. In order to make ray-tracing viable for general 
use, scenes of this level of complexity must be computable within a "rational", predictable time, on processors of 
reasonable power. No matter how much the individual ray-object intersection times are reduced, the vast number of 
ray-object intersections which must be calculated in a conventional ray-tracer preclude the attainment of this level of 
performance. 

Techniques have been developed, however, which do reduce the total number of ray-object intersections. Most of 
these methods are based on object coherence, using application generated hierarchical object descriptions, or 
hierarchical clustering of objects, provided by the application or automatically generated during the rendering process. 
The former method meshes well with applications in the mechanical engineering field, since many mechanical CAD 
systems deal with parts inherently described as hierarchies of primitives combined with boolean operators. The latter 
is less frequently used, possibly because of the difficulty of automatically generating object clustering hierarchies 
from arbitrary data. 

The algorithm described in this paper, however, was developed for general purpose use. It has the capability of 
rendering a wide variety of scenes, from low to high complexity, consisting of arbitrary collections of primitive 
geometric objects, and on a wide range of compute engines. The performance characteristics of such an algorithm 
must be somewhat different from those provided by conventional ray-tracing methods. The desired characteristics are: 

1. Computation time should be relatively independent of scene complexity (number of objects in 
the scene), so that scenes having realistic complexity can be rendered. 

2. Computation time should be relatively constant for an image, depending mainly on the 
number of points sampled. Predictability is thus achieved. 

3. The image computation time should be "rational" on commonly available processors. The 
definition of "rational" is, of coune, dependent on the application, but a general feeling was that 
a few hours on a .2 megaflop (DEC V AX class) processor was within an acceptable range. 

4. The algorithm should not require the application to supply hierarchical object descriptions or 
object clustering information. The user should be able to combine data generated at different 
times, and produced by different means, into a single scene. 

5. The algorithm should deal with a wide variety of primitive geometric types, and should be 
easily extensible to new types. 

6. The compute time for ray-environment intersections should be low for all rays (shadow rays 
and reflection rays, for example, which we refer to here as shading rays), rather than just 
first-level (hidden-surface) rays. 

7. The algorithm's use of coherence should not reduce its applicability to parallel processing 
architectures. Instead, it is should be amenable to implementation on such architectures. 

§3 The Fundamental Concept of the Algorithm 

The hidden-surface problem has been described as essentially one of sorling, and this description goes a long way 
towards categorizing non-glObal algorithms, especially those which operate in image space. In the development of 
the algorithm described here, however, the global hidden-surface and shading operations of ray-tracing were categorized 
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as essentially problems in searching . Since ray-tracing attempts to simulate geometric optics, its fundamental 
operation is that of searching space for the intersections of a ray with objects in the environment. A ray of light (or 
a viewer line of sight) in the "real world" does not know about the objects in its path until it strikes one. When 
asked to draw a picture of a chair in the comer of a room, an artist will rarely scan every object in the environment 
before proceeding to draw each line of his picture. The fundamental concept of space-tracing is thus simply, that 
ray-tracing should be performed against known space, rather than the objects in it. Only when a ray enters an area of 
space which is known to contain objects, and furthermore, where a ray-object intersection is highly likely, are any 
intersection teSts performed. 

§4 The Algorithm and its Implementation 

The algorithm for space-tracing may be broken up into two distinct steps; pre-processing and ray-casting. It is really 
only a method for quickly detennining ray-environment intersections, and thus does not implicitly contain any 
concept of shading. Each of these steps is described more fully below. 

4.1 Pre-processing 

In space-tracing, one minute of preprocessing can be worth an hour (or indeed many hours) of computation during the 
rendering step. Since ray-traced rendering involves casting at least one ray per computed image pixel, and many more 
if shadows, reflections, distributed ray-tracing effects, or anti-aliasing computations are to be performed, it is 
legitimate to perform substantial pre-processing in order to reduce ray-environment intersection costs, provided that 
the information developed during pre-processing can be applied to a majority of these intersection calculations. Some 
spatial coherence algorithms for reducing intersection costs, such as the scan-grid method, only operate on first-level 
rays, and thus do not speedup shading ray intersections. 

The flrst step in the algorithm, then, is to build a data base which will allow arbitrary ray~vironment intersections 
to be computed as quickly as possible. This data base divides all of known space into a hierarchical structure of cubic 
boxes aligned with the cartesian axes of the world coordinate system. It contains the information necessary 10 speed 
up the following operations: 

a. Given a point in known space, obtain a reference to the box and its data which contains the 
point. Since space is divided adaptively and unevenly, this cannot be performed simply by 
indexing into a three-dimensional table of box references. 

b. Given a ray, with origin point within a given box, determine the next box which the ray will 
pierce. 

c. Given a box, obtain a list of all of the objects in the environment whose surfaces intersect the 
subspace described by the box, and which must therefore be teSted for intersection with a 'ray 
which pierces it 

This data base is organized as a binary tree (a tree where each node has exactly two child nodes directly attaChed to it), 
whose non-leaf nodes are called s/icing nodes, and whose leaf nodes are called box nodes and termination nodes. 1be 
slicing nodes contain the identification of a s/icing plane, which divides all of space into two inflnite subspaces. The 
slicing planes are always aligned with two of the cartesian coordinate axes of the primary space being subdivided. 
The child nodes of a slicing node can be either other slicing nodes, box nodes, or termination nodes. A box node, 
which is always a leaf node, describes the cubic area of space which is reached by passing through all of the binary 
decision points of the slicing nodes above it The entire data structure will be henceforth referred to as theBS? tree. 

The slicing nodes of the BSP tree are used to implement operation (a), above. The box nodes are used 10 implement 
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operations (b) and (c). In order 10 accomplish this, each box node contains a list of the objects whose surfaces 
intersect it, in addition to a spatial description of the cubic subspace which it defines. The objects referenced in the 
box nodes are called inlerseClion objecls, because they contain all of the information necessary for the ray-object 
interseclOr 10 function. This infonnation includes: 

1. A reference to the inluseclwn melhod, which is a procedure that the object uses to intersect 
its surface with a ray. In this way, the ray-object intersections can be performed in an 
object-oriented fashion, and each object can test for ray intersections using an algorithm which is 
particularly suited to its geometric type. 

2. A reference to the inslance dala, which describes the particular instance of the geometric data 
type whose surface pierces the box. 

Building the BSP tree is not a difficult task, and proceeds in the following manner: 

1. Generate a list of intersection objects for the environment This list may be created directly 
by the user of the software, or may be procedurally generated from higher-level object 
descriptions as the following steps are performed. 

2. Ask each intersection object to return its spatial limits in the world coordinate system. This 
information is used to determine the limits of known space. Note that the synthetic camera 
which is "photographing" the environment must also be included in the limits of known space. 

3. Starting with a box which encompasses all of known space, and which is aligned to the world 
coordinate axes, ask each intersection object whether its surface intersects the box. Obtain in this 
manner a list of all of the intersection objects whose surfaces intersect the box. If this list 
contains more than a previously specified number of elements (usually only one), and the box is 
larger than a previously specified minimum size, then subdivide the box into 8 subboxes, create 
the Slicing nodes necessary to describe them, and recursively call the box subdivision algorithm 
with each of these subboxes. In this way the entire BSP tree is built. When a box is subdivided, 
only those objects which intersected it are passed to the subdivision calls for its sub boxes and all 
of the other objects in the environment are culled from consideration by its subboxes. This gives 
the BSP tree growing algorithm approximately log complexity. 

4.2 Ray-Casting - Calculating Ray-Environment Intersections 

Once pre-processing has been completed, the data base it generates can be used to quickly determine the intersections 
which a ray makes with the objects in its environment The intersection points found in this manner will be exactly 
the same as if they had been computed using the naive ray-tracing method of attempting to intersect every ray with 
every object in the environment. Ray-environment intersection in space-tracing is performed as follows: 

1. Traverse the BSP tree, comparing the (x,y,z) values of the ray's world coordinate system 
origin with each of the slicing nodes encountered in the tree. Decide at each slicing node whether 
to branch to the left or to the right, depending on the relationship between one of the origin's 
coordinates and the location of the sliCing plane. Eventually a leaf node will be reached. This 
may be a box node which describes the box which contains the ray's origin. If the ray's origin is 
outside of known space, a terminating node will be reached, and further tracing of the ray may be 
abandoned, or it may be traced for reflection mapping outside of the world environment 

2. Ask each of the intersection objects to find the intersection point between the ray and its 
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surface. Note that the intersection routine also knows the spatial coordinates of the box being 
processed, and can limit its intersection processing using this information, if such information is 
useful to the particular intersection method. If an intersection point is found, make sure the 
point is within the box under consideration. This may not be true. 

3. Sort the list of intersections from step 2, and find the closest intersection of the ray against 
the objects in the box. This point is the c/osest intersection point of the ray with any surface in 
the environment. 

4. If no intersection point was found in step 2, then the ray did not intersect any objects within 
the current box. Find the point where the ray leaves the box by intersecting it with the 
boundaries of the box. This is a simple intersection to compute, since the box is aligned with 
the axes of the world coordinate system. Now, push the ray just past the boundary of the box to 
obtain a new origin point for the ray, and proceed with step 1 above. 

§S Application of the Ray-Casting Algorithm to Shaded Picture Generation 

Although many papers have been written which describe the application of ray-casting to realistic image generation, 
and all of these methods can be applied using the ray-casting methods provided by space-tracing, there are a number of 
unique features of the algorithm with respect to picture generation which should be mentioned. 

One of the primary applications of ray-casting in picture generation is found in the production of shadows, 
particularly when the light sources are part of the scene. In this case it is not enough to pre-project the light sources 
into the environment, although this method works well for light sources at infinity. When ray-casting is used for 
shadow generation, a ray is generally sent from the object's surface in the direction of the light source. If the ray 
intersects another object before the light source is encountered, then the surface is in shadow. Unfortunately, since 
traditional ray-casting must generate a sorted list of all intersections of the ray in its environment, or at least a partial 
list, in order to perform the closeness test, shadow generation can involve the computation of numerouS 
intersections. Since space-tracing always fmd the c/osest intersection in the path of the ray, however, only one test 
need be performed in order to resolve the shadow question. If the fl1'St intersection found is not the light source, then 
the surface is in shadow. 

Another application of ray-casting is in the display of objects composed of the boolean intersections of primitive 
solids or half-spaces. These calculations may also be sped-up through the use of this algorithm. although the 
computation is slightly more complex than that described above. Briefly, the boolean composition tree which 
describes the objects being modeled is still retained, as in traditional ray-casting. The intersection list of a given ray 
with the component solids or half-spaces in the environment is built through the use of the space-tracing algorithm, 
as described above. As each component is intersected, the corresponding element in the boolean composition tree is 
marked. When all of the intersections of the ray in the environment have been determined, the boolean tree is 
traversed from bottom to top, with each component already knowing whether or not it was intersected by the ray, and 
if so, the location of that intersection point 

§6 Other Applications or Space-Tracing 

Ray-casting was originally developed as a method for evaluating the physics of penetration, not for scene generation. 
A number of disciplines can make use of ray-casting, although the relatively bad performance of traditional 
ray-casting for complex scenes has discouraged its use. Since space-tracing works well with large numbers of 
objects. it can be used in such applications as pipeline interference checking and mechanical motion interference 
checking. Three-dimensional object picking in scenes with a large number of object' can also be performed quickly 
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using space-tracing techniques. The closest-point fust property of space-tracing is also very helpful in this 
application. 

§7 Performance of the Algorithm 

The space-tracing algorithm for ray-environment intersection computation has been incorporated as a fundamental 
part of a large image computation software package, designed to operate across a wide variety of systems, and in a 
wide variety of applications. Results have shown the algorithm to be extremely effective in achieving the goals set 
forth above. Specifically, given the proper level of subdivision for a particular scene, the algorithm can be made to 
operate with the same level of performance as a traditional ray-tracer would in an environment containing as few as 
five primitive objects, regardless of the number of objects present in the original scene. Tests with 6,000 objects in 
the environment run as quickly as those with 20. Thus, on a DEC VAX 111780 class system, with floating point 
accelerator (approximate performance. I mips integer arithmetic, .2 mflops floating point arithmetic), a 512 by 512 
non-antialiased image takes in the range of 45 minutes to I hour to compute. This computation time is independent 
of the number of objects in the scene, but depends slightly on the scene's visible complexity. Roughly stated, the 
visible complexity in this case is a measure of the proportion of the rendered pixels which contain shaded surface 
points. 

Thus, the performance improvement of space-tracing over conventional ray-tracing is roughly proportional to the 
ratio of the number of objects in the scene being rendered to five objects. If the scene contains 100 objects, 
space-tracing is approximately 100/5 - 20 times more efficient. If the scene contains 1000 objects, it is 200 times 
more efficient, and so on. Obviously, cases involving hundreds of thousands of primitives may strain the memory 
capabilities of even a large virtual memory system. But, provided these difficulties can be overcome, the performance 
improvement of space-tracing for such scenes would be directly proportional to the number of objects in them. 

§8 Whence the Performance 

Empirical evidence has demonstrated the performance of the space-tracing algorithm, but it is not entirely obvious 
where the performance increases over conventional ray-tracing are derived, or why the algorithm works better at all. 
Hence, we present in this section some of the reasons for the success of the algorithm, and an analysis of how it 
performs. 

Space-tracing would not be usable if the pre-processing step had the same linear complexity with number of objects 
as ray-tracing itself. Fortunately, the rapid culling of objects during the subdivision precess eliminates this problem. 
Furthermore. bounding volume checks can rapidly eliminate objects from consideration in the object-box intersection 
tests. Again, space-tracing would not outperform conventional ray-tracing if the movement of a ray through the 
space boxes was substantially slower than the intersection of a ray with an object. Operation counts, however, show 
that in the time for a single ray-object intersection test (ie. with a sphere), approximately 7 ray-box pushes can be 
performed. This is mainly due to the fact that the boxes are aligned with the world coordinate system's axes, and that 
no 4x4 matrix transformation need be applied to the ray to transform it into the coordinate system of the boxes, as is 
often the case for intersection with geometric primitives. 

The primary reason for the performance increase, however, comes from the fact that the only areas of known space 
which are heavily subdivided are those which contain a high density of objects. Areas containing a low density of 
objects remain more or less undivided, so that rays pass quickly through them. Once a ray enters a high density area. 
it has the potential of encountering a large number of small boxes. Fortunately, the probability that it will soon 
strike a surface is also much higher in such areas, and the ray travel is quickly terminated, not by leaving the area, 
but by intersecting an object within it. The shadow or reflection rays emanating from these areas are also more 
likely to intersect a surface close to the ray's origin, so that ray travel is again quickly terminated. Therefore, the 
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mean path of ray travel, as measured by the amount of computation perfonned between one ray intersection and the 
nex~ remains relatively constant. A similar situation arises in the case of light scattering in liquids in suspension, 
and in many other cases found in statistical physics and thermodynamics. 

Another improvement in space-tracing over conventional ray-tracing methods is found in the fact that it always finds 
the closest intersection point flfSt. It is often true that many objects in a scene have purely diffuse surfaces. If no 
light is transmitted through a surface, there is no need to trace a ray past the closest point of intersection of the ray 
with that surface. Similarly, no sorting of the intersections needs to be perfonned, since the intersections are always 
found in order of distance from the ray origin. This means that the spatial coherence of the objects in the scene is 
implicity utilized to sort the ray-object intersections, as well as to find these intersections quickly. 

As mentioned above, it is visible complexity, more than geometric complexity, which determines the perfonnance of 
the space-tracing algorithm. Since it is generally true tha~ as the number of objects in a scene increases, the average 
portion of a single object which is visible from a given point of view decreases, the visible complexity of the scene 
will remain relatively constant. This is another reason for the predictable perfonnance of the algorithm. 
Furthermore, by fInding the closest intersection firs~ space tracing terminates quickly if one large object covers the 
other objects in a scene. 

§9 The Historical Bases of the Algorithm 

No development comes about in a vacuum, and this algorithm is no exception. Many sources from the field of 
computer graphics, and some from outside of i~ have been influential in ilS development. It would be impossible to 
mention all of them here, but a list is given below, in order both to credit those whose ideas have substantially 
influenced the author and to point the reader to the literature for further reading. Some of the references have been 
included in this tutorial, and are marked by an asterisk. 

Bsp Trees - [Fuchs] 

Hierarchical Data Structures - [Samet] 

Octrees ror Renderin!: - [Doctor, Torborg] 

Hierarcbical Scene Description ror Rendering - [Clark] 

Hierarcbical Object Description and Ray-Casting - [Roth] 

Hlerarcbical Spatial Subdivision ror Rendering - [Rubin and Whitted] • 

Object Oriented Ray Tracing - [Kajiya], [Hedeiman and Kaplan] 

Global Sbading Errects - [Whitted] 

Distributed Ray Tracing - [Cook] 

Higb Speed Ray-Box Intersection - [Rogers] 

§10 Related Work 

Since this algorithm was developed, approximately two years ago, the author has become aware of similar work in 
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the field. In most cases, this work has sprung from investigations into the implementation of ray-tracing on loosely 
coupled parallel MlMD (multiple-instruction, multiple-data stream) computer architectures. Space-tracing naturally 
lends itself to these architectures, since it makes use of spatial coherence in three-dimensions, while still preserving 
ray-to-ray independence. In one case, an algorithm strikingly similar to space-tracing was developed for sequential 
implementation [Glassner]. All of the references which deal with similar algorithms, to the author's current 
knowledge, are listed below. Again, those that are included in this tutorial are marked with an asterisk. 

Adaptive Subdivision ror a Parallel Arcbitecture - [Dippe] • 

Multiprocessor Ray-Tracing - [Cleary, et al.] • 

Multiprocessor Ray-Tracing - [Vatti] 

A Ray-Tracing System ror tbe Hypercube - [Goldsmith] 

Space Subdivision ror Fast Ray-Tracing - [Glassner] 
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ABSTRACT 

A multiprocessor aIa:orlthm for ray tracq Is described. The performance of the 
a\a:orlthIn Is analysed for a cubic and square array ot processor. with only local 
communication between near nelihboun. Theoretical expreulons for the speedup of 
the system as a function of the number of processors are derived. These analytic 
results are lupported by simulatlollll of ray tracq on a number of simple .cenes with 
polYionai surfacn. It I. found that a square network of processors ienerally performs 
belter than a cubic network. Some comments are made on the constrlictlon of such a 
I)'Item usq current (1983) micro-processor technoloiY. 

Catelorles and Subject Descriptors: B.3.2 [Memory Structures]: Desl&n Styles - Sh4r.d. 
Memory; C.l.2 [Processor Architectures] : Jlultlple Data Stream Architectures -
MulHple.-fMtruction-stream. MwHpl.-d.ata-str.am prOCUSON (III11D); F.2.2 (Analysis of 
A\a:orlthma and Problem Complexity]: Nonnumerlcal Aliorlthms and Problems -
Gtomdrlclll Problems and. Cbmputation.s; 1.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational 
Geometry and Object Modellq; 1.3.7 (Computer Graphics]: Three Dimensional Gaphics 
and Realism - Ksibl. JAn./Sur/ace Algorithms. 

General Terms: A\a:orlthms. Performance. Deslln. 

Additional Key Words and Phrases: ray traclna. parallel proces9q. multiple 
processors. animation. computer architecture. systollc array. JlIIlD. 
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1. INTRODUCTION TO RAY TRACING 

'lbe advent or cheap memory has made ponlble affordable raster ,raphicI 

systems with the ability to display a larlle number or colours. 'lbese systems have 

permitted the ,eneratlon o.r very realistic Im~es representlne 3D soUd.. Such 

synthetic Ima,es have many application •. Includine the animated dim Industry. The 

quality or these Ima,es lar,ely depends on the a1,orlthms UIIed to simulate the natural 

visual qualities or a scene. 'lbe major reaturea which contribute towards a reaUstic 

Imalle are: 

o hidden surface elimination; 

o shadinl:; 

o shadows; 

o Ipecular redaction; 

o transparency (specular transmllslon); 

o antl-a1lastn&; 

o perspective; 

o colour. 

Ray tractn& Is a simple way or prodUCIn, very hi,h quality reaUstic Imaeas on a 

ruter display. Goldstein and Naeel [1] deSCribe the technique as ..... basically a 

simulation or the physical process or photollraphlDl: an obJect.· Ray tracinl: 

al&orlthml have the advanta,e or olfertn& a solution to ali or the above problems. Some 

of these reature •• such as reftectlons and refractions can be Included In other hidden 

IW'face a1,orlthms. e .,. Ican-Une and area sub-divilion [7]. However. these ai&orlthms 

treat luch lurfaces as special cases wherel" ray traclne deals naturally with them. 

'lbe dnal picture quality provided by ray tractn& has to be paid for by a lar,_ 

amount or computation. proportional to the number of pixels In the picture (or more to 
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accommodate antl·aUa.I~) times the locarlthm or the number or surraces In the scel 

'[8]. 

Ray traclni works by reverslni the physical panace or a llcht ray. Rays are 

traced backwards from the eye thro~h each pixel Into the surraces representlna the 

Icene. When the ray encounters a surface, three thln&s may happen. If the surrace II 

matte then the ltaht intensity at that point on the surface will be taken as the intensity 

of the pixel the ray palled thrc~h. If the surface Is a (partial) retlector then a new 

ray Is started In the direction of the retlectlon. 'Ibe tlnallntenslty or this ray will make 

a (partial) contribution to the intensity of the pixel. It the surrace II (partially) 

transparent then a new rerracted ray Is generated passing through the surrace. Aaaln 

It will make a (partial) contribution to the pixel's intensity. Dependlna on the surface 

all three or these elfects may occur and their respective intensities will be added to 

elva the dnal pixel intensity. 

If a ray emeraeS rrom the boundaries of a scene In the direction or a Uaht source 

then that ray will send back a contribution towards the intensity or the pixel. Also It an 

'Int1nItely distant' backaround to the scene Is being used then the intenSity or the 

backaround In the direction or the ray can be computed and added to the I'lnal 

intensity. More than one ray per pixel must be use d It antlallaslna Is reqUired. 1fhItted 

[8] uses lour Increaslna the computation time proportionally. 

'lb. upshot or all thil computation II that it may take anywhere rrom several 

minutes to several hours of computer time to produce a slnale rrame. In ftlm 

animation 24 frames per second have to be produced; thus a rell' minutes of I'lim can 

talce weeks to aenerate. 1bis aives a strona incentive to seek ways or speeding up ray 

traclna. One of the properties of ray tracina Is that the rays are independent of each 

other and a particular ray can be computed in parallel with any other ray. In this 

paper we propose a two or three dimensional network or processors t o perform the r a 
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tracin4:; calculatlollll. The execution time of the two forms are calculated theoretically 

and the results verlfted by simulation. 

2. THE PROCESSOR ARRAYS 

In the processor array a number of Independent processors are connected by h.lj:h 

speed links (comparable to processor speeds). The links are condned to those 

processors which are physical ne!ihbours. Because the processors run IndependenUy 

sharlDa data only over the links and they execute durerent instructions on durer.nt 

data, they can be classllied as MIMD (Multiple Instruction Multiple Data) system. 

[3, p27t1']. The ,reat advantage of such systems Is that because there Is no elobal buss 

or alobal shared memory the system can be very easily lald out with entirely local 

Wlrlne for s!inal paths. Provided a sultable alaorlthm can be found which et1'lclently 

uses the local communication links they can provide a very cheap way of constructln& 

Slanllicant computlna power. Indeed It a two dimensional network of links I. used then 

there seem to be no Ilmltin4:; factors other than cost to crow1n4: the system Indednltely 

(although as we will see below ray traclDa performance begins to decline atter a certain 

size array Is reached) . 

In what follows we WIll describe a ray traclna aIiorlthm for cubic or square arrays 

of processors. In a cubic array each processor has a link to six nearest lIe!ihbours; 
• 

and In a square array to four nelahbours. Each processor also hal a slow 

communication Ilnlc WIth a host computer. It such a link Is sutnclently slow there Is no 

problem In I'IlIlIlIng It over the relatively laree distances needed to reach a host. This 

slow link WIU be used tor a miscellany ot tasks such as .tartlna the system up, 

debuaglna and monltorlna, and tor communtcaUna the ftnal pixel intensities to a 

central frame but1'er attached to a display. 
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3. SOFTWARE 

Ra.y-tra.cing algorithm. There are two main tasks to be accompllshed In such a 

system. The actUIil ray traclna; Itself and the initial loadina; of the scene description. 

We will drst discuss ray traclna; and then return brledy to discuss the initial scene set 

up. 

Durlna the ray-traclna; operation the three dimensional scene Is divided Into 

rect~ular volumes, which are asslj:ned to one processor each. Each processor stores 

information on those parts of surfaces which pass throUih Its own volume (that Is the 

three dimensional scene to be represented Is clipped against the volumes assigned to 

each processor). Each ray Is represented by one packet of about twenty bytes 

specllylng Its direction and other Information. Table I lists the delds needed In each 

ray packet together with their approximate size. The sizes vary dependtn: on the 

preCision or the pixel intensities, whether colour or only black and white Is used, and 

the resolution of the display. The packets are handed from processor to neighbouring 

processor as the paths of the rays through the scene are simulated. When a processor 

receives a ray packet It checks to see If It will Intercept any of the surfaces within Its 

own volume. In the simplest case there will be no Intersection. Then the ray packet Is 

handed to the processor owntna; the next volume of space which the ray will pass 

throUih. (ThIs will of course be one of the neighbouring processors). If the ray does 

Intersect a surface then a new ray Is sent In the direction of any specular redection 

and of any refraction (It the surface Is transparent) . Finally the intensity of the dltfuse 

redectlon back alolI4 the path of the orlj:lnal ray Is computed. ThIs information Is 

encoded In a return pa.cltet which Is passed from processor to processor back to where 

the ray started. Each return packet contains a subset of the delds In the ray packet, 

- Table I Contents of packets here -



Ray packets: bytes 
Dlrectlon ot ray 4 to e 
Intensity 1 to e 
Home pixel 2 to 4 
Posltlon where ray 
enters volume 2 to 4 
Total 10 to 21 

Return packets: 
Intensity 1 to 6 
Home pixel 2 to 4 
Total 3 to 10 

Table J Contents 01 packets 
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these are Usted In Table J. 

When the return packet arrives back at the tront face of the processor network 

the Inte~lty It carries Is accumulated Into the pixel thr0Ul:h which the or~lna1 ray 

passed. A number of such return packets may arrive for each pixel. This number 

depends on how often each outgo!n& ray Is split by retlectlon or retraction. A ray which 

passes out of the edges of the three dimensional scene Is checked to see It It Is 

directed toward a light source. If It Is, a return packet Is sent, It It Is not the ray Is 

forllotten. F~ure 1 shows the division of a scene Into volumes for a 3 x 3 square array 

of processors. The path of a ray and Its associated return packets are also shown. 

The steps executed by each processor are given by the aljlorlthm below. There are 

two processes Involved. The Orst runs on all processors on the front face of a cubic 

array or on all the processors In a square array. It generates the initial rays throuah 

each pixel and sends the tInal results to the host for display. (Details of how to 

determine when ray tracing for a scene has tlnIshed have been omitted.) The second 

task runs on all the processors and receives meSSajles from nelllhbours. Each 

incoming messeae can generate from zero to three outgoing messages depending on 

the case Involved. 

Initiation and termination process: 
reeel_ message from host; 
Case messeae type 01': 
Start nell' scene: 

clear all pixel intensities to zero; 
tor each pixel 'owned' by this processor 

send ray packet; 
Finish current scene: 

send pixel intensities to host; 
endeue; 

-Figure 1. Passage of a ray through a 3 x 3 array here -

• 



PIXEl 

~ Reflecting Surface 

~ Roy 
," .~ Return Pocket 

rig, 1. Passage of a ray through 3x3 array 
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Ray proc 89sllljl: 
neel" messA&e from neighbours or from self; 
cue messaee type or 
return packet: 

U packet has reached processor where original ray generated 
add intensity Into pixel intensity 

elM 
send on return packet to next processor on way home; 

ray packet: 

endcaae; 

check ray against surfaces In current volume; 
U no Intercept occurs 

compute exit point from current volume; 
U ray to pass out of array 

elae 

U ray directed toward distant lIaht source 
send return packet 

elae 
do nothlne 

send current ray packet onto appropriate 
neighbour 

elae Iintercept occurs I 
U surface Is a dll!use redector 

compute intensity of dltfuse redaction; 
lend return packet; 

U surface Is a specular redector 
compute intensity of redection and 
new direction; 
send new ray packet In computed direction; 

U surface Is transparent 
compute intensity and direction of 
transmitted ray; 
send new ray packet In computed direction; 

Picture set up. It Is of course necessary to Initialise the description of the picture 

In the processors. Durlne processing the Indivtdual processors retain a record only of 

the parts of surfaces within their own volumes. That Is the surfaces must be clipped 

against each of the volumes. ThIs wUl be done by sendine the descriptions ot the 

individual surfaces serially from a host computer to one or more of the lndlvtdual 

processors. Each surface need only be sent from the host to one of the processors 

which Intersect with It from where It will be handed on from processor to processor. 

Those processors which Intersect (part of) the surface wUl retain a description of that 

(part of) the surface and hand the description onto their neighbours. For animated 
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~tures It should be possible to set up frames other than the first one by pertormlnj;: 

loCal Increments to the positions ot surtaces. So lona as the number ot surtaces In a 

te.ne are slln!ftcantly leu than the number ot rays to be traced the picture set up will 

DDt be a llmltlna factor In overall system pertormance and so an analysis ot It. 

performance II not pursued further. 

4. ANALYSIS OF RAY-TRACING 

In the absence ot actual tlmlnas on real hardware, It Is impossible to predict the 

ab.olute execution times ot the system. It Is possible, however, to predict the relative 

Ipeedup as the number ot processors Is Increased. The total time tor one picture to be 

traced Is the time trom the leneratlon of the drst ray until the last return packet Is 

added Into the trame buffer. It the number ot processors I. very small then the time 

.,\ be dominated by the total amount ot processlna to be done by the busiest 

processor. If however the number ot processors are very larle (greater than the total 

number ot rays, tor example) then the time will be domJnated by the transit time tor 

the lonaest ray. A lower bound Is obtained by taldna the maximum ot the two times. In 

the analysis below we let Til be the time taken by the lonlest ray and Tp be the time 

taken by the busiest processor. 

Thill. values depend on the total number ot processors In the network, N, and the 

total number ot ray. to be traced, R. The resultJ are summarised In Table n. 

In 1\ oublc network the processors torm an nxnxn network, WIth one tace, nxn, 

eonnected to the frame buffer via the host. For tbJs cond&uratlon N = n S and each 

processor may be connected to up to six nel&hbours . The volumes associated with 

_ Table II Theoretical formulae tor ray traclna times here -



CubIc network 

Tp - blutest processor 

Rc~N-t 

N - total number of processora 
R -total number of ray. 

Square network 

II, b, c - co~tants depend~ upon scene 

Table n Theoretical formulae for ray traclna times 
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each processor are reiular cubes with .Ides 1.. x .Lx 1.. (the Icene belna traced I 
n n n 

assumed to lie within a unit cube). 

In a square network the processors form an nXn square with all the proceuoT 

connected to the trame butler. For thil contl&uration N = n l and each procallor ml 

be connected to up to four nelihbours. The volumes ASsociated with each proce .. 

are rectanaular with sldel 1.. x 1.. x 1 with the lona axil of lenath 1 lyIn& alone the n n 

am from the front to the back of the scene. 

The slinUlcant steps In a ray tractna operation are: 

• ieneratlon of a new ray; 

• check1n& a ray for Intersection with a surface within a volume; 

• pessllie of a ray throuah an empty volume; 

• ieneratlon of new retlected and transmitted rays If an intersection doe. OCCIl1 

• passaal of a return packet throuih a processor; 

• addition of return packet intensity Into trame butllr. 

Each of these operaUons will take a constant (althouah dlrterent) time. So computl 

the execution time Is a matter of countln& how often each of the .. operationll talt 

place. 

Longest ray. Consider a slnile ray. Durtna Its passaae It will pus throuah a numb 

or processors underiolna retiecUons and transmissions. When It dnaUy terminates 

a d1J!use retlector or by passlna out of the scene) It will be translormed Into a reb 

packet. The ieneration and termination of the ray, Its ultimate addition Into the (raJ 

butler, and the number of retlectlons and transmissions are constant and Independl 

of the number of processors In the system or of the total number of rays ienerat 

The number of processors passed throuah will vary linearly with n. The eulest way 
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II. thls Is to 1m",lne that the volumes associated with each individual processor are 

ftxed In size and that the scene Is maaniAed II! the number of processors I. Increased. 

The leoath of the ray then .cale. linearly with " and Its lenath alves a aood 

approximation to the number of processors It will pas. throuah. 

It II not so easy to estimate the number of surfaces that will need to be checked 

but which do not Intersect with the ray. For the simplest aiaorlthm thls would vary 

linearly with the number of surface. within a volume. However, Rubin and lfhl.tted [6J 

have shown that by hierarchically decomposllljl the picture this can be reduced to a 

10aarlthm1c dependence on the number of of surfaces In a volume. The number of 

surfaces will certainly be a decreaslna function of the number of processors but thl. 

will be less than llnear as many surfaces will Intersect a number of volumes. Because 

of thl. weak dependence on the number of processors It will be assumed that the 

number of non-Intersectln: surfaces checked as a ray passes through a volume Is 

independent of the . size of the volumes and hence of the number of processors In the 

array. In terms of the predicted speedup this II a worst case assumption as any 

decrease In the number of surfaces, and so In execution time, will lead to an Increased 

relative speedup. Further, If the etrect of the decreaslna number of surfaces Is so 

llreat thet the speedup of an array Is more than llnear In N then It Is worthwhile for a 

uniprocessor to simulate the multiprocessor and so reduce the speedup to betna linear 

inN acaln. 

Maklna this assumption, all the slaniAcant events In the life of a ray take either 

constant time or scale llnearly with". That Is TR = II + fin for constants II and II. For 

.L 
II .quare array this translates to TR = lit + II,N" and for a cubic array to 

TR = liS + IIaHt . 
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fJu,siest processor. Consider the busiest processor In the array. The amount of 

work It haa to do will be proportional to the number of rays and return packets which 

pul thro\l&h It. The number of raYI will vary Unearly with the total number of rays 

.anerated, R . ('Ibil assumes that Increasln& the number of rays will not ftnd any 

radically new reftacUon pat.bll throuah the scene. this should be a aood approximation 

for sutrlclenUy larlle R .) The number of rays passinll throullh a volume will also be 

proportional to It. surface area. In most cases a return packet will reverse the route 

of a ray, 80 the lurface area should also be a aood approximation ror the number of 

return packets passln& thro\l&h the processor. So, the total computlne time for a 

procillor will be proportional to the product of the surface area of the processor and 

R. 

For a cubic array the surface area of each volume Is six times the surface area of 

one face with area 1/ n )( 11 n. Includlnll the proportionality to the total number of 

-I. 
rays to be traced this alves Tp = csRN • for some constant cs. 

For a square array there are two types of races . The front and back faces have an 

area ot lIn)( l/n and the sides an area ot 1)( lin. ArauJna as above this alves, 

TI' = R("aN-1 + daN -t). 

An etrect which has not been considered In thlB analyslB II variations In the density 

of rays. Consider the tlxtreme case ot a parabollc mirror In thtl scene racine the 

~ewer. All the outaoln& rays from the eye will be bro\l&ht to a point focUi. The 

number of rays passln& thro\l&h the unlucky cube which contains the focus will remaIn 

almOlt constant al the number of proce .. ora I, Increased. titUe or no Ipeedup will 

relult then from the use of multiple processors. In les8 extreme casel thil etrect may 

CaUltl thtl Iptltldup as N Increases to be lesl than predicted by the formulae above. 
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Speedu.p. The formulae In Table II contain a number of cOlllltants, which are always 

positive and depend on the picture belna traced. Some ,eneral oblervaUollll can be 

made from the form of the equaUol18 without knowtna the exact values of the 

constantl. In both contl.a;uraUons Tp II a decreaslna function 01 N directly 

proportional to the number of rays to be traced. T. however II a 1I0wly IncreAlIna 

function of N. So, as N Increases a point w1ll be reached where T. exceeds Tp and the 

total execution time Increases as the number of proceslors II Increased. ThII point 

can be intuitively Interpreted as the point at which the costa 01 palSlna packet. 

between processors be,1nI to dominate the savina' of havina many processors. From 

the exact results and Simulations below It seelnS that this turnaround point occurs 

when there are approximately as many processors as rays to be traced. The minimum 

execution time attained at this point Is approximately the time for a ray to traverse 

the diameter of the processor network and return. 

In any parallel processlna system the maximum speedup attainable Is equal to the 

number of processorl. Rarely Is this full speedup attained because the communication 

of information between processors delays results and requires proce .. lna time Itself. 

ThIs Is also t r ue of the current system. To see this conSider the can when the number 

of processors Is smaUer than the number of rays to be traced and the execution time Is 

determined by Tp . The speedup attained II ,Iven by the ratio of Tp for one processor to 

Tp for N processors. In both con1l&uratlons R cancels from this expression so that the 

speedup II Independent of R and depends only on the scene belna traced and .the 

number of processors. 

.I. 
For the cubic network this canceUation ,Ives a speedup proportional to N" which 

II only sU,htly less than the optimum N. In the case of the square network the full 

.1. 
speedup II attained If N Is sutrlclently small but approaches N ' as N Increases. 

Because of Its initially faster speedup the square network wiU always out perform the 

cubic network for I\\tflclently smaU vah.les of N . The results below Indkate that 
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"1~lclenUy small" covers most cases or practical Interest. 

E:zact a.nalysis 0/ empty scene. It II posllble to do an exact analysll ot the ray 

trac!n& times tor an empty IIcene. The resultl ot tbJa anaIysll tor a viewpoint at 

dlltance 1 trom the center ot the Icene are liven In Table III. 

The lonaelt ray will travel dlaaonally throulh the Icene Intersectlna 

approximately n/2 processors In a square array and 3n/2 In a cubic array. Sharp 

upper and lower bounds Ue within a constant ot these two terms as shown In the table. 

These results are thWl In excellent alreement With the more leneral analysla above. 

For both a square and cubic array the larllest number ot rays pass throUl:h the 

corner processors - those turthest trom the center. For the cubiC array It Is the 

corner processors on the tront tace which are the busiest. 

For the square array the torm ot the results are In exact aareement With the torm 

ot the leneral results ot the lallt section. The results In Table III are tor a viewpoint 

distance ot 1. however the analysis has been completed tor a leneral vtewpolnt 

dlatance If. ThIs lives the result Tp = ~(1-/)N-1 + if N-~ where I = g:!~l . ,.. If 
increases the coetllclent of N-I approachel 1 and the coetll.clent of N -t approaches O. 

ThIs II very realonable for With a very dlatant viewpoint the raya wtll tend to run 

parallel to the z-axis and there wtll be UtUe messaae pasl!n& between processors:· 

For the cubic array the results for Tp are somewhat more complex. The major 

-I. 
term 11 ot the torm RN • as predicted. However there are additional terms wealdy 

dependent on N-t and If. When N ill about 1 or 2 the expression reduce I to RN-t and 

-Table In Exact times for empty scene hera -



Cubic network 

TR -loacest r&1' 

1.5Nt-1 ~ TR ~ 1.5Nt+O.5 

N - total number of processors 
R -total number of rays 

Square network 

_J.. 
R(O.25N-1 + O.375N .) 

Table III Exact times for empty scene 
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wben N. Is large to 2RN-t-. These two expressions torm a lower and upper bound on Tp 

respectively. The values tor the exact result and these bounds are plotted In Figure 2 

where a uniprocessor Is asslined an arbitrary time ot 1. It can be seen that Tp starts 

at the lower bound tor small N and Increases to approach the upper bound as N 

becomel large. 1b1. departure from the exact theory Is a result ot variations In the 

density of rays. More rays pass through a ilven area near the tront ot the scene than 

at the rear. This etrect cancels In the square array because each processor averages 

the density of rays trom the tront to the back of the scene. 

An exact analysis hes also been obtained for the scene with a slnale redectln& 

surface occupJlni all the back lurface of the scene. The results for relative speedup 

with respect to N are euentlally Identical to those tor the empty scene above for both 

the square and cubic array and so will not be turther considered. 

WhI.le simple scenes such as the empty scene analysed above are unrealistic they 

are iood approximations to more reallstlc Icenes. For example a scene which contains 

no (or very few) specular redectors will be a close apprOximation to the empty scene 

so far as the relative speedup Is concerned. Each ray will terminate at Its drst 

Intercept and will generate a slnale return packet which will retrace the ray path. t1 

can be rescaled to take account of the depth at which the Intercepts occur. For 

example It the rays all terminate about halt way Into the scene (. =~ then t1 should be 

doubled tor the square array and remain unchanged In the cubic array (this wUi tend 

to further biaa the speedup results In tavour of a square array over the cubic). 

-Fl&ure 2. Exact and simulated values ot Tp tor empty scene here -
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5. SIMULA nON OF RAY TRACING 

Techniques. Ray tractna has been simulated for three simple scenes: an empty 

Icene (all rays terminate by leaving the scene); a single square renecttna surface 

occupYln& all the back race of the scene; and a 'cylinder' composed of ten polygons. 

The Orst two are those for which an exact analysiS was /lIven In the last section. 

Re S1.I.l ts. 

The results of the simulation were baslcly to extend the conclusions of tbe last 

section to the more complex cylindrical scene. As predicted values or TN were 

negligible compared wtth Tp up to the simulation limit or 10,000 processors (assuming 

a reasonable number of rays, say, 512 x 512 or more). The proportionality of Tp to R 

was verl1led by rerllnnin/l the cylindrical scene for durerent values of R. In no case did 

the values ror Tp vary by more than 10;1;, most of this occurring when the number or 

processors approached the number of rays when statistical ftuctuations can be 

expected to become signlftcant. 

As can be seen from Figure 2 the theoretical and simulated values of Tp agree 

well. The only slgnJ.ncant departure Is when N is above 1,000. For the simulations In 

question R = 72x72 of the same order as the number of processors. Absolute Tp values 

of about 30 were obtained then (countlnll 1 for each passalle or a ray throu/lh a 

processor), SO statistical nuctuatlons can be expected to be slgnJ.ncant. 

The simulation results for the wall and cylinder scenes were essentially the same 

as the empty scene and are not repeated here. The only slgnlftcant durerence In 

relatlve speedup was that there was a small tendency ror the square array to perform 

relatlvely better than the cubic on these two more complex scenes. ThIs resulted In a 

daferment of the point at which the two crossed over to about N ~ 12,000 for the wall 
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and to N III 30,000 for the cylinder. 

6. PHYSICAL CONSTRUCTION 

In the system described the only h1&h speed communication II between nearest 

ne1Q;hbours. This allows the processors to be laid out In a unltorm way with only local 

wiring connections. This property Itl the essence of systolic systems [~] and allows of 

cheap and easy construction. This systolic approach may be contrasted with that of 

IdlldD systems with shared global memory such as the Nell' York Ultracomputer (3). To 

achieve such a global memory requires a Switching network which "Is likely to be the 

most expensive component of the completed machine" because of Its complexity and 

the need for non-local wiring. Gottlieb has noted that such general access to global 

memory Is very useful for a general purpose computer IlS 'It greatly eases 

programming. However, by tallorina the network to suit a single special purpose 

aJaorlthm considerable Improvement In the cost elfecUvenus of the hardware seems 

possible. 

The results above Indicate that a square network of processors will perform better 

than a cubic network. This Is fortunate as It Is s1Q;n1t1cantly more dlt'llcult to construct 

the latter. One reason for this Is the need to cool the system. As a cube grows It 

becomes more and more dttncult to extract heat from the middle. In a similar way, It 

becomes more dIlflcult to gain access to the middle for hardware debUiglng and 

maintenance. 

SystOlic algorithms and networks are often mentioned In the context of VLSJ 

cirCuit technology for which they are particularly well suited [5]. Some form of special 

purpose VLSI ray traclnj: processor might be possible, altho~h each processor will 

require substantial amounts of memory to store the surface descriptions (12BK bytes 

In the system described below). It Is thus likely that the system area and chip count 
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will be dOminated by the memory obvlat~ many or the advantages or a special 

processor. 

Actual hardware ror ray traclllA Is currently beln; des\jlned and buUt at Cal4:ary as 

part or the lADE project to construct development and simulation sortware ror 

distributed systems. [9). Each processor will occupy one board and will have a 10MHz 

K88000 proce!9or. 128K bytes or memory. and an RS-232 communication line (ror slow 

communication with the host) . The rast Interprocessor Unks are to be Implemented 

us~ 4K byte dual ported memories. Because the communication via them Is simple 

unidirectional message passing neither test and set operations nor Interrupts need be 

Implemented. Detection or Incomlni messages will be done by the receiver polUng Its 

dual ported memories. Each processor will have access to rour or them. three or which 

will have memory on board and three ott on their paired board. It Is hoped to buUd a 

square'10)( 10 array. 

7. MEMORY CONSTRAINTS 

As we have seen the speedup or the ray tracing algorithm Is less than linear In the 

number or processors. especially ror 10 or more processors. This ImpUes that rather 

than use the algorithm we have described It would be better to duplicate the entire ray 

tracing calculation Into each or the avaUable processors. Each processor would then 

contain a description or the entire scene and process the rays ror 1/ N or the plxels to 

achieve the ruU speedup or N. The Umlt on this strategy Is the amount or memory 

available . We expect that a simple polygonal surrace wUI need about 100 bytes to 

describe It. The system to be bullt has 128K bytes or memory on each processor 

allolt'lng scenes with up to 1000 surfaces. It Is expected that for serious work scenes 

with up to 100.000 surfaces will be needed. obviously too many to tit. To Increase the 

memory on each processor Is expensive and would requlre more than one board per 
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processor - turther Increas\~ cost and complexity. The stratel:Y Indicated then Is t.

pack each scene Into as small a group of processors as possible and replicate this 

group acroas the available processors. Investigations are being undertaken Into 

algorithms to do this and the pertormance tradeotrs Involved. 
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ABSTRACT 

Hierarchical representations of 3-dimensional 
objects are both time and space efficient. They typically 
consist of trees whose branches represent bounding 
volumes and whose terminal nodes represent primitive 
object elements (usually polygons) . This paper 
describes a method whereby the object space is 
represented entirely by a hierarchical data structure con
sisting of bounding volumes. with no other form of 
representation. This homogeneity allows the visible sur
face rendering to be performed simply and efficiently. 

The bounding volumes selected for this algorithm 
arc parallelepipeds oriented to minimize their size. With 
this representation. any surface can be rendered since in 
the limit the bounding volumes make up a point 
representation of the object. The advantage is that the 
visibility calculations consist only of a search through 
the data structure to determine the correspondence 
between terminal level bounding volumes and the 
current pixel. For ray tracing algorithms. this means 
that a simplified operation will produce the point of 
intersection of each ray with the bounding volumes. 

Memory requirements are minimized by upanding 
or fetching the lower levels of the hierarchy only when 
required. Because the viewing process has a single 
operation and primitive type. the software or hardware 
chosen to implement the search can be highly optimized 
for very fast execution . 
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Introduction 

With increases in display resolution and processing 
power. computer generated images have become more 
complex. The state of the art has progressed far beyond 
~stick figure~ representa tions of scenes to the point 
where details of realism are sought. (n addition, the 
objects to be displayed are often complex. making the 
display process both lime and space intensive. 

The most popular approach to complex image gen
eration has been to approximate surfaces with collec
tions of polygons. Generally. a good approximation 
requires an enormous number of polygons and a 
corresponding amount of display time. To help address 
the problem of complex object descriptions. alternative 
representations have been used. Complex surface 
representations such as quadric and cubic patches [8.9] 
are well suited to curved objects but are not general 
enough to model an arbitrary scene. A.nother alterna
tive, procedural representation [IO}, is completely gen
eral and relatively compact but still requires a mechan
ism for generating and displaying non-procedural primi
tive surface elements. Three dimensional ·point" 
representations [4.6} are also completely general. rela
tively easy 10 display. but incredibly wasteful of 
memory. Hierarchical representations which decompose 
the object space into repeatedly simpler subspaces 
[1,2.3]. arc a promising form which allow arbitrary 
scene descriptions in an easily usable data structure. 
This paper will present a new twist on hierarchical 
representations of scenes that has many computational 
advantages. 

Clark [11 proposed the use of hierarchical geometric 
representations to speed both clipping and visibility cal
culations. Each level of the hierarchy consists of 
bounding volumes wnich enclose the lower levels. At 
the bottom of the tree. object representations arc 
encoded in some conventional form such as polygons. 
He introduced the notions of "resolution clipping" and 
"graphical working set" . According to these notions. 
levels of the data structure which describe detail at a 
grealer resolution than can be resolved in the image are 
clipped from the current object description along with 
those portions of the scene which lie outside the view
ing area. 



In its -multi-stage combinatorial geometry model-, 
MAGI 131 utilizes a tree structured object description . 
The branches of the hierarchy are arbitrarily oriented 
rectangular parallelepipeds that enclose subvolumes of 

'"the object (see Figure I). It is again necessary to switch 
to an alternative (orm of representation at the bottom 
level in order to describe the object. The visible surface 
algorithm is a ray tracing technique in which the inverse 
or the coordinate transformation of each bounding box 
is applied to the ray at each node in the tree. The 
hierarchical structure reduces the number of candidate 
objects against which the ray must be tested for inter
section. and the successive transformations in$ure that 
the intersection calculations will be simple ones. 
Appropriately. the objects being displayed are trees (e.g. 
deciduous or conirerous instead of binary), Because of 
the enormous complexity of these objects. image gen
eration times arc several hours. 

Reddy and Rubin 121 present three forms of 
hierarchical decomposition which, individually or in a 
combination of two, are sufficient to completely describe 
an object. At the initial levels of the hierarchy, rec
tangular parallelepipeds (like the MAGi system) parti
tion the object space. At lower levels of the hierarchy, 
one of two other representations can be used. The first 
low-level representation divides this sub-volume of the 
object space into eight equal sized subspaces by placing a 
partition in the middle of each axis. These eight sub
spaces are either empty, full, or further subdivided in 
the same binary manner (see Figure 2). The second 
low-level representation also divides the object subspace 
with partitions perpendicular to the axes. In this 
scheme, however, there can be multiple partitions along 
each axis at arbitrary locations (see Figure 3). Although 
the point accessing algorithm is mare expensive in the 
second representation, less space is needed to represent 
an object due to the flexibility of the partitioning. 

The representation proposed in this paper con
structs the object space completely out of hierarchically 
structured subspaces . The terminal nodes do not con
tain another type of primitive, but are themselves 
displayable. Some of the advantages of this uniformity 
are an ability to examine the object at arbitrary 
magnification and the flexibility of combining common 
subspaces that share micro-descriptions. 

The subspaces that we have been using are rec
tangular parallelepipeds. This simple unit can be 
described and traversed with a single transrormation 
matrix, thus lending the process well to easy and 
efficient hardware implementation . The next section 
discusses this representation in detail. 

Representation 
Conventional visibility calculations suffer a com

binatorial explosion when confronted with complex 
object descriptions [71. Typical algorithms for hidden 
surface elimination require that each surface in the 
scene be so ned into a computationally effective order 
and then compared with a neigh borhood of other sur
faces. As the scene becomes complex, the neighbor-
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hood size becomes combinatoriaJly unmanageable. A 
ray tracing algorithm, on the other hand, executes in a 
time that increases linearly with the number of objects 
in tbe scene. This method determines visibility by 
extending lines (rays) from the image plane into the 
object space. Whenever a ray intersects one or more 
objects, the nearest point of intersection is the visible 
one. In addition, it needs no explicit clipping operation 
and is tbe only algorithm suited to tbe global illumina
tion models of Kay [6J and Whitted [5J . 

A structured object space makes hidden surface 
elimination more efficient. By dividing the object into a 
small number of subspaces (perhaps ten) tbe ray traced 
from the screen can easily be checked for object inter· 
section at a macro level by comparing it with the simple 
subspaces. Each of these su bspaces is an arbitrarily 
rotated. translated. and scaled rectangular parallelepiped 
(sec Figure 40) . It is described with a four-by-four 
transformation matrix which transforms the ray in the 
object space into a ray within this subspace. All that is 
required to determine intersection is a vector transfor· 
mati on and a comparison against the limits of the sub-
space boundary. If the ray misses all of the paral
lelepipeds at tbe top level, then the corresponding 
scree n pixel is ·empty· (as is often the case in simple 
scenes). If it successfully penetrates a subspace, then 
the search proceeds at the lower level where all of the 
sub·subspaces of that subspace arc examined in the 
same manner (sec Figure 4b). When the ray ente" a 
parallelepiped that is not further subdivided. then it has 
reached a solid surface whose characteristics can be 
displayed. 

Coupled with the standard benefits of ray tracing 
arc a new set of features that this hierarchy provides. 
Logarithmic access time (instead of polynomial time) 
stands out as tbe best feature . It typically takes only 
five or six levels of subdivision to represent complex 
scenes because each level contains about order of mag· 
nitude more detail. Thus, each linear increase in access 
time caused by an additional level of subdivision yields 
an exponential increase in resolution at that level. 
Object spaces are often shallow trees with a high branch· 
ins factor. 

Even with a shallow tree such as this it is possible 
to conserve storage at lower levels when there are com· 
mon object space features. Any subspaces in the entire 
trec that have the same detail, regardless of the 
environment, can sbare their descriptions since all 
environmental information (location, orientation, and 
scale) is' contained in the higher levels of the hierarchy. 
Most objects can take advantage of this feature because 
they have some common properties (usually surface 
details such II tree bark, windows in buildings, etc.) 
Thus, the hierarchy of subspaces is actually constructed 
31 a graph instead of a tree. No efficiency is lost and 
much space i. saved. 

Another advantage of this scheme is its total gen .. 
erality. Any object can be represented since, in the 
limit, the parallelepipeds can form a point representa~ 
tion. In the followin, sections we will show how planar 
poly,ons can be represented in terms or their boundina 
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volumes, and how bi-parametric curved surfaces can be 
reduced to a point representation . Thus rectangular 
parallelepipeds arc very simple objects with which to 
work. Since they provide uniformity of the object 
description they allow arbitrary magnification of the 
view to be done with no adjustment to the description 
or viewing algorithm. 

Flaur. 4a: Tb. top 1 ... 1 (box 10) of a bl.r.rchl
cally structured object "Itb • subsp ... s. 

Flaur. 4b: The second 1 ... 1 (box 61) of the 
blerarcblcally structured object In Flaur •••. 

Input 

Creation of hierarchical databases is a non .. trivial 
operation. The problem is that the partitioni ns at eacb 
level requires an understandins of the entire object 
space. When working with dynamically moving objects. 
an understanding of the motion Is also needed to parti· 
tion the object correctly. Even static objects must be 
intelligently divided to make the viewing algorithm 
effective. This section will discuss a scmi·automatic 
scheme for hierarchical decomposition and will propose 
some fully·automatic possibilities. 



All data for an object starts as a point or surface 
represe ntatio n. This information comes from digitizers 
or algorithms and is rarely aggregated in any hierarchical 
fo rm . Therefore. the first fo rm of da ta is a two·level 
hierarchy where the top level represents the entire 
object space and the lower level is the complete scene 
description with thousands or parallelepipeds 
corresponding to the data points. In order to build a 
proper hierarchy. we have a structure editor which is 
able to introduce intermediate level spaces in the object. 
This editor allows random traversal of the object hierar· 
thy and arbitrary creation . deletion, and transformation 
of the object components. In addition, the editor can 
overlay a non· hierarchical description of an object (the 
typical initial form) with the hierarchy that is being 
edited to visually assist the human operator. Early 
experience shows that the editor is easy to use: a 
hierarchical description of the city of Pittsburgh, with 
hundreds of terminal nodes in the hierarchy , took only 
a day or two to enter. The human who assists the edj· 
tor in the hierarchy creation is looking for object coher· 
ence, tightness of Ilt within the domain of rectangular 
parallelepipeds, and dynamic motion consistency. In 
addition, the human must decide when to instruct the 
editor to combine similar low·level spaces that are to 
share descriptions . 

Automating of the hierarchy creation process, 
although not currently implemented. could be do ne by a 
number of methods. The simplest technique would 
look for clusters within the object space. It would view 
the object space a5 a three·dimensional histogram and 
select peaks which represent object coherence. There 
are a number of ways to extract multi·dimensional his· 
togram peaks which could be used (II) . One possibil ity 
is to reduce the resolution of the object space and find 
clusters in that . lower resolution spaces are eas ier to 
deal with and accurately represent the original data 
(12.13). 

For dynamic objects. an initial intermediate level of 
hierarchy could be built around the known degrees of 
freedom. The initial object space would then contain a 
top level which is "the world". a middle level for the 
moving units, and a low level for the scene detail. The 
automatic hierarchy routines would then work from 
there in the same manner. 

Automatic combining of common subspaces would 
be a pre·processing step t hat finds common detail in the 
initial data and merges the descriptions . This sort of 
pattern matching is a difficult problem which can suffer 
a combinatorial explosion. Reasonable solutions must 
use some pruning of the alternatives to arrive at an 
answer. 

It can be seen that the creation of a correct hierar· 
chy requires careful consideration. Sloppy hierarchies 
will cost dearly in the scene rendering stage but good 
hierarchies are hard to create automatically. In fact. it is 
possible to understand the benefits of renderi ng 
hierarchical scenes in terms of the expense of creating 
them. Simpler object representations need less work to 
create an object space but need more work to render a 
scene. Thus, this scheme derives many of its benefits 
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rrom being able to off·load all or the combinatorial 
problems to the model creation stage. For many prob· 
lems o f computer graphics this is a desirable tradeoff 
because the di splay must be as fast as possible. 

DispllY 

Display consisu of two operat ions : visibility deter· 
mination and shadi ng. The shader used with this alga· 
rith m is described elsewhere [5). For ray tracing alga· 
rithms , visibility determination is essentially a process of 
intersecting each ray with a set of objects and chasing 
the nearest point of intersectio n (Figure 5) . 

Figure 5: Determining c::orrespGndenc::e between I 

piul I nd visible surflCe by rlY trldnl. 

The structured database improves the efficiency of 
the operation by minimizing the object set to be tested 
against each ray . Equally important to the performance 
of th e a lgorithm is the speed of the intersection 
mechanism . It is for this reason tha t rectangular paral· 
lelepipeds (RP's) a rc chosen as the only data elements 
in the object description . Each RP is centered in its own 
coordinate system with faces defined by 

x - % XII 

as illustrated in Figure 6. A ray is defined parametri · 
cally by 

Y - OJ t + b,. 

After a ray is transformed into the coordinate system of 
the RP. to test a ray against the faces y - ;tYb one solves 
the equations 

'I - (y~ - b,.)/oy 

tl - ( - Y6 - bl' )/tJ,. 



The smaller of the two t values defines the nearer point 
of intersection . Then if 

and 

-Z. :S 0 : ' + b: :s :~ 

the face is pierced by the ray. The tests to determine if 
the ray pierces the x - ±XII and : - ±!~ face s are identi
cal. 

As the ray progresses deeper into the hierarchy, the 
dimensions of the RP's become progressively smaller 
until at the terminal level each box is essentially a point 
in three space. Associaud with each terminal level box 
is a normal vector corresponding to the surface normal 
of the object which generated the box . The surface nor
mal is unrelated to the orientation of the box and is 
computed by the data generation procedure instead of 
the display procedure . 

It would be wasteful to represent planar polygons 
by collections of infinitesimally small bounding boxes . 
For the special case of rectangles, the terminal level 
bounding box can represent the polygon enctly if one 
of its three dimensions is equal to zero and the other 
two coincide with the dimensions of the rectangle. 
Arbitrary planar polygons can then be represented by 
the intersection of rectangles. Figure 7 shows a triangle 
represented by the intersection of three rectangles. The 
important feature of this representation is that the 
display procedure treats all cases the same whether they 
be described by collections of points or collections of 
polygons . 

Data Man.cement 
Simplicity of the display procedure. which is the 

key to the speed of this algorithm, is gained by transfer
ring much of the processing load to the data generation 
stage. In so me cases the data generation can be per
formed olf line either auto matically or through the use 
of the structure editor. In many cases. however. data 
generation and display must occur concurrently. One 
example is the automatic expansion of curved surfaces 
into a hierarchical point representation . Subdivision 
algorithms for bi-parametric surfaces (14,151 are natural 
candidates for the task. We have augmented straight
forward subdivision with routines for generating bound
ing boxes for each subpatch and for maintaining the 
hierarchy at each step. Unnecessary processing is 
minimized by subdividing a patch or subpatch only if its 
boundin'g box is pierced. When the hierarchy is 
extended via subdivision, the new branches are retained 
from one pixel to the next to gain the benefits of object 
space coherence. In a similar fashion procedurally 
defined objects can be expanded into a point representa
tion , although we have not implemented such an expan
sion procedure. 

Naturally, unlimited expansion of the object 
description may fill the memory available to the display 
process. Bounding boxes that are generaled as a result 
of subdivision or some ot her proced ure 3re labe led 
-temporarY- when they are created. When the memory 
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Flao .. 6: A ,..,t'.aolor pa,alleleplped defi.ed by 
x-:txh Y-:t Yh and Z-:tz •. 

Figure 7: A trilngle represented by the intersec
tion of three bounding boxes. 

becomes full, all -tempo rary~ elements that were not 
visited during the previous pixel arc deleted. 

Implementation 
The choice of represe ntation presented here and 

the attempts to simplify the display process are 
motivated by our desire to produce a technique tha~ can 
be easily realized in hardware . However. two initial ver
sions of the display algorithm have been implemented in 
software. 

The original program. running on a PDP-II /40 1
• 

incorporates the structure editor as an adjunct to the 
display routines. Using the editor, a detailed polygonal 
description of the city of Pittsburgh containing over 
38.000 terminal nodes was created . By using instances 
of such items as windows on buildings , the nurnber of 
terminal nodes actually slored is less than 600. This 
database was used to generate the images in Figures 8 

I PDP and VAX are tl'lldcmll rks ur the Dicital Equi pment Corporation 



Figure 8: City of Pillsburgh from a distance. 

Figure 9: City of Pittsburgh clost up. 

and 9 on a V AX·II /780. Figure 8 required less than an 
hour processor time to generate. but Figure 9 took 
nearly six hours due to increased detail. 

A second version of the display algorithm has been 
incorporated into a sel of V AX programs previously 
describ~d 15) . Although the programs utilize Hoating 
point arithmetic and execute very slowly, they allow us 
to use a very good shader. In addition, the VAX's one 
megabyte memory makes it possible to experiment with 
automatic expansion of a hierarchical object description 
via patch subdivision , Figures 10 and 11 were produced 
with this program. The bi·cubic patch shown in Figure 
10 would require more than 300 million sample points 
to represent the surface with the same amount of reso· 
lution produced here. Figure 10 required seven hours 
of computing time to display, and Figure 11. which can· 
tains 36 bicubic patches and a collection of assorted 
polygons, required three hours. 
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Figure 10: A sinele Bezier patch. 

Figure II: A scene composed of cuned and pol:n" 
onal objects. 

For ray tracing, we have found that tnt object space 
coherence feature of the hierarchical representation 
yields an improvement for bi·cubic surface display of 
about one hundred to one, As expected. the hierarchi· 
cal structure produces an execution time proportional to 
the logarithm of the number of terminal nodes in each 
scene, For the case of bicubic patches. about 40 percent 
of the lime is used searching the object description tree 
and another 40 percent is spent subdividing patches to 
update the object description. Since the display process 
is oriented to a hardware implementation. we have 
made no etTort to optimize the software. We are just 
beginning to study ways of extending this representation 
to display methods other than ray tracing. 

Summary 
Hierarl.!hical object descriptions provide a substan· 

tia l performance advantage for the display of complex 



scenes because the initial stages of the display process 
consist of a logarithmic search through the object 
description. We have described a method by which the 
entire visibility calculation is reduced to this logarithmic 
search. both simplifying and improving the performance 
of the display processor. This simplicity is gained 
through the use of a single form of representation that 
is sufficiently general to accommodate a wide variety of 
object types. 
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1. latrocl •• tloa 
Realistic tbree dimensional imace aynth_ is eom· 

putatioDaIly nry upeasi... R.ther th ... becomiD, It. 
.. p •• siv • • the u •• 01 more realieti. teeh.iqu .. with hi,hly 
complex scenel bu increued the COlt ptr imace,12 We 
are interested ill e!icient realistic readerinc or SetDeI tbat 
cbaole over time, Ulin, alCOritbmic I.Dd architectural 
strategies. 

Th. moot viabl. reDderiD, alcorilhm to date lor 
creatio, realistic imaCes is ray tr&eml, beeaule it modell 
tb. compl.. . «eet. 01 li,ht iD .. eDviroDm'DI more 
.«eeliv.ly th .. olh.r oisliD, IYDtbesis techniques . 

I. the ray tr .. ine model. ray. are ... t lrom the ~. 
tbrou,b ... 10 pixel 01 th. picture p ........ d tr .. od .. 
tb O)' ar. r.8eel.d .. d tr ... mitted by objecto iD .p .... 
Wh •• a ray hite ... object. Dew raYI may be pD.rated. 
due to reflection, transmission, ud/or "Ievut licht 
lOurces. Tbeee nN rays are in tUrD traeed. The ray trac
i., proc ... 110 .. lorms a tr .. with tbe ~e at the root ... d 
raYI u tb. br ... h.. . Tb. initial br ... h is th. ray pi.re
in, tb. pi.lur. pi.... latel'llal Dod .. r.pr ... DI objeete 
inteneetin, the ray I aud leav. rephlat liCbt lOureet or 
ray. leaviD, the pi.tuft .p.... Th. read.r is ref.rrod to 
Tur •• r Whitted '. .. •• n .. t iDtrodu.tio.22 lor a more 
d.tailod d ... riptioD 01 ray tracin,. 

Our approacb iI to adaplinly .J\lbdivide th. ray 
tracine protetl, and to implement tbis subdivision on 
p .. aIl.1 h .. d ..... 

Th. tbr .. dime .. io.aI .p ... 01 a ••••• to be rea
d.red is divided iDto .... ral lubre&io". laitially the 
apace is divided to usicn yolume more or leu uniformly, 
... d object d ... riptio ..... loaded iDto th. appropriate 
subregion Ju compulalioDaI 10 .... are d.termined. th. 
' p". is redistributed amo., 110 •• ubre&io" to maiDtaiD 
uDiformity 01 load. 

Th. r. DderiD, proe ... bep..s whe. the lubregioD 
cootaioin, tbe eye or camera cu ts raya at the deaired 
image resolution, Associated with eaeb ray is it. home 
pix.l. so tbal tb. pixel ... b. appropriat.ly colored alter 
the ray tratine operations are eomplete. When a ray 
•• t.n a subregio.. it is int ...... tod with tb. object 
des.riptio .. CO.laiDed wilhin the .ubregio •. Ray. thai 
.xit a lubregioD ... puoed to 110. appropriate Deigbbor. 
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Each ray resultial trom a ray-object interaction COD
taint the tradion or tbe r.y'. contribution to ita pixel. 
Tbis IractioD ie tb. product 01 tb. Ir .. tioDai valu. 01 tb. 
impinging r.y and tb. volu. r .. ultin, lrom tb. object 
intersection. Color iaform&tion laOCiated witb the spec
Iral prop.rli.. 01 lb. ray lobjecl inl.r .. tioD ie abo 
included. 

Wben • r.y t.rminat .. , becoming • lear 01 lb. r.y 
tracio, tree, tbe rendered value is &dded to • frame 
bul.r. 

Subr.gioD loads ar. monitored to d.t.rmiDe lb. Deed 
lor redislribulions 01 .p.... Wben •• ubrepoD'. load 
becomes too IUC! relative to its neipbon' loads, • 
cbanle in aubreJioD de8nition it iDiU.ted. 

A p.rall.1 arcbitectur. implem.nlin, Ibill aIlQritbm 
uses • three dimensional uray or computers, each with 
itl own independent memory. Each or tbe computers is 
assilDed ODe or mote ,ubrepona. Nei,bboriD, computers 
contaia adjaeent ,ubrecioDl, and communicate yia • 
vari.ty 01 m .... '... M .... ' ... 01 directed Ioward an 
immedi.l. .eigbbor ar. p .... ed OD i. lb. .ppropriat. 
direction. 

Imag. qualily can b. traded 01 wilb p.rlormanc., 
and to Ibie end, lb. aIlQritbm and arcbileclu .. provide 
various m.ans 01 decradin, to .. bi .... d .. ired rat. 01 
im.,e generation. 

t. Ad.pl .... Slabd ... lolon A110rllbm 
Tb. sy.tb .. is probl.m iI primarily concerned wilh 

lb. visibWly 01 objecta with r .. pecl to • viewpoinl and 
wilb lb. inl.r .. lioD 01 lisbl In lb •• nvironm.nl wilb 
Ib ... vilibl. objecll. VlSibilily is determined by • Iwo 
dimensional projectioD 01 Ibree dim.nsioDai .p .... Ligbl
in, iDtera.etion it much more complex ill that its effect 
.pus three dimensional .pace ill a DOD~projective 
mUDer. 

Pr.viou. synth .. is lecb.iqueo can b. c.tOlOriJed by 
Ibeir ce •• ralily 01 UCblin, mod.l, and by Ib.ir ... 01 pro
jecliv. qualili .. 01 im., ... 11 
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1) projective: .. buffer, painter, Watkw, priority, 
WarDock, Franklin' 
Tb ... a1goritbma r •• d.r and d.termin •• url ... visi
bilily primarily in image .p.... Uling projecliv. 
Iran.lorm.lio... Th.y .lectiv.1y mod.1 Iboee 
upecta 01 lhe ... D. Ib.1 are D.lurally projecliv. 
with respect &0 the viewpoint. However, pheoomeDa 
Ib.1 ar. Dol direclly projecliv. wilb r .. pecl 10 
viewpoint, luch u .haclo... or iIIter-objed 
relleetioDJ, introduce many complication •. 
2) quasi-projecliv.: .badow poIYIQDI. & cI .. ter plan .. , 
Ibr .. dim.nsio.a1 cooki. cull.rl 

Tb ... aIlQrilbma op.r.l. 10 • gre.ler degree in Ih ... 
dim ••• ional .p.... Th.y do Ib;' by adding inlorm .. 
tion that is nOD-projeetive, luch u .hadow polYCODJ, 
andlor by .It.mplioe 10 IOn Ibr.. dim.D.io.a1 
'p .. e, .ilb.r by •• par.line plan .. or by lb. I .... 01 
polygoDai objeclo. How.v.r, complexily is increased 
wb.n .hadow polYCOD. are incorpor.ted in Ih. 
r.Dd.riDe proc ... In addilioD. objecta are 011 ... pUI, bee.... IIlr.. dim.OIio.a1 .p ... cannol be • .,iIy 
aontd OIl lho basis 01 ,islbilily. 1'1.... a1COrilblDl 
CODerally prep... I" inlormalioll lor .. .lIici •• 1 
projective ",Iulloo 01 lb. viaibilily probl.m. 

3) nOD-projecli,.: r.y Ir .. ing, bierarcbical bounding 
volumes, IT wan bued alIOritbml14 

AIlQritbms in Ibis croup p.rlorm im.ge SYDth .. is in . 
Ibr .. dimensions. Mod.lin, 01 • ,eDerai cl... 01 
Ugbline .Iecll is 1 .. i1iI.led. Hi.rarcbical bouDdine 
volum .. can be Ibougbl 01 ., • mod.liDe oper.tion 
ratber than a renderinc ODe, but it i.t intimately 
r.lated 10 read.ring. II is • Iype 01 tbree dim.nsioDai 
aubdivision which does not tort but lUes contain .. 
ment information to aid in visibility determination. 
Ray Iracin, iI tb. primary exampl. 01 a1gorilhms 
that inhereDtly operate ill three dimeuioDaJ apace, 
i.e. no projection with respect to .,.iewpoint is neees
.ary. Tb. main disadvantage is Ib.l. in g.neral, all 
01 Ibr .. dim.nsio.a1 .p ... musl b. considered 10 
arrive at a IOlutioD. 
Tb. complexily 01 ray Ir .. ing is usociated wilb lb. 

1 .. line 01 r.y. lor int.rseclion wilb lb. objeclo 01 lb. 
... D.. The distributioD 01 complexily in .p ... ;. d.ter
mined by lb. dilllributioD of objecta, and b,. Ibe dislribu
tion or low or ray. amoDI tbe obj eds. A rtCioD of apace 
wilb many objeclo bul wilb DO r.y. b .. 10 .. complexily, 
.. does • region witb many ray. bUI DO objects. OD lb. 
otber band, a repoD in which maDr r.y. are intera.etinc 
witb many objects b .. v.ry biCb complexily. 

Up to now, mool a1COrilbmo bay •• ubdivided lb. Iwo 
dimensional projection of tbree dimensional apaee when 
.. ad.ring. Our aIlQrilbm is complet.ly .o.·projeclive in 
nature, and aubdividea tbree dimensional apace itaeU. 
Tb ..... Dtial cbar .. I.';'ti .. 01 lb. aIlQrilbm ar.: 

I) Tbr .. dim.n.ional .p ... is divided inlo .... ral 
,ubregioDs. Object ud Ii,bt &ource description. are 
distribuled amoDg tb •• ubregioDO .. cordin, 10 Ib.ir 
posilioD. Eacb 01 lb. .ubregiona ;. proc_ed 
ind.pe.denlly. 
2} Raya are cut into tbree dimensiollal apace and 
proc ... ed in lb •• ubregioDl a10D, Ibeir pall.l. Tbe 
ray. witbin • puticular lubrqion are teeted for 
inl.rsoclio. wilb oDly Ibos. objects wilbin Ib.1 
.ubr.gion. R.y. tb.1 •• il lb •• ubr.gio. are paaoed 
10 n.igbborin, .ubrepons. Tb. r.y. ar. proc_ed 
uDlil Ib.y I.rmin.te and become I ..... 01 lb. r.,. 
Ir .. in,lr ... 
3) Tb. 'bapeo 01 lb •• ubregioDl are ad'pliv.ly COD
IroUed 10 mainlain • rouebly uDilorm dislribulion 01 
load. 
For any liven r.y, we only too.sider lubrecioD.l aIoDe 

lb. patb 01 lb. ray, and ilDor. all olb.n. ThUl, lb. 
probl.m is reduced lrom coDlid.rin, all objects. 10 COD
.id.ri.g oDly Ibos. objects aIon, Ibe 0 •• dim ... ional r.y. 

Tb. Ihree dim ... io.a1 m.lbod lor .ubdividine lb. 
r.y Iracin, probl.m can be .ppUed to lb. , .... a1 ima,. 
.YDlb .. is probl.m. Th. param.lers CUI be Ibouebl 01 as: 

I) objec\o, and 
2) dilllribulion 01 Uebllbrou,b .p .... 

Tb. probl.m is to ftnd lb. viaual .Iimul .. lrom .ucb • 
world. 



•. 1. 8" b,..Io •• 
Tber. are ••• oral inu .. eoDce",ilI, tb. ,bap. 01 tb. 

,ubrepoD' tbat ,.bdi.id. 'pac.: 
I) lb. eompl.lity 01 I1Ibdividill, tb. probl.m, •. c . 
iDteneetiDc objecu or raJ' with the boVDdari_, 
2) tb. abilily to ,ubdivid. 'pac. wilbout Ipliuill, 
object., ODd 
3) tb. uDiformity 01 lb. ditlributod Ioadl attaiDable 
wilb tb. ,bape. 

Tbe eompl •• ity 01 ... D .. it certaiDIy Dot uDilorm, 
but vari .. accord ill, to tb. cbaraclerioliCl 01 tbe eom
poDtnh 01 tb ... eDe. Our ,ubrecioD' do Dot divide 'pace 
uniformly, but &Dow arbitrary lubdivisions or .pace 
witbill tbe topolocical and ,oometrical eoDllraint. 01 tbe 
lubrecion.. This provid .. UJ wilb a .ery powerful tecb
Dique witb wbicb to ,ubdivide Ibe 'pace to aceommodau 
DOD-uDiform eomplexity. Th. ability to dedicate proc .... 
iD, power where complexity it concentrated aDd Dot 
w .. l. it wbere it it UDDeeded it ODe 01 tb. IUDdameDtal 
upeets 01 Ibe ,y.tem. 

AmoD, tbe polybedral ,hap .. wbicb eould bouDd tb. 
,ubreJioDs, tbe tbr.. mool promisillc candidates are 
ortbor;ODaI pualJelepiped., uctDeral cub.", aDd let-lab. 
dr.. More ctneral shapes luch as quadric lurfaces are 
under investi,aUOD aDd may be useful in the future, but 
are Dot con.idered in this paper. 

Tbe moot ilIluiti.ely limple polybedra are ortbOCODaI 
paralleJepipedJ, 'Which are con.traiaed to bave aU boua .. 
dari .. parallel or perpeDdicular to Ibe major ..... Ficure 
10 ,boWl a two dimeD.ioDaI analoe 01 ortbOCODaI paral
lel.p;~.do. A!I lubrepoDs ""wand ,brillk to redistribule 
the complexity of the seene, tbe boundaries rem&ia 
ortbOCODal, and the lubrepons remtiD CODVex . 

BouDdary-iDteneclioD teotillC lor ortbOCODaI paral-
1.I.pipedo it Dot a ,ilDillcanl ov.rb.ad. How .. er, tb. 
onbocoDality cOD.traint dOti Dol allow local adjuotmeDto 
to a subrecioD to b. made wilbout alreclillC mooy otber 
lubregion., and in ,eneral, III aeenel. eomputational com
pl.xity will b. Ie .. uDilormly distributed tban witb more 
,eneral boundaries. Unless either yery few buie object. 
are eontained in each .ubrecioD I or the ecene bas • uni
form distribution of eomptexity over 'pace, the low OVel'
head 01 onhOCO_a1 parallel.pipeds it uDlikely to ollset 
their peater DOD-uniformity of load. 

C.D.ral cuboo resembl. tb. Iamiliar cub., .... pt 
tbey bay. rel .. ed eoDstrainls OD pl .... ity 01 lae .. and 
OD convexity. 2-D analoco 01 ,.noral cub .. are shoWD ill 
BCUr. lb. 

Witb tb ... relaxed coD.lrainto, tbe compl.xily 01 
boundary testiDc is iDcre .. ed o.er Ibal lor tbe ortbOCODaI 
polyhedra, and hence the ov.rbead lor .acb subreJion it 
ilIer .... d. How .. er, ,e. oral cubes allow much mort local 
control of ,ubrepoD .hapel with tbe coo.sequenee that 
more uniform distributions of load can be achieved tbu 
wilb orlbocoDaI subrecioDO. Funb.rmore, the redistribu
tiODO can b. perlormed locally. 

T.trahedra are tbe limplest ,bapeo, and art 
ilIbereDlly eoD'OJ . A 'pac ... filliD, coll.dioD 01 tetrahedra 
can b. coD.huded wilb ""ups 01 lix tehahedra lormill, 
a cub., whicb are tbOD arr .. ced to IU 'pace. Th. bouD
dary 01 oacb ,ubreJioD it d.bed by it. lour corD.", and 
tb. iDl.rfaco witb two Dei,hborillC ,ubrtcioDJ it dellDed 
by three 01 tb ... eorD.... Fipre 1c ,boWl OD analoe 01 
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(t) 

It) 

FiI"re 1. 2-D analop 01 onbOCO_a1 parall.l.pipedo, 1tD
eral cub .. , and tetrahedra, limulaled witb tb. ,am. load. 
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tetrahedral .ubrecioDi. 
Tetrahedr. h ... fewer bouDdari .. thaD cub .. , 00 the 

overhead or bouadary teotiD, is lower for them th .. for 
I'D.ral cuboo. Th.y allow local coDtrol of .ubrepoa 
lhape, but because vertices are ,hared amonl more lubr. 
po .. with tetrahedra th ... with ,eaeral cubes, Ihe COD
lrol c ... Dol be u local. Bee ..... letrahedr. h.v. f.wer 
Tertices thu tubes, they may Dot eoataiD lubrepon·siJed 
obje"' ... well. 

Simple, hed CODDectivities have heeD assumed 
throughout the discussion. We have also considered arbi .. 
trary Iopolosi .. for the .ubrepo... How.ver, &xed COD
Dectivities allow .impler caiculatioD' for the determin .. 
tion ot how ray. move amoDI lubrepoDs, aDd tbe 
tradeoll's betw"D more ,e.eral Iopoloci" ... d .h.p .. 
h.ve yet 10 b. fully determiDed. For th ... re&lOD., w. 
oaly disc .... arr.y. of ,eDerai cub .. for Ihe remaiDder of 
the p.per. 

Given tbe basic scenario or how the subdivision alp 
ritbm operat. and how .pace is subdivided, how do we 
carry out &D actual lubdivition to yield a uniform distri
butioD of the problem! A direct optiDaal aolutioD requir .. 
,lob.1 bowled,e, .. d i. quite diJricult. W. would Iik. 10 
.void th ... problems if pouibl •. 

Our solulioD is 10 allow Dei,hboriDI .ubrepo" 10 
Ihare each olhen' load iDf.rm.tioD, ... d 10 allow rei .. 
tively more loaded lubr.poD' to adjust their bouDdari .. 
10 reduce load. This mechanism is • feedback schem.. II 
aJso provid ... mech ... i.m ror ad'ptiD, 10 th. ch ... ciD, 
complexity ot •• ceDe iD • distributed m ... Der. 

1.1. Ad"ptl ... Redlotrlb .. tloD 
It is diJricult 10 .aI.ulate the distributioD of load 

without actually .iDaul.tiD,lh. ray IraciD, proc.... The 
alsorithm redistribul .. the load amoD, the .ubrepoDI 10 
ad.pl 10 .h ... ciD, .0Ddilio .. iDduced by Ih. movemeDI 
01 objects, ligbta, tbe eye or camer., aod other tim. vary
iDC beh.vior. 

Load is redistributed by moviD, the poiDts de8DiD, 
lubregioDs aDd passlD, tbe object informatioD u needed. 
Th. load of each .ubr.poD is compared to Ih.t of ill 
Deighbors. WheD •• ubrecioa's load is hi,h.r Ih ... ill 
Deighbors, 10m. load should be tr ... ferred 10 th.m. 
Mor. ,eDerai rel.tive load measureo .... aJso be UJed. 

Th. load m.tric is delermiDed prioDarily by th. p~ 
du.lot 

I) Dumber ot objects ... d Ibeir complexity, ... d 
2) Dumber ot r.y •. 
Load is tr ... terred by moviDC corDen ot • lubr .. 

(ion. To simplify matteN we only !DOve ODe coruer at a 
time. The corner', Dew position iI chaetD sucb tbat 
eDouch volume is tr ... f.rred to equali .. loads. 

OD •• Ih. Dew poeilioD for • corDer ot a lubrepoa 
has b .. D determiDed, object d ... riplio ..... d olh.r intor
m.lioD are redislribuled 10 .. neet the Dew lubdi.isioD. 

It tho ... D. beiD, "Ddered is teo complex, IheD 
redi.lribulioD ... Dol ealir.". aII •• iate Ih. problem. Ja 
lu.h " .... , degrad.lioD lechDiqu.. mu.t b. .pplied. 
Th ... techDiqu .. are dis.uoeed I.ter. 

This is • liDapliaed "'Dario or th. redistributioD p~ 
.... , lOme of th. more dill .. lt poiDts ot whi.b .... dis ... 
iD th. tollowiD, IOClioD. 

tl52 

1.1.1, More Sopblotle,,\ed Appro ..... 
SubrecioD. with e1oD,ated .h_, or IhOle "hl.h are 

very CODCI"e, may cause r.y. to pus throup more 
subr.poD' th ... would be Dec ... ary with f.tter, CODVex 
subregioDS. Th. load m.tri. reBects Ihe uDdesir.bility ot 
eloDcated or concave lubrecions. When a lubrqion 
becomes 100 uDdesirable iD ,h.p., ill load .... be 
iD.reued by • factor iDdi •• tiD, ill d .. ire 10 become 
shapely. This more ,eaeral fram.work wiD allow lubr. 
pODS to become unshapely when it is advantllflOUI, while 
maiDtaiDiD,.h.pely .ubregio .. iD ,eDerai. 

When selectiDl a corner 01 a subrqion to move, we 
must take iDto a.ecount tbe ditliculty involved in sbiltiDC 
tbe load; it may be euitr to traDster load from ODe 
.omer Ihan ... olher. We aJso wish 10 Ir ... "er Ih. load 
dillereDtly 10 each of the aIIected Dei,hbors, wilh more of 
the load SOiD, 10 thoee th.t are le .. t loaded. Another 
important constraint OD redistribution is to minimize tb, 
.plilliDg ot objects amOD, Deilhborin, .ubrepoDi. This 
.... be dODe relatively e .. Uy, bec.... the o.erloaded 
lubrepoD which iI exportiDI object. CIA cbOOM tbe new 
poeitioa ot " cora.r 10 avoid 'plilliD,. ID addilioD, by 
.ubdividiDC the subrepoos iDIo smaller recioDl, wilhiD 
which .talisti .. are kept .bout objecl distribulioD ... d 
ray Bow, more precise decisionl about object .plittiDc and 
load movement CaD be made. 

Our mech ... i.ms for redislribulioD wiU Dol D .... 
,arily produ •• exaclly uDiform load distributioD.; this is 
Iolerabl., AI 10D, AI th. diller.D ... iD load are .mall per
eeata,ea or the avera,e. 

W. would lik. 10 .void oeciDalio .. iD th. redislribu
lioD proc.... Small osciDatio ...... be damped by addiD, 
hy.ler .. is ao that load disparilies of • • .. laiD .i.. are 
required before. redistribulioD is allowed. IDlI.bility due 
10 Ih •• hullliD, ot lars. objecto aclOll boundari ...... aJso 
be d.tected ... d limited. 

Global iDform.tioD about the distributioD ot load. is 
maiDtained1 aDd is used to direct elective redistribution. 
WheD load, are hi,hly dispar.te, 1_ tr ... st.,. of load 
are u.ed. AI Ihe disparily decr ..... , .maller load. are 
Ir .... f.rred. 

There are m ... y .ubtle issu .. iDvolved with the red;' 
tribulioD proc ... , ... d further ... aly ... and experioDenls 
mu.1 be performed 10 determin. Ih. b .. 1 .hoi ... for this 
.ppU •• lioD. W. hope 10 complete th_ ,Iudi .. in Ih. 
Dtar ruture. . 

I. P .... "UeI Anblteeture 
Our par.llel implem'DtalioD of Ihe aleorithm us .. 

independent computen, eaeh tommunieatiDc with • few 
Dei,hbors. Computen are respoDlible for OD' or mon 
.ub~onl aDd eommunicate with nei,hboriDC tomputen 
UlmC mess.leI. To simplify the discussion. we .... ume 
ODe lubrqioD ptr computer. 

Compulen h ... dl. all r.y. ...d redislributioDi 
aIIectiD, their .ubr.po... Thor b ....... ral other tub 
as well. M ... ",,, m.y b. IODI to DOD-Deip borin, com-
puten by p ... iD, them Ibrouch iDterYeDiD, eompul.n. 
Thut, computen must rout. m ... aceo. 

Computen at Ih. bouDdary ot Ih. arr.y h .. dl. 
inBaite exteDIi of .pace. Thor aJao b.v. fower Del,hbon 
th ... Ihoo. iD the ..,Dler, ... d 00 Ihor are top.aI ... di-
dat .. 10 m ..... uxiliary .Ior. deYI ...... d •• twork 
iDl.rr..... Computen ID the ... ter would ...... Ib_ 



devicel 'Via nqUeiti through meuICt!I. BecaUie we do 
Dot WaDt a direct connection &0 a frame butl'er for eKb 
compul.r, lb. rram. bull.r will be CObb .. led 10 boubdary 
compul.n .Dd ......... yia m-ocs. 

Besid .. lb. Ip.dal rol. or dial< ... d rram. bullor COb
b .. liobO ror bouDdary compul.n. tber. ar. olh.r .peeial 
rol. Ib,1 .erlaiD olh.r compul.n ban: 

1) Th. compulor coDlaiDiD, tb. OJO or cam.ra mUit 
.ullb. iDilia! ra" ror ... h rram •. 
2) IDI.rf ...... d mODiloriD, tub, ... i",ed 10 10m. 
computen, an ued for dew, witb 'DIeI' controlled 
"ot.m paramot ... u well u ... y oth~r aIobal tub, 
,u.b .. iDitiaD, diotributiD, tb. im". d •• riptiob or 
w.t.biD, tb. ".tem load u , wbolo ... d .b .. ciD, 
certain parameten aatomatically ia nlpoDIe t.o load 
.h ... , ... 
Th. paraD.lizalioD or the imace OJblhaio problem 10 

bued OD ,ubdi.isioD or throe dim ... iobal 'pac. iato 
adj ... al pol,hedral recio'" Th. eomput ... nopo .. ibl. 
ror lb. oubrecioa. operate iad.peDd.DII" ad'ptinly 
redistributia, tb. .pac. .. load. are d.termiDed, and 
p ... ruu, depadiD, if tb.ir load 10 100 Iarce. 

'.1. Ar.laltedaral Penpeetln 
A bumb.r or .peeial purpoo. p.phi ... aciD" ... d 

OJ.temo ba •• beeb propoeed and/or built. Wo bri.fty 
d_ribe 10m. or tbis work ib tb. CODt .. t or our ... hil ... 
ture. 

'.1.1. M"ltleomp,,&en 
Th. LINKS-I" multi. ompuler h .. beeD buill 10 

,.a.r,l. ray traced pi.lur... It co .. isto or 114 ubit com
pul.n, eacb or whi. h is cobaeeled 10 two b.i,hbor com
paten, a root computer, aDd • relull eoUeetioD computer. 
Tb. root compul. r coDlro" tb. OJ.tem and r .. ilit,l .. 
aoa"Dei,hbor communication amon, computen. 

Tbis IopolocJ aIIo ... work 10 be dislribuled by the 
root computer 10 tbal il .an b. perrormed iDd.p. ad.Dtly 
ia paraDeI, or pipeliDed rrom beichbor 10 b.i,bbor. or 
10m. combiD,t iob or both. UDfortuaatel" if ... a. 
descript io .. are 100 compl.. to be dupliealed ia ... b 
computer', memory I t beD .ubttutial communication 
amOD, Ibe .omputen is required, bul this 10 IaiDdered by 
tb. r .. lri.led coaDeetioa IopolocJ. Furtb.rmor., u pan
,iOb or the .,.t.m will be limiled by Ih. a .. or lb. cJobal 
root .. d coUeclioa compul.n. 

Rec.at work b, otb.r ... ..,.b.n·':II) hu abo 
addr ... ed lb. 'pplic.tioD or paraD.lism to ra, " .. ia,. 
They eontider leometrically uniform, ortbOCODN tubdiyj. 
.ioa. or .p... . Bolb .1I0rte r .. or two dim ... ioDaI "",1 
01 eomputm over tbree dimensional arrays. 

How ••• r, lb., do Dol addr ... Ih. ioau .. o~ .. hi .. iD, 
uiform load dislributioa o •• r tb. ,ubrepoDl. Th. abil
ii, 10 ad'ptivel, roclislribul. over tim. is cru.ial to lb. 
• u« ... or this appro .. b, Dol ODI, boc .... or temporal 
.hao,.. ia the ... D., bul bee .... load distribulio .. an 
exlr.m.I, dillicult to .a1culat. wilhoul actuaD, .imul.t
ia, lb. ra, Ir .. ia, proc .... 
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' .1.1. Graplal .. Ella"' . .... d S"b-Fro ..... n 
Clark .... tw.lve or bis ,p • .,jabzed VLSI proeeoaon, 

Geom.lfJ EaciD", \I to p.rform Ih. Go.tia, poiDl calcu. 
I.tio.. • ... ary ror ceom.lri. .alcul.lion. prior 10 the 
read.riD, proceoo. Th ... t,p. or oper.tio .. are abo .... 
rul ror ra, Ir .. iD, oper.tiob., ... d oimilar hard",are 
.hould b. "eDluaD, b. iacluded ia oar I)'.tem. How
""er, w. reel Ib.t bec.UI. or the uperim.alal a.ture or 
our 'Yltem, bardware compleoity obould iaitiaUy be 
.pplied to .upport ,eD.ral purpooo proe_ia" at tb. 
exp .... or .peeia! parpoee operalioDl. 

Fiume aDd Fouraier7 d.cribt a multiproe.or arebi
teclure which proe_. 'pODl or ..... IiD .... ia, parallel 
proeeuon, aIIowiD, 10m. depee or anli-alluia, to be 
performed ia e .. h ~roeOllOr. Th. Pi .. 1 Plan .. OJltem 
d.veloped by Fucbe ut... I·bil proc...,r per amall 
number or pix ... 10 perform ,.an-<oanniob and hidd .... 
,urf .... limia.tioa OD • per-polnoa bulo, Ulia, • a
bulrer lecbaiqu" ID Pix.1 Pi .... , poircoD1 are broadcul 
to tbe array 01 proceuon, ODe at a time, ud are pro-
c ... ed ia parallel. Th. applicabl. a1corithma ror both or 
th ... architectu ... are b, b.t.re ... Iricted to projecled 
imace 'pace, aDd are Dot appropriate lor our application. 

A aumber or ftro<OOIOr per polYCOD ar.hilectuno 
bav. beeD propooed. 0.21 Th ... delermia •• arf .. o yloibiJ. 
it, .t tb. pixel I.vel usiD, a Dumber or d.pth compar .. 
Ion. AI th ... han aD worked ia projected imace 'P_, 
ther are aIIO Dot appropri.l. ror our appro .. b. 

'.1. n. Nal ..... or til. P,...aIIollaatlo. 
A ray crosaiD, the tbree-dim ... ioDaI array or com

puters CaD pili oyer maD1 computen, 10 , Iobal inform ... 
lioa .bout the . , . tem may be old. ID parti.ular. 
h owled, . Ib.t aD .ompul. n ban completed tb.ir fir 
t racine operatioDl may be out of date. 

Ralh. r Ihan wail ror m_ ocs 10 prop".to, w. 
adju'l lb. compul.lioa 10 th.t aD computen compl.t. at 
. pproxim.I.I, tb. 1aDl' tim.. This hu tb. COIl!eqU.DC. 
tbal b.W !ram.. mi,hl b. ,Iarted berore old.. rram .. 
h ... 6Diobed. Tbis 10 Dot • problem. bee.UI. miaor uri· 
. tioa. can be abeorbed b, aIIowiD, eomput. tio .. OD old 
rram .. 10 coaliD •• arl.r a.w.r rram .. beciD. R.y "..,ia, 
and rram. bull.r upd.liD, ... onrlap if "" .. a1 imace 
rram .. an .Iored. ID Ibis wa" lal. upd.teo to rram .. 
cao be mad. berore displayiD, th.m. 

'.a. P,...allel Redlotrlbutlo. 
M .... , .. are Uled 10 iailiate • redlotribulioD. E..,h 

compul.r b .. 2& a.i,bboriD, computen, "".a tho.,h it 10 
oal, direcll, coaDected 10 G, and each co,. .. 10 obared 
&mOD, 8 compute... Thu., the load and redislributioa 
m .... , .. maol b. routed Ihrou,h •• i,bbon to aDow com
plel. delermiD.lioa or redislribulioD paramet.n ror .acb 
comput.r (aee 8cure 2). Load and redislributioa m ... _ 
will coalaiD roulia, iDrormalioD to ,peed up lb. proctll . 

10 addilioa to objecl iDrorm.tioD and ra, ftow withia 
•• omput.r, otb.r !acto .. are relaled 10 load iD tb. paral· 
lei ar.bilecture: 

1) lb. DUmber or meeoac" d. a11 witb, 
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r ....... I. Load m .... '. roulin,. 

2) lb. ,i •• 01 m .... '. qu.u .. (lbiJ m.asur .. bow lar 
bebiDd • rompul.r iJ, rel.li •• 10 ill Deigbbors), IIJld 
3) idle lim •. 

Tber. olb.r poosibl. laclors wbieb are uDder in.",li, ... 
tiOD. 

ODeo lb. eompuler bas delermined lb. DeW posilioD 
for a corner, it lend. out redistribution mesuces a.nd 
becin. pas.iD, objecl. IIJld olb.r inlorm.lioD. To baDdl. 
ties betwHD two computers which decide to move tbe 
ume corDer at the lame time, ea.cb computer is usiped 
• priority aecordiDc to ita poeition in the uray. 

Ir aD overloaded computer', oeighbon are also over
loaded, 10 Ib.1 DO load Ir ..... l.rs ellJl lak. plac., Ibe eom
puler musl reduce ill load usin, Ibe decrad.lioD lecb· 
Diqu .. discussed 1.ler. 

To ensure tb,t redistributions are carried out u 
quickly u pouible, computers cheek their me:ssa,e queus 
periodic.Dy. U .. redistribution mange iI found , it is 
• eled UPOD immedi.I.ly. 

Nol. Ib.1 Ibe redislribulio. proe ... is eanied oul in 
• local maDDer without .. complex protocol. 

1.4. M_, .. 
W. IiII 10m. 01 lb. dilf.re.1 m .... coo IIJld Ib.ir 

B.ld.: 
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1) r.y: pix.l, poiDI 01 origin, direclio., pereeDtage 01 
cODlributiOD 10 lb. pixel ollbio ray, rolor param ... 
I.n 01 lb. "y 
2) pix.l: addr ... , .alu. 
3) ,lobal par.m.I.r: Dam., .alu.; lor inslllJlc, Ibe .. 
iJ am .... '. Ib.1 leU. lb. rompuler roDlainin, Ib, .y. or eam.ra wh.lher or Dol 10 IOnd Oul Ih, initial 
.. y. and perform reDd.rinl 
4) obj.et inlormalio.: deoeriplion; ,.D.ral objecll 
.ueb as .plio .. ,2 Iraclalt,I3 or blobby mod.ia3 will be 
hllJldled 
6) dllt i/o: Nqu .. 1 typ., uooc:i.1ed d.ta 

0) load .alu.: romp_t.. ID, .alu., ODd poosibb' 
.olum. inlorm.tion lor rediotributioD purpooeo; th_ 
messacee are copied to • IDOnitorinc eomputer tor 
,Iobalload .tatioli .. IractiD, 
7) redistribution Dotileation! eorner to move, new 
location, routine information 
By mODitorin, the m .... ' .. beiD, passed as w.U as 

examinme load messaK'es, tbe pertormaDc:e or the system 
c:a.n be easily measured. Thus, messac. form a direct 
bas .. lor .vaiu.lin, the syst.m. 

4. p.rformaae. Des,adatloD 
I! our algoritbm/architeduro .. 10 b. suee ... lul in an 

interactive environment, it must allow performance to 
decrad. graceluUy. Sinc. any macbin. roDOtruded must 
be finite, some problems will exteed ita resources, and 
degradation will be unavoidable. It. c:omputer iI unable 
to reduc:e ita load by movine bound ariel, it c:an decrease 
it. load by more drastie m ..... 

ODe possibl. load-reducin, actioD io 10 delet. ray 
messages in • controUed manne', until. computer can 
keep up with the d .. ired Iram. rat.. Tbio amouDts to a 
local reductio. in Ihe h.ight 01 tbe ray traeing t.... Mes
sag .. sigoiBcllJltly older IbID the YOUD, .. t .... i.ed mes
.. ,e would b. "'«ieal cllJldidat .. lor deletioD. Som. m_ 
",es, such IS disk requ .. t., sbould .ot b. d.leted. 

AI • more global 1 ... 1, tb. ima,. resolulioD or Ih. 
depth of tbe ray tracine tree can be reduced, ereatin, 
fewer ray" at tbe expense of less real.i5tic simulation. In 
additioD, tb. 1 ••• 1 01 detail lor reDderio, 01 objecll ean 
b. reduced; lor eoampl., .plio .. or Iraetalt mi,hl be .ub
divided into lewer poly." ••. 

Cenerally, tbe sma.ll erron in pixel intensity tbese 
degradation meuuree introduce will be visually tolerable. 
II tbey or. Dot acceptable, tb. Iotal workload must be 
decreased by reducing tbe rat. 01 ima,. ,eDeration . 

By aUowin, • user to trade im.,e quality lor speed, 
a.n extremely elfec:tive tool ror practical ima,e I)'DtbesiJ iI 
provided. 

Th .. e ad'ptivily paramelers may be eoDtroUed by 
the user, or by • eomputer wbich bas beeD ,atberin, 
staliotics. Th.y are used 10 tUDe tb. perlormllJle. 01 the 
system . 

6. ""al,..1a 

S.mbol M"DiD~ 
B numb.r 01 object. 
C Dumb.r 01 paraU.1 eomput.n 
o d.pth 01 ray tracing tree 
L .umb.r 01 U,ht. 
N numb.r 01 rays lrom OD object iDleraclio. 
R Dumber 01 ray. 
S number 01 subregioDO 
fJ bouDdary·intersection eoet 
Ie eo-resident objeet overbead 
" DOD·uniform diitributioD COlt 
11 ray passin, overh.ad 
II pix.1 .D"a summatioD ooot 
r lubrKion trl.venal overhead 

W. ODaly .. the standard ray traci., algorithm, tho 
ad.pti •• lubdi.i.ion algorithm, IIJld tb. paraU.1 arehitec
turo. Our roupled paraU.1 impl.me.t.tion II alto ro .... 
pared with a Iram ... paraU.1 impl.m.ntatio •. 



Tho <yel. eoUD" ror data tr ... fe", aDd eoatiD, 
poiDt op.ratio ...... m. tb. eomp.t ... Oft impl.m.Dted 
usmc microprucfaSOn &upented with lo.tiD, point 
ebips. Comp.t.rs wilb f .. ler GoatiD, poiDl .peeds wiD 
also tend to have wider data path., 10 the relative .peeds 
of arilbm.lic op.ralio", and data Ir"",fen wiU b •• imi· 
lar. 

6,1, St""dard Alaorlthm 
To perform ray 'r&tinl, rays Ale cut into • KeDt, 

and are tested for iDtenedioD with each objed in tbe 
.ctnt. A3. ,.uJt of an intersettioD, each ray may pre> 
duce 0, I, or more otrsprinC. dependiDc OD tbe reflective 
and fefr.dive properties of the objeets. as weD AI the 
Dumber 01 light lOurees. In • biSbly re8Ktive enviroo· 
ment, several levels of interactioD testill, . Dew ray cen· 
eration must be performed for a realistic rendering. 

We assume the ray tracine tree cenerated by reeur· 
eive reflection/refrad ioD rays as • compJde tree of depth 
D. Il bu Ri nodes .t tub level, where Ri+ 1 - RjN and 
N correspond! to the aver.,e number or r.y. produced 
by • ray-obj~t interaction. The total Dumber or .... e. in 
thi! tree is liven by 

D· l ND I R EN; = R I_-_} 
•. 01 N-I ' ,-. 

wb.r. R. is tb. Dumb" of pix ... , typicaUy 512' 10 1024'. 
In additioD to r~ursive ray!, rays to light !JOurees .... e 
C&5t lot e.ch node, 80 the total Dumber of rays is 

R "" RJ.. ~~I Xl+ L}, 

where L is the number or n,bt 8OUrCts. We ASsume 10% 
of tbe intenection! tra.nsmit rays, as weU as re8tet them. 
In addition, we coD!ider t",o Uebt sources ADd 500 X 500 
pix ... , ood a ray traciD, lree of d.ptb 5 (a d.ptb of 4 b .. 
beeD used 10 prod.c. r."",Dabl. pict.r .. ). Tbus, 
N _ I .• , L -= 2, Ro .. 250000, and D -= 6, 10 that the 
total Dumber or ray. is 

R _ 2.5Xlo'(1.l·-I)(1+2} "" ..sXlo'. 
(l.l-I) 

The Dumber or ray tracine operatioDJI lor the .tADd .... d 
al,oritbm is RB, for B objeell, and if B - 1000, 
4.& X 10' ray IraciDe op.ralio .. mUJt be performed. 

Tb. tool or .acb ray traciD, operatioD d.peDda aD 
lb. complexity of lb. objeels; wbU. a .ph ... iI aimool 
trivial to iDtened with ray', • fractal object cn be 
extrem.ly eoolly. W ..... m. a b .. ie objecl wbieb b .. 
rou,bly lb •• am. complexily .. 250 trian,l ..... preseDled 
u.iD, a R.biD·WbitledI7 .Iyl. model. Tbis is a r.UOD· 
abl. uDit of obj.et eompl.xily, but is sliD .impl.r tboo 
mooy objeet mod ... used today. Wb." a ray is 1 .. led 
.gainst one of our buic objects, we assume it will almoet 
alway, be rejected alter ODe boundinc volume intersectioD 
1 .. 1, al a tool of lb. equivaleDt of 25 GoaliD, poiDl m.lti· 
plicatioD!, which each require 100 cycles to ex ecute. 
Thus a basic object r~uires about 2500 ma.ehine cyclm to 
test for intersection with a ray I OD the averase. 

6,1. SubdIYlaloD A110rltbm 
TestiD, .acb ray ",aiDsl eacb objecl cao be avoided 

by adaptiv.ly •• bdividinc tb .... De iDlo a D.mb.r of 
.ubrosioD', eacb witb approximal.l)' tb •• am. load, and 
ebeekiDe oDly lb. objeell wilbin Ibe lubrepoDI alaD, lb. 
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ray'. patb. Th. al",rilbm ror eomp.liDe lb. im",. per· 
forms lb. raJ lraeiD, operalioDJ witbiD tbe r.trieted 
domaiD of tb •• ubreci<>", 

5.bdividiD, .pac. diitrib.l. load 10 tbal il iI 
ro.,bly uDiform, b.1 bu aecompaoJiDe o •• rbead. W. 
discu.. lb. lO.r.. or tb. o .. rbead before eo"tiD.iD, 
wilb lb. analylis. 

BreakiDI .pace up into .ubrepon. forcM ray. to pua 
throulh .everal .ubrtJiol1l iD order to CfOll the tntire 
.pac.; Ibis Irav.rsal coot iI,. If lb •• ubrosioDs are weD· 
.baped, r is bo.Dded bJ 351/' . Eacb raJ may be p"" 
ceased up 10 , times, b.1 tbis b .. DO etreel aD lb. Iolal 
n.mb.r of ray •. 

E .. b ray musl be lested for iDleneelioD Dol ODly 
wilb .acb objeet iD lb ••• brepoD, but wilb tb. bo.D· 
d .... ies u weU, beeause a ray m.y iDtenect an object at a 
poiDl ouhid. lb •• ubrepoD, ".0 Ibo.p lb. objeet is 
partiaUy iDsid. lb. l.breci<>D. Tbis adda a cool of {l for 
each .ubrtPoD t which iI about the aame u tflltin, ,. buic 
object •. 

A1tbou,b our redistrib.tioD al",ritbm Iri .. 10 .. aid 
'plilliD, objecta ac",.. .ubrepoD bouDdaries, 10m. Iplit
tiD, wiD ho unavoidabl., 10 10m. ItatiD, will be dupli· 
cated. If Ie .. the eo-reeidenq toIt, this is u if there 
were IC times as man)' non-<:O-l'eIident buic objects. For a 
...D' co",istiD, of a .iD,l •• pb.r., IC eo.ld b. 5, bul Ibis 
type of ... D. is iDappropriat. for our al",rilbm. If 
instead we &Mume complex objecu, IUch AI .plint .ur
r .... , lb. amouDt or lesliD, d.plicatioD may be .maU. 
5ueb object mod ... are UluaUy expanded iDlo more prim. 
iii .. r'prM.Dtatio .. ( •. , . triao,I.), and tb ..... panded 
represeatatioIll are distributed &mODI the .ubrqioDJ. 
DeterminatioD or realistic l'alUeI for IC require rurther 
investigation. 

Tb. Dumber of ray traciD, operatio .. required 10 
eomp.t. ao image usiD, tbe improved al",ritbm is tb. 
.um, over all .ubrecioDSt of tbe traversal COlt for eacb 
ray I times tbe Dumber of rio" iD the lubrePon, tima the 
lum of tb. objeell iD tb. .ubr<&io" (iDel.diDe eo
....id.DcJ) aod tb. bo.Dd.., t .. liDe coot: 

E,Rs(ICBs+ {J}. 
s 

If tb. distrib.tioD or load is aoUorm our aU lb. 
lubrosioDS, Ib.D RsBs is lb. lam. for all .ubrepo",. 
U.iD, lb. aritbmeti .. ,eam.lric mean iDequalily,IO il CaD 
be .bowD lbal 

RsBs S RBIS'. 

Therefore, the Dumber 01 ra)' traciD, operatiolll it 
bouDded by 

E rR(ICB+ {lSI _ ,R(ICB+ {lSI. 
s 5' 5 

AssumiD, {l is 4, , is 51/1, 5 - 125, aDd iplorio, IC, 
we have 

6X4.&Xto'(lo'+4XI251 "" UXlo'. 
125 

This is aD order of mapitude impro1'ement o.er the 
.t .. dard al",rilbm. A1I IoD, u IC is .... tban 10, tbis 
al,orilbm is r .. t.r IbaD lb •• l&Ddard al",ritbm. Note 
lbal B mUll be "eal.r !ban 5 if lb •• peedup is 10 be 
1arc.; olberwis. lb. ourb.ad or bouod.., tatiD, will 
beeom. li",ilIcant, 
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Asaumin, complex IceDet, boundary tettin, over
head iI .mall relative to object interseetion calculations. 
Under theee CODditiolll, tbe coet reduces to 

IC,RB "" ICS1/SRB = RB~'/' S S IC Q • 

Th ... w. oblain an O(S'/') speedup ov.r Ihe sland ... d 
aI,orilhm. 

5oa. P ... aIlel Arehlteetare 
I. a parall.1 impl.m,.lalio. of Ih. aleorilhm, e.eh 

computer is responsible lor ODe or more lubrepons. We 
consider tbe limitinc cue or ODe lubrecion per computer. 

Each ray may ill tbe worst cue be pUled Kross a 
lubrepoD boundary after each iteration. The coet, ., or 
passiD, a ray iB I ... Ihan 1/5 Ih. cool of 0 •• basic objecl 
intersection, UlUmin, • loc)'byte ray messa,e CaD be 
copied iD 400 eyel .. or I .... 

Wh •• ray IraeiD, iB carried oul iD parall.l, Ih. pixel 
"'rei" are dislribuled uno., all Ih. compule", and 
m ... t b. coUecled before Ihey can be s •• 1 10 a frame 
butl'er. ID the wont ceae, ODe half or all raya wiU contri
bute to pil::el inteD5ities, and at the teo-byte tnel'lY mes
s.ges lie .ent &crOll at most elll compute", at a COlt 01 

50 cycles per mesaa,e per computer, tbe entl'JY summa
tion COlt, tI, it 25RC I/ 1 cydes for all computers, or 
rou,hly 25Rc-'/S for ... h compuler. Th. ralio of 11 10 
Ih. ray Ir .. iD, cool per computer is I ... Ihan 1%, and 
tberetore tI can be ipored. 

U.Uk.I1, Ih. ray passiD, overhead musl be iDeluded 
iD Ih. cool of a parall.1 impl.m •• talio.. Th. wo,,1 case 
Dumber of ray lraeiD, operalioDS performed by ... h 
eompuler is bou.ded by 

mas {,Rc(ICBC+ (1+ wn· 
C 

U a u.iform diBlribulio. of load can be achioyed, Ih •• 
tbe wont cue number ot ray hacme operationa per com-
puter iI 

,R(ICB+ {!C+ wC) 
0' 

Wb •• w. subslilute Ih •• amo yalu .. as b.fore (a,ain 
i",oriD, IC), wilh C _ 125 and w = 1/5, w. ,eI 

5X4.ex 10'(10'+ 4X 125+ .2XI25) "" 2.3Xlo'. 
125' 

ThiB is Ihree orden of mapilud. faster Ihan lb •• Ian· 
dard aleorilhm, due 10 bolh Ih. 0'/' f .. lor from Ihe IUb
divisio., and Iho liD.ar .peedup from Ih. C compute ... 

I. , •• eral, loads will '01 be compl.t.ly u.iform. 
Th. cool, v, of IhiB .o.·u.iformily iB proportio.aI 10 Ihe 
ratio ot tbe maximum load for l.Dy computer to tbe aver· 
a,. load onr all compul .... ThiB chanS" Iho .umber of 
ray Ir .. iD, operalioDi 10 

vrR(ICB+ (!C+ wC) 
0' 

Accurate .timale. ot II will require more utel1live 
analYlis, allhoup prelimillary Iludi.. iDdieal. Ihal 
Yalu .. below 2 ean be achieved for 10m ....... . 

W. bay. demoDSlraled speedups of S'/S duo 10 IUb

diviBio., and e do. 10 parall.lism, wilh 10m. Iou due 10 
II. 1:, fI, and •. TheM impronmeDli will iDcreue witb 
IC ••• compluily. 

6.4. Comp ... loo. ot COllpW .. d J'r ...... P ... .u.1 
Implem •• tatlo .. 

I. jllllifyiD, a speci&lized archileclure, we musl 
sbow Ihal Ih. performance of lb. coupled parallel an:hi
teclure will aceed Ihal of an equival •• I .umber of 
iDdepe.d •• 1 compulen .. iped 10 Ih. problom. .. par
ticular, "h.. produciD, 61me of complter·s •• oraled 
imales, an obvioul exploitation ot panllelism is t.o usip 
10 e .. h computer Ih. task of " .. raliD, a liD de fram., 
and 1.1 Ih.m compul. iDd.pe.d •• Uy, UliD, a lerial 
impleme.lalio. of our .... aleorilhm, or lb. Itandard 
aleorilbm. W. compare Ibis aller.ate parallel slraleg' 10 
our parall.U.alio •. 

5.4.1. Stor ... lloqalremODIio 
The •• w aleorilhm implem •• 1ed o. lb. parallel 

arebileclur. requir .. coDSiderably more llor",. Ihan a 
Ilandard implem •• lalio.. Wilh Ih. frame-parallel impl .. 
m.Dlalio., each pix.I'1 1_ of rayo may be lraced 
separalely, and by tran"iD, ... b Ir .. of rayl iD d.plh· 
ani order, nry few rayl .eed 10 b. mainlained iD 
stor.,e. Witb our parallel implementatioD, tbe entire ray 
tracin, tree ia traced cODcurrentl't aDd is traversed in 
breadlh·anl order. 

AU objects m ... 1 , .. erally be mai.laineci iD 10eal 
storale for a fram~para.llel implementatioD, .. eacb ra, 
m ... 1 be 1 .. led ",ainsl all objects. Wh .. Ihe .ew lip 
rilhm is impl.m •• 1ed o. our coupled parallel archilec
lure, all objects musl be h.ld iD lOme local m.mory, bul 
Ihey are dislribuled .mo., all compulen; .ach compuler 
h .. o. Ihe order of B/e objects iD its memory, OD Ihe 
avtrace. 

E .. h computer of Ihe coopled parallel arehiteclure 
.eed o.ly be co.Upred "ilh o. Ihe order of 1/ e lim .. 
tbe data memory of a sinele computer, witb consequent 
saviDIII iD add .... iD' aDd deeodiD, hardware, and 
memory mana,.me.1 labl... However, if frame
paraU.lism iB Uled, Ibo e iDdop •• d •• 1 compute .... ould 
.ach require l'Paral. im"" slor .. and .. e ... 10 a fuU 
m.mory complemeDl, 10 Ihat e lim.. .. mucb Iolal 
m.mory could be required. Were a m.mory bier ... chy 
u.i., dist baetiD, llore used, Ibo addilio.aI COlli of 
ma.y diBk u.ils, .. weU .. lb. limo pe.llly of remol. 
access would be incurred. 

Ther.fore, Ih. coupled parall.1 an:hileclure can u .. 
I ... Iolal llora" Ihan .. maDY fram .. parall.l .compute .. 
ru •• iD, serial aleorilh ..... 

6.4,1. Stor ... Stroot .... 
For iDd.pe.d •• 1 compute", il is &Slum..! lhal 

momory is impl.mo.led i. Ih •• I .. dard hierarchy of par
iDe dist / main m.mory / (poosibly) e .. be m.mory. ~ 
always, performance will be .... rely d",aded if Iho 
pr""am'l wortiD, .. ts do .01 61 iD lb. appropriale 
memory. 

Ad.... ;'1'1"<O •• eelio. of Ib, coupled parallel 
arcbitecture doel Dot allow coDveDieat eommuDieatioD. 
betwee. compul ... and diBk m.mory. AIIumiD, 0.1y 
compute,. at the bouadui. of the I.lchitectun an COD

.ecled 10 b .. tiD,·.lore devieea, moll disk .. e .... mUll 
pas. tbrou,b .everal olher compute... ThiB of cou ... 
iD<re .... Ih. """I of pacin', and iD order for coupled 
parall.1 compulen 10 .. bien memory performance limI· 
lor 10 lhat of lb. iDdepe.de.1 parallel compllltn, • 



nlatively hisb., ratio of local memory 10 problem .i.e io 
Dece .. ary; .ullicieDt local memof)' io erucial 10 this archi
Ieeture. 

•• 871tem CoDlld.ratlo ... 
All iDitial implem •• lalioD 0' a parall., .y.l.m would 

coasiat or eilht computetl, eacb mauacinc ODe or more 
lubrecioDS. With 10 few computen, each would commUD
icate with only three otben, instead of lix I .. discUJSed 
earlier. ODe computer would communicate with .. hoet 
computer, which would provide interactive control aDd 
acc ... 10 disk .Iorase. AIIother computer would com
municate either with .. frame butrer, or witb .. bost COD
D .. led 10 Ih. 'rame butler. 

Each computet would CODsbt 01 a commerci~ 
microproc .... r wilb ftoaliD, poiDl lupport. 1/. 10 1/2 
mer,byl .. 0' RAM . .. d .i> u.idir .. tioDaI byle-parallel 
ports (pos.ibly witb DMA acc ... 10 memory). Tbooe 
computen eommuaicatiDc witb .. boet or frame butrer 
would hav. additioDaI portl. Each computer would ruD 
witb it. own clock. iDd.peDd •• t 0' Ibe olb.rs. 

Alt.r per'ormiDs Iludi .. witb Ihe iDitial impleme.t ... 
tiOD to verity CO!Ita of communicatioD, rediJtributioD, ete., 
a lurer Iy.tem could be construcled. Witb Iar,.r sy.
tems. each computer would commuaicate with six neigh· 
bors or peripheral d.vic ..... d dedicated 'ram. butl.rs 
.. d disk. would be VIed. 

All obvious pbYli,aI Iopoloa 'or lU,b a Iy.lem 
would be .. array 0' cubical modul... appropriately 
iDterco ••• cled. However. Ibis Iopolop would nol allow 
convenieDt ~e_ to ctntral compuhn ror debupe 
durml operatioD. 

All alternate Iopoloa r ... mbl .. Ibe \ayoul 0' Ih. 
CDC B8OO.10 wilh a Dumber 0' panels 'anniD, oul 'rom a 
central core. Eacb panel would bouse .... ral .ubrepon 
computen aud tbeir tooliDe. Inter .. putl communication 
would be routed Ibrou,h tb. core ... d beca ... Ibe Iopol
OIY it relatively eompad, iIlte,.computer communication 
lim .. Ibould be Imall. U p ... 1a w.re attacbed 10 Ihe 
core with biD, ... tb.y could be .pread apart 10 allow a 
technician to accea aU eomputen durinC operation. 

Aa aD alternative to man,. mediu~lpeed computen, 
a 'ew .. ry 'ast comput .... could be used •• ucb as lb. mul
liproc .... r Cray X/MP. A tw .. proc .... r v ... ion 0' tbe 
allOrilbm would have multiple .ubrepoDS manared by 
each procflllSor. Ioter-proeessor communication would 
make ... 0' lb. bi,h lpeed iDter-CPU data patb. avail· 
able on Ihe Cray X/MP. Tb. atreme .peed 0' the CPU. 
would allow .Iudi.. 10 be performed iD a reasonabl. 
p.riod 0' tim •• iDcludiDS .lIici •• t limulations 0' dillerenl 
Iopoloci", 

'.1. Bard ....... laa .. 
Tbe parallel archit .. lur. 'or tb;" allOrilbm allows 

hiCh bandwidth, inexpfnsive communication amonl the 
computers, toleruce or computer railures, and crut flexi
bility in tb. cboice 0' CPU. 

M .... ,.. are Itnt b.lwee. neigbboriD, compule .. 
via dedicated lints, which allows each communication to 
b. independe.t 0' all otber compute... Becaus. Unks are 
Dot Ibared, aU communication C&D run in parallel, and 
vef)' simple bardware and prolocols c .. be used 'or Ib.m. 

Thio lack 0' .baring also allow. 'ailed or UDcooperato
iD, computers 10 be ilBored bl olber computers. 10 
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failu ... are Iocali.ed at Ihe .omputer. and do Dol pro
pasal. iDto tb. 'Y.lem. Furthermore. Ihere are .impl. 
al ... io.n. 10 Ih. adapli.e .ubdivioion allOrilhm whicb 
allow .ubrerio" 1001 10 ,ailed compute .. 10 h. adopled 
by healtby n.igbbors. 

Tbe aI,orithros .... uted iD each computer are IOD
.ral purpose. ..d require no .peeiaJ.purpooe hardware. 
CoD.eqU.Dtly ... y proceuor witb a IarCe add ..... pac. 
.. d IUPPOrt 'or 80aling poiDt compulalio .. can b. VIed. 
Tbis would allow d.velopm.nt 0' a prolotype usiDS com
mercial microprOC'fIUOn, while leaviue the option or later 
uPl'adiD, 10 more oopbillicaled microproc ....... olh .. 
CPUI. or .pecial purpoo. ray IraciDg bardwar.. u 
approprial •• wilh virtually no impacl 00 IOftware. 

7. CoDeh",lo.o 
We haY. pnoenled .. adaplive .ubdivioion alp' 

ritbm aod a parall.1 arcbileelur. 'or Ihe imar •• YDlheaio 
problem. Tb. allOritbm provid .. a rouply uoilorm dio
Iribulion 0' load amOD, the com put.... Derradation iD 
response to overloadinl is also part or the .,.Item, tuur .. 
iD, Ibat cool/qualily Iradeo!. in ima,. Itn.ratio. c .. 
...ily b. mad.. The arcbiteclure hu a fixed polybedral 
connectivity, with communication betwHII eomputers .ia 
m ... a, ... Failur .. of compul ... are Iol.raled by Ih. '1" 
um without loa or accuracy, aDd without IeYere deer .. 
dation or perrOrmaDu . 

The alcorilbm c .. yield perform .... improvem.Dts 
0. tb. ord.r 0' $"' ... d Ih. paralleUl&lion ilaelf will 
provide Un.ar ,aiDo iD Ibe Dumb.r 0' compule .. U1ed (i.e. 
C compul ...... reduce actual compute lime by a 'aclor 0' C). SiD .. m .... ' .. are direclly correlaled witb load. 

FlaaN •• Ima,. ,eDeraled by a preliminary .imulalor. 

.imulatio. and performance .. aly.iI 0' Ih. 'Y.tem io 
simplified. We are .arryiD, oul .ucb .imulation. al lb. 
currenl lime (8lUre 3). 

Tb. adaplive Dalure 0' Ibe .yol.m io a Vfir/ impor
tant property, aod we are ex&m.ininl other techniques ror 
adaplive conlrol 0' lb. Ifntb .. io problem. In addition. 
lb. IfDchronic nalure 0' Ihe paralleUulioD may provide 
additioDaI improv.m.nta. 
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It is interestinc to Dote that a two dimensional an .. 
Ioc 01 our al",ritbm/ar,bitectur. can bo applied to tb. 
projective style of Im.le synthesit. While lubdivisioD of 
projective IOlutio .. b .. bee, studied to a cr.at exlt,t, 
tb. adaptability 01 our algoritbm and tb. bigb decree 01 
parallelism in tb. arcbitecture will provide ,.w perlo .. 
muce ,aiDs. 

There are many isnes left to be resolved, but some, 
such .., aDtialiasiDC ot the lubdivision algorithm,S have 
already been addr .... d. Tb. a1",rithm is aloo applicabl. 
to the central image sYDthesis problem, aDd we are mvee
tisating new methods lor in,r.ased r.&lism within this 
framework. 
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ABSI'RACI' 

Ray tracing, ray ca.ting, and oth ... /orm. 0/ point .ampling or. impDr'tant 

t.chniqu •• in comput ... graphic., hut th.ir .... / .. In ... ha. h.m .. ndermin.d hy 

alia.ing arti/ad. that have h.m con.id .... d .. navoida61.. Thi. pap ... • how. that 

th ••• arti/ad. or. not inh ... mt, hut or. a con'.lJIImce 0/ ... ing a r.,..larly 

.pac.d .ampling grid. 1/ the ,ampl .. oc ... r lit appropriate non .. ni/ormlll .paced 

location., /r.lJllmci .. ahov. Ih. NYlJlli.t limil do not alia., hI inll.ad appeor 

a •• ni/Dr'm white noi •• 0/ Ih. corred av ... ag. inlm.ilJl. In addition 10 .a/ving 

Ih. aliBIing problem /Dr' ray Iracing, .'ocha.,ie ;ampling /orm. Ih. 6o.i. 0/ di.-

Iribul.d ray Iracing, which can .im"late /IiZZIi phmomma, ... cIa a. motion 6/ur, 

depth 0/ /ield, pm"mbra., gloll, and Iran.l .. em.,. Th. eorred .imulation 0/ 

Ih ... phmomma involv .. inl.gral. Ihat are dilli ... " 10 do dir.dlll. Stoch .. ,i-

cally di.trihting th. ,oy', however, per /Dr'm. Ih. inl.gralion. ",ilh a Monl. 

ellrlo I.clani'!" •. 

Gueral terms: AI,orilbml 

AD _lier .. moD fII lIlio paper "pPO....! u Landlm T .. hDical Memo If", ·AD~ Poial SampliD(', 
1111. 
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Cat.gori •• aDd Subject Descriptors: 1.3.3 IComputer Graphical Pictur./lma,. Gneratio.; 1.3.7 

IComputer Graphicil Three-Dimeosio.aI Graphicl aod Realism. 

Keywords: A.ti.liasiDg, 6Iteri." ima,e Iyothesis, Mo.te Carlo iDte,ratioo, Dlotioa blur, raster 

,raphics, ray trad.g, s.mpli." .tochastic lampliD,. 

1. introduction 

Becau.. pix... a,. discr.t., computer ,rapbics ia iDhere.tly a lampliD, proc.... Freque.cie. 

,reater tb •• b.1f tbe sampli.g rreque.cy (tbe NI/qui,t limit) .ao produce aliasi.g artiracts, lucb 

as "janies" o. tbe edge. or objects 14\, jaIled hishli&hts 1161. ItrobiD, aod other rorms or tem

poral aliasiDg 1101, aDd Moir. patt.rD. iD textures 141. Tbese artifacts aft &olerated iD lOme real 

time applicatioDs iD whicb speed is more vital tblll beauty, bul they aft .Daccept.ble iD realislic 

image .YDtbe.is. 

There are two type. or reDderiDg algoritbm. iD computer ,raphict: aoalytic aod discrete. AIIalylic 

al,orithms caD 61ter Ibe image, elimiDaliD, Ibe bisb treque.eies that cao cauoe aliuiD,. Tbis 

6lteriD, te.ds to be complicated aDd lime cOD.umiD" but it CIII elimiDate cerlaiD types ot aliasiD, 

very eIIectively 14,51. Discrete algoritbm., iDcludiD, ray traciD" aampl. tb. ima,. at 

iD6.it •• im.lly .mall poiDts. IIId 00 by tbeir Dalur. appear &0 preclud. llteriD, tb. im .... Thus 

Ib.y are plagu.d by seemiDgly inber.DI a1iui., arlilacla. Tbil ia aDtona.ate, tor these a1, ... 

ritbm. are mucb 'impler. more .Ie, •• t, aDd more ameDable to bardware thaD Ibe aDalylic 

method •. They are also capable ot maDY t.atur •• lbat are difticull &0 do lIIalylically. luch as Ib ... 

dow •• rdectioD, rdradioD 114,81, cODstrudive IOlid ,eometry \111, motioD blur, deptb ot .eld, 

trlll.luceDcy, a.d blurry relectioDI 131 . . ' 

There are Iwo existi., discrete approaches &0 alleviatio, the aIi .. io, problem: oycroampli., IIId 
., 
adaptive lamplio,. Ov.rsamplio, reduces a1iui., by railio, Ihe Nyquist limil. II dOH 001 clim-

inate a1iasi.,. No matter how much a picture is oycroampled, tbere are lun treq ... cies tbt ",ill 
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ali .. and alias badly . For ~xampl. , ~ven with a million by a millioD .amplH ~r pixel, a picket 

teDc~ witb vertical pickets spac~ ODe and ODe ~D millioDtb ot a pixel apatt will ali .. witb lar,e 

ac~ ~Ir.ct. OD tbe pictur.. Tbe more ovenampIed the picture, Ih ..... the likelihood ot aolice

able aliasiD" but it can stiU haP~D (and probably will .. beD Ieut expK~). 

III adaptive &amplin" additional ray. are Irac~ aear ~'H lttl. Tbis compIica~ aD olberwise 

.imple al,oritbm. Unlike overoampliDI, it CaD aDIialiu ~'H reliably, but ia order to do Ihis it 

may require a lar,e Dumber ot ray. if Iher~ are a Iar,e Dumber ot ed,H. III Ibe pickel tence 

example above, it would either .. Iiu or require a lar,e Dumber ot r .. y. ~r pixel. 

Tbis pa~r pr .. eDt. a De .. diacre~ approach to aDIialiuiD, caIled .toeAG.tic 'Gmpling. It is a 

MODte Carlo ~cbnique 171 Ihat avoid. a1iuiD, by lampIia, al appropria~, DODUDitormly IPac~ 

locations. Stochastic aamplin, is iDbereDtly dillereat trom ~ither onnampIia, or adaptive um

pliD" but it can be combiD~ with either ot Ikern . II elimia .. ~ a1iuia, .. ~'~Ii,..1y u any an .. 

Iyt i< method , iDstead ot simply muiDI Ihe problem mor~ palalable. Frequ~Dcieo above Ihe 

Nyquist limit do DOt alias, but iDs~ad ap~at u uaiform .. bi~ DOile ot Ihe corr~I aver .. ,e ia~D

lity. This applies to Gil torms ot a1i .. iD" iatludiD, ki,hli,bl a1iuia,. 

Stochutic s .. mpIia& O~D. up D~W pouibilitiH tor imace I)'DtbHio. Ray Iracia, .... be Irea~ 

more tully u a umpliD, process, and Ibe ..amPIiJl, .eed aol be mlric~ to Ipatial lampliDi. 

DODe with pro~r antialiuiD" ray. can .ample molion, Ibe .amera leal, and Ibe enlire lbadial 

tUDctioD. This is call~ di.tributed or prokbili.,ic r/J, Ir/J";ft, 13). 

Distribut~d ray Iracinl allow. Ibe limul .. Iioa ot tUllY pheDom~b&, lucb u motioD blur, depth ot 

.eld, ~Dumbru, ,Iou, and Ir .. Dslucency. Ray Irac~ imacH are Iharp ~ause ray directioDs are 

de~rmiDed pr~isely and exclusively trom ,~rnetr)'. runy pheDomena would seem to require 

larle aumben ot additional umplH ~r ray. By distribuliDI tb~ raYI ltocbUlically iII.~ad of 

addin, mor~ or them, bow~ver, tuuy pheDom~ ....... be read~red wilb 80 addilioDaI fl)'1 . III Ih~ 

caM ot motioD blur, tor eXlompl~, r .. Iher Ih ... lakiD, multiple lime lamplH al ner)' Ipatial Ioc .. 

Marc" 18, 1118& 
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tion. tbe ray. are distributed in time 10 tbat ray. at dill., .. t spatial locatio .. are traced at 

dill., .. t in,tant& or time. 

I. UDlform PolDt SampUDI 

In a point-sampled picture. hequencie. great .. tban tbe Nyquist limit are inadequately aampled. 

Sampli.g theory predict& tbat ir tbe samples are u.iformly Ipaced. tbese rrequ.ncies ca. appear as 

aliasel. i .•.• tbey CaD appear ralsely u low rr.qu.ncies 12.91. 

Conlid .. ror tbe mome.t o.Mimen.ioDaI lampling. Let .. lig.al I (z) be lampled at .. ,ular 

intervals or time. i.e .• at times nT ror int.g .. n. wb .. e T is tbe time period between samples 10 

tbat I/T is tbe oampling rreque.cy . Tbis samplinl is equivalent to mUltiplication by tbe .hah 

runction : 

00 

m(z/T)- E 6(z/T-n) 
_-.co 

Let tbe Fouri .. transrorm or I (z) be F(z ). The Fourier traDlrorm or m(z /T) is (I/T)m ( .. T). 

After lampliDI, iDrormatioD about I (z) is preserved only at tbe samplinl point.. 

Tbis is illustrated iD tbe rr.que.cy domain in Fil.r. 1. Figure la Ibowl a lilnal that is a linlle 

ai •• wave wbos. rr.queDcy is below tbe Nyquist limit. SampiiDI involves CODYOlvini the li&nal 

witb the .ampliDg grid or Figure Ib to produce tbe .pectrum .bOWD in Figur. Ic. AD ideal reeon-

Itruction filt.r. abowD i. Filur. Id. would .xtract tbe original .ignal. II ia Filur. Ie. In Figures 

If tbrough Ij. tb. aam. procetl is repeated ror a lin lie line wave whoae rrequeDcy iB above tbe 

Nyquist limit. ID thiB case. the lamplinl procetl CaD rold the high rrequeDcy li.e wave into low 

frequeDcies. u IboWD ia Filur. lb. Tbese raise rrequ.Dcies. or aliases. CaDDOt be separated rrom 

frequencies that are a part or tbe original liiDaI. Tb. part Df tbe lpectrum extracted by tbe 

reco •• tructioD liter contai.s tbe •• aliases. u .bOWD iD FilDr. Ij. 

SampliDg theory thul predict. tb. a1iuial of frequeDcies ,reater tbaD t.e Nyquist limit. Tbis 

March 18. ll18S 
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I : I 
(a) Orlslna/ olpal F(.) (I) 0ripaaI -.,..I F(x) 

I I I I I I 
(b) SampliDS l'uDelIoD m(.) (a) Sampliq IlaDdloD mIx) 

I I I ~ I II IIll i llll 
(c) Sampled olpal F(arm(.) (II) Samplod olpal F(a)"ID(a) 

-----J.I .... : ... . L-I _---' . ... : . . . . L..I __ 

(d) Ideal recoDitrudloD Ilkr O(x) (I) Ideal NaJ ... trucUoD liter O(a) 

LI II : II 
(e) FlDaI ..... It 

FIau,. I . Polot oampliq ob .... .. u.. "'-.aq cIomoIx.. 'I'be orla1DaI olpal F(x) 10 ..... _ 

wltb tbe oampliDS F id m Ix) aDd tb. Nlult 10 multiplied ..,. aD Ideal l'OCOoxtrudlotl liter lI(a). 
ne prcecoo 10 obo_ ror a oloe wave wlt b a r..queo<,)' below tb. N~qulot limit .. (a) t b ....... (e) 

aod obcmr &10. NJoqulo\ limit 10 (I) t~ (I). 

5 

ali .. iD, b .. ~D 'bou,b! &0 be uDa.oidable, but il io actually a CODseque.c. or lbe re,ularit,. or 

'be "DlpliD, ,rid. U tbe ''''''ple poiDt. are DO! re,ularb .paced, tb. tboo.,. that predict. ali .. iD, 

io· 80! applicable. FrequeDciH ,.eate. th .. , •• N)'quiot funi! do DOt D ..... arib appear .. ali ..... 

U ,he poaitio.1 are cboseD corr .. tly , tbt tDer", iD tbOlt rrequeDciH appears ...... ite DOile ratbe. 

Mar.. 18, 11185 
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thaD N ali .. iDg. 

I. POINOD DI.k DlltrlbutloD 

Oae excelleDt distributioD or sample loutioa. ia rouad ia the baman eye. Tbe.,.e bu a limited 

aumber or photorecepto,., and, like any other .ampliD, proe_, it bu a Nyqaial limit. Yet oar 

ey" are Dot proDe to aliasiDg. ReceDtly lOme experimeall have beea able to deted 10m. a1iUiDg 

ia the bumaD .ye, but oDly UDder .triageDtly coatrolled coaditioal (15]. 

YeUot! (17] has .tadied the distribatioo or co ... in th. "' •• aotiD, that th. diatribatioa • limilar 

iD hum aD. and iD rh .... mODkeys, Fila,. 2a • a pictare or lb. diatribatio. 01 coa .. iD a reaioa 01 

the .y. or a rhe.us mODkey. YeUot! took Ih. optical Foarier transrorm or lb. distribatioa, wltb 

tb. r.,ult SbOWD iD Figur. 2b. 

Thia distribulioD is called a Poi .. tm 4ill, 4i,'ribulitm, aDd it •• ho",. sch.matically in th. lro-

qa.Dcy domai. ia Fi,ar. 3b. Th.r •• a .pike at the orilia (tbe DC compoa.at) aDd ... a or.oiao . . . 
beyoad Ih. Nyquial limit. ID .lreel, tbe sam pI .. are randomlJ' placed ",llh tho , .. trictioD that aD 

t"'o samples are closer to,.lb.r than a c.rlaiD dislance, aDd that any cirtalar r.,ioo ,reater than 

• c.rtaiD radiu. cODtaiDI at leNt oae lample. 

Uu.~ III. 11185 
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(a) O.iliDal aisDal F(x) 

" r .. .. 
(b) Samplinl /UDdioD PIx) 

(e) Sampled aisDal F(x)·P(x) 

(d) Ideal ..... atrudioD II ... 11(.) 

iii 
(.)".,01_ 

Rob Cook 

(t) 0ripaI aIpaI F(x) 

.. ... ... .. .. ....... . 
(&) Samplina /Unaio. PIx) 

---om,--_ 
(I) Ideal ....... w.cua. -l1(x) 

_____ rTlL. __ 
O)FIaaI .... lt 

7 

Now let al aDaly Ie point lamplinl UliDI a Poisson d~k lampli., d~trib.tioD iD.tead of a ~,alar 

,rid. Fi",.:e 3a Ihow. a li,ul that io a aiD,le aiDe wave whOle freqaea.,. io below 'lie N1qaiat 

limit. CoDvolation with the Poisson .ampJia, ,rid of Fiaure 3b produc" the .pedram ill Fiaare 

3<. Tbe ideal reconstruction lIter or Fiaa~ 3d woald extract the orilinal .ia.aI, Fiaa.., 3e. 

u .. ,<I. 18. lOBS 
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Figure 3f shows II siDe wave whose frequeDcy io above tbe Nyquiol limil. ConolulioD wilb Ih. 

POioSOD sampliD, ,rid produees Ihe lpeelrum iD Filur. 3b. AD id.al recoulruetion IUler would 

.xlracl white no;", as shown iD Fi,ur. 3j . Tbio wbile DOise r.plates tbe aJiuiDi of Filure Ij. 

The ~iDimum distaDet reslrietioD conlrola Ih. maiDitude of lb. DOise. For .xample, 111m ,raiD 

appears 10 have a raDdom dislributioD [13[, wilboul tbe miDimum distance reslriction of a PO;"OD 

disk dislribution. Wilh a random dislribulioD, tbe lam pies leDd to bUDeh ap iD lOme plates and 

lea .. larg. gaps iD olb.r plate.. Film does Dot ali ... , but il is more prOD. to DOise tba. the .ye. 

Tbe impleme.talio. of POWOD disk lampliD, to ima,. reDderiD, it Itraiahtforward. A lookup 

table is eruled by ,e.eralin, ra.dom lample Iocationl and diaeardiD, any locatio •• tbal are 

e!o..,r tbaD a eerlain dislanee from aDY of tbe 10utioDJ a1r.ady ChoatD. Locatio •• are , ••• rated 

lin til lb •• ampliD, region is full . Filler values are caleulated tbal describe how .atb lample aIIect. 

tbe .eigbboriD, pixels, and Ihe.e Biter values mu.1 be Dormaliled. The localio.1 and Bller valu .. 

are ltored iD a table. Tbis method would produee ,Dod piela,.., bat it would alIO require a Iar,e 

lookup labl • . 

4 • .nlterl.., 

4.1. Tbeo". 

Jittering, or addiD, .oise to a lei of lample locatioDI, it a form of Itoeb ... l;' .ampli., tbal 

approximalel • POislOD diok diotribulioD aDd it w.O .aited to image r .. d.riD,. Jitler w ... 

analyzed i. ODe dimeDoioD ("tim.") by Balaklisb.u[I), .. bo caleulated tb ...... t of "time jilter". 

ill wbi<:b tbe ntb lample it jitlered by aD amouDt C. 10 tbal it oceurl at time nT+c., wbere T it 

&Ia. lampliD' period. U tbe '. are a.eorrelated, jilleriD, b ... tbe foDo .. in, .... d.: 

, 
• Hi,b frequeDeies are atleDuated, i .•.• tbe .i,Dal it Bllered . 

• Tb. 'Derl)' loot to tb. atleDuatio. appearo .. aliform .. bile aoise. Tb. iDleDoity of tbe 

Mareh 18. 1118& 
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nois •• quals tb. intensity of tbe atLenu.Led part of tb. signal . 

• Tb. basic composition of tb. spectrum otberwi&< does not cbaDge. 

pia 

I 

Ii II 

II iiij :II!/ 

o 

,.. , ... -- ---"1- " .......... ,,,......;...----=""'---,,...--=.-::'- =-':-':'!!"--
lilT liT liT .,(~e;y) 

o 

."...~.. AU ... u~lloa dIM '" Illlei'. n.. brokeD liD. ohowo lb. II/I.e, for wblle DOile 
lillor, lb ... lid liD. ror GauooiaD Illlo, . Tho ohaded .... 10 wid. lho N),qulot IImIl. 

BalakrisbnaD analyzed two typea of uDcorrel.Led jitLer: wbiLe bOi&< jitter and aaO .. iaD jitter. 

For whit. Roi .. jitter, in wbicb lb. ulues of r are oaiformly dislributed betW"b -1T aad 1T, 
lb. laiD due to jitter as • fUDClioD of frequ.Dcy " is 

, liD(2"1vT) I' (I) 
2"1vT 

Tbis fUDClioD for 1-1/2 iI plotted witb • dasbed liDt io Fi,ur ••. 
For G4u"i4R jitter in wbicb lb. variaate of Ibe valu .. of r is tr, lb. ,aio is 

.-(2 .... )· (2) 

as ,bOWD witb • solid liD. in Fi,ur •• lor tt-T/G.S. Tb. examp'" ia tbis paper wer. made •• in, 
",bite aoi&< jilter. 

AI ... ilb aay aOD-ideal liter, jitteria, don Dol .Iiminate aliasiD, comp"'Le\)', but il do .. redute il 

,ubotablially. Tb. Nyqoist limit 01 1/(27') is indicated ia tb. I,or. by tb. ,baaed ana. Notic. 

that tb. widtb 01 tb. 61ter caa be scaled by adjuotin, , or 6 . Tbis ,iv .. coatrol of tb. tradtolr 

. bel ..... a deer.aoed .liuiD, ud iDcreaoed aoise. 

Marcia 18, 108& 
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., • -+1 
+---+ 

C. 

10 

Fleure II&. n •• lred or wblle DOlo< JI~ler\D1 ... a olD. _" wltb atr.qu.Dq ...... &be N>' ... I0~ 1ImI~. 
Sample a IboWD OOCU" .~ ..... dom IocatloD iD &b. dotted........ no Jlt .... IDdicalod b7 Lb. borlsoatal 
....... reoulto iD • aampled valu. tbat caD VU7 b7 Lb ......... t IDdicalod b7 &be .-IcaJ &ITOW • 

• 1 . 

C. 
FIeu ... lib. n •• lred ot wblle 0010< Jltle,iDl oa • olD. _" wltb • tr.queaq -... &be N>-qullt IImIL 
n. Jltle, ladkated b7 the borlloatal &ITOW ..... Ito Ie • _lid vaIu. tbat II .- .... " ... 10<. 

For u iDt~itive oxpla.atioD or tb."" equatioDI, co •• id., til' liDo waYo .laow. iD Filur. 6a, witb 

lamp'" at r.,ularly Ipac.d iDtona" ~ U Ibow •. Til ... lamp'" art iDaid. tb. Nyq.iat limil ud 

1II,,"or. ~"...pl. lb. tb. Ii •• w ••• properl,y. JiltoriD, tb. locatioD or tacla I_pie" by 10m. C. 
, 

iD tb. rUI' -~/2 < C. < ~/2 ia aimilar to addi., 10m. aoile to tb. amplitud.; .ote tht tilt bui<: 

Ii .. wan rreq ••• cy is Dot loot. Tllia .oile is .... ror aiDo w .... witla a 10 .. ., rrequ .. cy relati •• to 

Mar.1a II, 11115 
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tbe sampling frequency . 

Now conoider tbe oine wan obowD in Fiaure Sb. Here tbe samplin, rate io Dot lamcieDt for tbe 

frequeDcy of tbe oiDe wan, 10 .. ,ularly Ipaced lampl .. CaD ali ... Tbe jittered lample, ~ow.nr, 

can occur at any amplitude. II tbere are exactly a wbole number of cyclel iD tb. range 

-X/2 < r. < X/2, tbeD tbe amplitude w. lample • completely raDdom, tinee tbere • u equal pro-

bability of oampliDg eacb part of tbe line wave. .. tbis cue, DODe of tile .. ere from tbe ,iDc 

wan produces ali ... ing; it all becomes white noile. Tb. correspondl to tbe .ero points of tbe 

dasbed IiDe iD Figure 4. If tbe siDe wan frequency. not u exact mUltiple of >., tb .. lOme part 

of tbe wave will be more likely to be oampled tbaD otben. .. tb. cue tbere it lOme atteDuated 

ali ... iDg, aDd some wbite Doile beeau .. tbere is lOme cbuee of .ittin, eacb part of tbe wa'e. 

Tbis atteDuation is greater for bilber frequeDcies. beeaa .. witb more cyclel of tbe wave. tbere is 

Ieso prefereDee for ODe part of tbe wa.e oVer aDotber. Note alto Ibat Ibe average amplitude of 

tbe Doise (tbe DC compoDeDt or grey level) • eqaal to the aVera,e amplitude of Ibe ,ine wave. 

f Tbe grey level of Ibe ligDal is preserved. 

4.2. Implementation 

Tbe exteDoioD of jitteriDg to Iwo dimenoioDI • Ilraigbtrorward. Co.lider a pixel AI a re,ular ,rid 

of .ubpiztl., eacb wilb one sample poiDI. Eacb lample point. placed iIllbe middle or • tabpixel. 

and IbeD Doile is added to Ibe z aDd , locatio .. iDdepeDde.tly 10 lhal eacb tample poiDt occun 

at lOme raDdom locatioD witbin ill lubpixel. Tbis metbod produc .. DO perceptible aliasiDl, ud 

bas • low DOile le.el. Beeau .. Ibere iI DO miDimum dislance reatrietioD, t.oa&b, tbe pietar .. pro-

duced wilb tbis dislribulioD Ibould be IOme .. bal Doilier Ibaa thOlt produced witb a true POittoD 

dilk distribution . 

On .. tbe visibilily at tbe lample poinll it bOWD, tbe lample valu .. malt be reaunpled aDd . . 
litered to obtain pixel values. Tbe mOlt commOD ualytie liter it a box liter, .Itd primarily 

. beeau .. il it relatively easy to compute (41. Box litered pietur .. CaD ban aliasing artifacll, 'rom 

Marc. 18, 11185 
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Moi,. pattern. to .piral rope .Iocto on tbin polnon.. W.ilbt.d 6lt.n u. mucb bett.r and can 

be don. analytically, but tb.y u. computationally .xpen.iv. 151. 

W.igbt.d filter. art .asy ... itb point sampling. Tb. Biter valu .. tbat lpecity the amount that .acb 

point contribut •• to tb. lurrounding pix.1s art ,tor.d in a tabl., and cban,in, Ilt.n ia limply a 

matter of cbangin, tb. lookup tabl •. Filter valu .. u. a function of lb. "",ilion of a lampl. poinl 

r.lative to the surroundiD, pix.ls. Ir the random compon.Dt of tb. lampl. location is small com-

par.d to tbe ... idth of tb. 6lter, tbe .I.ct of tbe random compoD.DI can usually be igDor.d aDd 

tbe 6It.,. caD be pr.Dormalized. In our cue, tb. deviation of tb. lample locatioD from tb. cent.r 

or tb. subpix.1 is small, &0 .... can Ult tb. 61ter valu. ror the ceDter of .acb oubpix.1 r.gardle.s of 

tb. patt.rD rotation or tb. jitter. 

5. Example. 

W. have beeD uDabl. to fiDd a case tbat aliase. noticeably due to stocb .. tic poiDI lamplinl, .veD 

witb test c .... int'Dtionally d •• igDed to ali .. badly. or cou ... , ... ilb prior knowled,e of tbe raD-

dom Dumber. ultd in tb. jittering, one could construct a cue that ali ..... B.t .... claim tbat on. 

caDDot eODOtruet an .nviroDment that ali,.... notie.ably ... ithout nch prior howled,e, or at .... t 

that tb. aliasing ... ould aloo occur witb any analytic algorithm at tbe lame data pr.eilion. 

ODe case d •• i,ned to alias ia tbe comb or trian,ulu aliven iII •• trated in Fi, ... lIa. Eacb triangle 

ia 1.01 pixels ... ide at tb. hue and 50 pin," high. Th. Irian,l .. u. placed ill a row horizontally 

1.01 pix.1s apart. In Fi,.r .. 6b and 60, a comb contain in, about 50 triaD,I .. ia rend.r.d by sam-

plia, ... ith 16 ,ampl .. per pixel. In Filare 6b, Ih. comb ia r'Ddered witb a re,.lar 4 by 4 ,rid of 

aamplea. la Figur. 60, the r.gulu 4 by 4 ,rid iI jittered by r-:J:1/8 pix.1 ia z aad,. Fi,ur.6b 

ia ,rolSly aliaoed: Ib.r. are just a f.w lar,e ov.rlappia, triaa,l .. Ipaced 100/4';'25 pixels apart. 
, 

Tbis aliasiD' is replaced by aoise ill Ficur. lie. Tb. r .. ulta ue aimilar it the comb ia Ibeared bor-

. izontally. . 

Marth 18, 1985 
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One iDter .. tin& case ot aliasin, was encountered. but it w .. Dot due to poiDt lampliD,. A picket 

teDce witb picket. 2+< pixela apart is inside tbe Nyquist limit tor <>0. but it will ali .. tor Imall < 

betau .. ot tbe Donideal r"oDstructioD Siter ot Ibe video. Tbe pix.1a .... eon .. I valu .. that 

Itart out witb odd pix.1a wbit.r thaD tbe eveD pixela . Alter 1/< pickell. ~ow ... r. I~ •• veD pix.1a 

will be wbit.r tbaD tbe odd pixela. lD tb. transitioD re,ioD tb. picture is a .. lid ,rey. Tbe traDS;' 

tio. trom distinct stripes to solid ,rey and back to Itripes r .. un witb a period ot 1/<. Tbis alias

iDe is distinctly Dotice.ble. but it is caused by tbe impert .. t r"oDstruclion liter. Dot by tbe poiDt 

oamplin,. 

t. Dllt,lbuted R&), T,aclDI 

I. tb. previous ... tions ..... applied stocbastic lampliD, to tbe two-dime .. ioDaI distributioD ot tb. 

lampl. points used tor determi.in, visibility ia I • b.ler or ray e .. tia, aI,oritbm. T~is is 

appropriate betau .. tbe halli,na) ... e are aampliD, ia im .. e .,..t~ .. is •• Iwo-dime .. io.aI t .. c

tio. . But tbis tUDctioD m.y depe.d OD iDte,rall onr .uy otber dime .. ioDI. For oxampie. tbe 

shad. ot a visible poi.t is an i.t.,ral ot tbe ti,bt incideDt from all dir .. tio... Motio. blur is an 

inte,ral over time. Deptb 0' Seld is u inte,ral o .. r I~e .... ar.a. 

ID tb. Pallt. ray traci.I ball mad. certaiD limplityiD, uaumptioDI ia ord.r to .nid I~. evalutioD 

0' tb ... iDte,rals. But tb •• valuatioD 0' tb ... iDt.,r'" ..... Dtial 'or r •• d.ria, • w~o" rUle 0' 
tuuy pb •• om .... lucb .. peDumbras. f.uy r .... tioD •• tru.luceDCY. d.pt~ of 'elel. ud motion 

blur. Thl ray traciD, ~ .. betD limited to .barp .~adow ••• barp ' .... tio ... ~arp refraclioD •• 

piDbol. clUII.ras. ud iDstutueoul ,"tten. 

T~ ... iDte,rala ca. be .valuated witb .tocb .. tic lampliD,. Ray traci., cu be .. ,arded .. I ..... 

pliD, a d-<lim ... ioaal 'uDctioD. wber. tbe additioDaI dim ... io •• ar. tbi.,1 lik. lim. ud r .... tio. 

u,le. A,l1 '\hat ..... u.ry to lample til. fUD.tio •• to distribute I~e lample poiata ia 4 dim ... 

lioD' i •• t.ad 0' iD ju.t two. Tbis is called distributed or probabilistic ray tracia,. 
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No extra sam pI .. ar. requit.d ror diatribut..! ray Iracin, beyond Ib_ .«<I.d ror Iwo

dimensional stocbaslic .ampliD,. The B .. I rUDclioD ia Iwo-dimensioDal, and lbal ia what d.ur

min .. lb ••• mplin& rau, DO m.tur bow maDy dimeD.ioD. have beeD inu,rat..! to produce Ibat 

IDal twCHiimrnsioDal fUDction . 

The .. ar. lOme or Ibe ben.BIs or dialribul..! ray !racin,: 

• Dislribulin& r.a.cud rays accord in, to lb. lpeeular dialribulioD rUDclioD produc .. ,loss 

(blurr.d re8«lion). 

• Dislribulin& IraDomitt..! rays prodac .. IransluceDcy (blurred IranspareDcy). 

I Dislribulin& shadow rays Ibroa,b lb. IOlid an&1e or Ibe li,bl lOarc .. prodac .. peDum

bras. 

• Dist.ributin& ray orilia! over tbe camera leD. area produce. deptb or leld . 

• DistributiD& raYB iD time produces motioD blur. 

11.1. Slocb .. tlc SampllDI Applied &0 DI.trlbuted Rq TradDI 

One ",y to dislribule Ibe r.y. iD Ibe addilional dimeDsio.1 iI wilb •• correlal«l random valu ... 

For example, ODe could pick a random time lor each ray or a rudom point OD • Ii,bt IOQrct lor 

eacb sbadow r.y, wilb no correl.lioD rrom ray to ray. Tkil approacb prod.c .. piclar .. lbal are 

oxceedin,ly DOisy, due 10 Ibe bUDCbiD, ap or lampl ... 

So once a,ain il ia imporlanl to imp""" a Poiason diak reolriclion, 10 lbal lampleo lbal are do .. 

opaliaUy are .01 too close i. olber dimeD.ioDo. Yet aliasiD, CID reoull it lb. lample localio.1 ill 

Ibe addilional dimeD.ioDI are too correl.1«I wilb Ib.it Ipaliailocatio.l. For oxample, it lbe urn

plea OD Ibe left lide or tbe pixel are cODliaUDtly at ID earlier lime tbaD IbOlt 011 Ibe risbl lid. or 

tbe pixel, ." objecl moviD, rrom risbl to Itrl mi,bl be miloed by eve., lamplt w.iIe II objecl 

movin, rrom Iert to ri,bt mi,bl be bil by ev • ., lample. A cODv .. icDI metbod ror , .. eralin, a 

Marck 18, IDIS 
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51 81 4 11 10 10 18 45 

14 I 82 Iil 48 15 10 10 

ill eo I 11 11 II 17 44 

11 8 50 54 41 II 17 II 

55 18 7 10 II 18 10 41 

0 • 17 58 U 40 15 14 

10 aa I 11 11 II 14 47 

18 1 84 40 41 II II 17 

f1p,. ,. 'no Fr ... klla ad -"' __ 

good distribution is 10 u"" malic equarH, which aro fairly .0mo,eaoolll arruI.moDt. of a 

.. qu.nc. of numbe ... For .. ampl., 10 _ian tim .. 10 u 8 by 8 ,rid of lample poillte, ono could 

."" 8 by 8 malic equar •• 16), aucb as tb. ODe .boWD ill Fiaar. 7. T •• ," .unple woald hav. a 

prototype tim. 

M.+0.5 
'. - &4.0 ' 

"b.,. M, is lb. I'· valuo iD tb. malic equaro. A rudom jitter of *1'128 obould be added 10 th. 

prolotype lim. 10 obtai. lb. aclual lim. for a .ample. For oxample, lb. lample ill lb. opper Ie'l 

lubpix.1 would bave a tim. 51.5~1 ~52.5 . 

'.1. Wel,bted Dlatrlbutlo ... 

Sometim .. "'0 Deed 10 ",oi,b! Ih .unp.... For oxunple. ",. may ", .. I 10 "'.iabl lb. r.lcel.d 

lunp'" accord i., 10 th •• pecelar r.lcelio. fuaclioa, or w. may walll 10 ."" a w.i,bled temporal 

liter. W. woeld Ii .. 10 distribute lb •• ampl. poiDte 10 lhal lb. cballce of a Iocalio. bei., um-

pled is proportio.a11o lb. vale. of lb. liter II thai location. 

Marc. IB, 1085 
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ODe approacb would be to dist.ibu ... tbe .ampl .. tveDly, aDd tben I.ter ".icbt eacb "y accordiD& 

to tb. 6lter. A better app.oacb is .bo .. n ill Fi,u .. 8, ill .. bicb lbe III .... io divided ill re,ion& 01 

equal a.ea. Eacb relioD is sampled by ODe .ample poillt, 10 that eacb .ample .0" .epreseDts an 

equal area under tbe 8Ite., witb tb •• ampl ... paced lurtber apa.t to • • maller II .... valu .. and 

tloot. to,.tber to. la.,er filt •• valu ... Tbis avoid. tb. multiplicatioD' D""'ary to. tb ... ei,btiD, 

aDd also puts tb. sample. wber. tb.y will do tbe moot ,ood. 

Po.itioD eacb lampl. poiDt at tbe ceDter 01 ill re,ioD , aDd tbeD jitter its locatioD to a .aDdom 

locatioD iD tbe re,ioD . Tbis app.oxima .... (be 81 .... witb a let ot .... p tunctioD'. Note tbat tbe 

aize of the jiu.er varies (rom sample to aample. 

Fi,u.e 8. Sample distribution to. a .. ei,bt.ed tUDctioD 

11.3. 5ummar;y 0' DI.trlbut.ecl Ray Tr..,l ... 

Distribut.ed .ay traciD, is discuSled iD detail ill a p.evioao pape, 131. Tbia _tioD .umma.i ... tb. 

dist,ibut.ed ,ay I.aciD, al,o.ilbm f,om lbe vie .. poilll ot .tocbuIic .amplill,. 

The iIl ..... ity ot a pixel OD lbe ...... ia aD aDalylic fUDctioD Ihal iDvolv .. 1e .. ,aJ ... t.ed iIl"',ra/s: . , 

iate" ... oVer time, over 'be pixel ",&ioD, aad over ibe ar •• are., u wen .... iDteo,ral 01 

l ,ell..,IaDce lim .. iIIuminalioa over Ihe ,ell..,t.ed hemisphe,e aDd aD iIl ... "aJ ot I.aDlmittaDce lim .. 

March 18, lOSS 
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illumination OVtr tbe transmitted hemispbere. Thiro integral can be tremondouoly complicated, 

but we can point .ample the function regard I .. , of bow complicated it iI. U tbe function depend, 

on n parameter" tbe function iI lampled in tbe n dimenoioDi defined by t ...... parameters. 

Ratber than adding more ray' for each dimension, tbe existing raYI are distributed in each dim en-

lion according to the values or the corresponding parameter. 

Sompl< 
Poa' 

Tbe distributed ray tracing algoritbm iI illustrated in Figure II. For a lin,1e ray : 

• Determine the spatial location of tbe raYI by jittering. 

• Determine the time for tbe ray from a jittered malic: Iquare. Mon tile objecu accordingly . 

• Construct a temporary ray from tbe eye poiDt (coDter of tbe IeDI) to a point OD tbe lereen. 

Determine a location on tbe IeDI from a jittered patterD or .ample Iocationl OD ille leDI. 

Trace a ray rrom tbat locatioD tbrou,h tile rocal point or tbe origiDal ray. 

• DetermiDe wbicb object iI vilible uling standard ray eastinl teebniqun, 

• Trace tbe Ibadow rayo. For eacb li,bt IOgree, deter!"ine tbe locatioD OD tile If&ht for the 

.badow ray. Tbe Dumber of ray. traced to a location on tbe Ii,bt .bould be proportioDai to 

tbe inunlity and projected area of that locatioD as aeoD rrom lbe ,urface . 

• ' Trace a .electioD ray. Tbe reSection direction ill determiDed b1 jitteriDI a lOt of directioDI 

Marcil 18, ll18S 
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Ibal are dislribuled accordin, w lb •• pecular releclio. fu.clio •. 

• Trac. a Ira •• par •• cy ray. Tb. Iranspar •• cy direclioD is d.termined by jilterin, a acl of 

directio.s tbat are dislributed accord i., w tb. specular IransmisaioD runction. Trac. a ray 

in Ihal direclio. from tb. visibl. poi.t. 

Tb. visibl. surfac. calculatio. is .trai,btrorward. Sine. eacb ray ocean al a li.,I. inslaDI of 

tim., lb. 8rslsl.p is w upd.t. the positioDS of tbe objects for lhal instant of lim • . Tb. Dext is 

w cODslrucl a ray from tb. IeDS w lb. lample poinl ad hd lb. cloenl object lbat lb. ray inl.,

lects. 

I.t .... cti., surr .. es are ba.dl.d trivially becau ..... nev .. bay. w calcnlate lb. Ii .. or int.racc

liD. ; w. m.r.ly bay. to d.t.rmi •• whieb is i. fro.t al a ,Ro •• localioD ad lime. AI eacb lampl. 

poi.t oDly ODe of lb. surf .. es is visibl •. Th. i .... neclio •• <aa .... be mOlioD blurred, a problem 

lhal would be "'rriryi., wilb aD analylic m.lhod. 

Th. uDio., intersectioD, dill.r.Dce problem is euily IOlved .. ilb ray Iracin, or poinllamplin, Illi. 

Th.se .. leulatioas are aIao <orreclly molioD blurred. 

7. Ex-mpln of DI.trlbute<! Ra7 TrKIDI 

Filure 10 iI <Ioeeup of Ih. ray Iraced piela .. J Q8.l. Tb •• the 4 ball; il remaiDl IIalioaary for 

mOil of Ihe lim. Ihe Ibulter • open aad mov .. qaiekb' w Ibe apper richl jail before tbe "alter 

.Ioen. The blur is qaite exlr.m., aad yel Ibe ima,e Ioob aoisy instead of aliued. Tbil piela .. 

.... made .. ilh 16 lampl .. per pix.1. 

Ficar .. ll!O> aad llb are Iwo fram .. from tbe Ibort 11m n. Ad .... lu ... 0' Aft"' •• d Wall, B. 

1121 Th ... exlreme e .. mplea of artie.lated molio. bl.r .. ere ... dered .. ilb a .... liD. aI,orilbm 

,- lbal .... poiDI l ampli., aad a I bal.r w dete,min. ~isibilily . II th ... fram .. , .. adapli.e 

m.lbod aawmatieally lampled re,io," .. ilb a 101 01 motion blur al1l4 .amplea per pixel .. d otller 
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.. ,ioao with 16 samples per pixel. This cats dowa cODsiderably OD the DOise level aDd helps avoid 

Deedle •• computation. 

Other example. or distributed ray traciDI. iDeludiDI depth or Ileld. peaumbru, blar" .. lectioDl 

aDd traoolucence, have appeared iD a previous paper (31. ID all cun, areu of ntreme blur 

become DOisy iDatead or a1iasiDI. 

I. Dlleu .. loD ILDd CODcluoloDo 

Correctly choo.,. DonuDirorm sample locatioDs cau tarD Ihe a1iuiD, of hi,her freqaeDcieo iDtO 

white noise. The malaitude or Ihis aD;" is detumiDed by tbe oampliD, freqneDcy . Frequeacies 

beyoDd tbe aumerical precision or tbe macbine will a1iu, bDt tbia ia aIao trae or aualytic u t iali .... 

iDI metbod • . 

Bued OD thia, 16 lampln per pixel ia DIU ally eDouib. Ia fact, we bve toaod that w. Deed more 

than tbis ODly iD extremely motioD blurred or oat of toeal .bots. Tb. oamber ot lampl .. cau be 

adjusted ror eacb pixel bued on tbe maximum amoUDt ot blur expected tor that pixel. ID tacL, 

ltoebutic oamplin, sbould aloo work weU wbeD iDte,rated witb adaptive lampliD,. 

A limple aDd elledive implementatioD ot .toebutic lampliD, ia to jitter a Iwo-dimeDlioul relul.r 

,rid. ID distributed ray traciDI, tbe locations iD tbe DOD .. patiai dimeDlioDl cau be chooeD by 

jitterinl a malic SQuare. Care must be takeD iD boDadiD, moviD, aud oat ot toca. objecta. 

Stoehastic lamplin, hu oae major disadvauta,e. Becaa .. tbe lamplca are Dol .. ,aluly .paced, 

torward dillereaciD, caDDot be ased to exploit pixel to pixel cobe"Dce. 

Stoebutic lampliD, Dilen the Inl t rDe aatiali .. io, tor ra,. !racin, aDd poial IOmpliD,. The abil

it)' to autialiu the .. techDiqu .. liv .. them .ew importauce. The IbadiDI caJcalatioD', wbicb 

have tradilloDalb' beeD poiDI .ampled, are automatically aDtialiued witb .toeb .. tic .amplia" 

elimiDatiD, problems .Dch u bilhli,ht a1iasiDI· ADotber poteDtiai applicatioa It textare map 
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sampling. Combined witb distributed ray tracing. stochastic sampling aloo provides a aolution to 

motion blur. depth 01 field. penumbras. blurry reBections. and translucency. 
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Abstract 
Ray tracing ;/J one 0/ the mo~t elegant technique, in com
puleT graphic!, Many phenomena that are diDicult or 
impouible with oOter tuhniquu are lJimpie with ray Irac 
in91 including , hadowlJ, reflection" and refraded light . 
Ray directionlJ, however, have been ddermined precise/J/, 
and lhi, hal limited the capabiliticlJ oJ raJ! tracing, 8'1 
dilJtributing the directions 0/ the ray, according to the 
analytic functi on they .ample, ray tracing can incorporate 
fuzzy phenomena. TAi, provide. corred and eo,y ,Diu
tion, 10 "orne PTt11ioUIJly unsolved or partially ,alved prob
lems, including motion blur, depth 0/ /ield, penumbra!, 
translucency, and Juzzy refledion!. Motion blur and 
depth oj field calculations can be integrated with the vitJi
ble nrJact calculalion" avoiding Ihe problems Jound in 
previou~ methods. 

CR CATEGORIES AND SUBJECT DESCRIPTORS: 
1.3.7 IComputer Grapbluj: Three-Dimensional 
Graphics and Realism; 

ADDITIONAL KEY WORDS AND PHRASES: camera, 
constructive solid geometry, depth of field, focus, 
gloss, motion blur, penumbras, ray tracing, shadows, 
translucency, transparency 

1. Introduction 

Ray tracing algorithms are elegant, simple, and powerful. 
They can render shadows, reftections, sDd refracted light, 
pheDomena that are difficult or impossible with other 
techniqueslllJ. But ray tracing is currently limited to 
sharp shadows, sharp reflection!t, and sharp refraction. 

Permission to COpy without fee all or part of this material is granted 
provided that the copic. are not made or distributed for direct 
commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the 
publication and i15 date appear, aOO notice is given that copying is by 
pcnnwion of the Association for Compulina Machinery. To copy 
otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and / or specific permission. 

(C> 1984 ACM 0·89791·138·5/84/007/0137 $00.75 

Ray traced images are sharp because ray directions are 
determined precisely from geometry. Fuzzy phenomenon 
would seem to require large numbers of a.dditional sam
ples per ray. By distributing the rays rather than adding 
more of them, however, fuzzy phenomena can be ren
dered with no additional rays beyond those required for 
spatially oversampled ray tracing. This approach pro
vides correc t nnd easy solutions to some previously 
unsolved problems. 

This approach has not been possible before because of 
aliasing. Ray tracing is a form of point sampling and, as 
such, has been subject to aliasing artifacts. This aliasing 
is not inherent, however, and ray tracing un be filtered 
as effectively as any analytic methodi4J. The filtering 
does incur the expense of add itional rays, but it is not 
merely ovcrsampling or adaptive oversampling, which in 
themselves cannot solve the aliasing problem. This 
antiali asing is based on an approach proposed by RodDey 
Stock. It is the subject of a forthcoming paper. 

Antil1liasing opens up new possibilities (or ray tracing. 
Ray tracing need not be restricted to spatial sampling. If 
done with proper antialinsing, the rays can sample 
motion, the camera lens, and the ent ire shading function . 
This is called distributed rau tracing. 

Distributed ra.y tracing is a new a.pproach to image syn
thesis. The key is that no extra rays are needed beyond 
those used for oversampling in space. For example, 
rather than taking multiple time samples at every spatial 
location , the rays are distributed in time so that rays at 
different spatial locations are traced at different instants 
or t ime. Once we accept the expense of oversampling in 
~pace, distributing the rays offers substantial benefits at 
lilLIe additional cost. 

• Sampling the reHectcd ray according to the spec
ular distribution function produces gloss (blurred 
reDection) . 

• Sampling the transmitt.ed ray produces translu
cency (blurred transparency) . 

• Sampling the solid angle of tbe light sources pro
duces penumbras. 
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• S:lIn plin g the camera lens area produ ces depth of 
fi eld, 

• S:lmpling in time produ C'e:S motion blur. 

2. Shading 

Th e iJllClisity lof the r(.' fl ee t ed light :lot :\ point. on a sur
(nce is nn inl t'gral over I.he h(lmisph cre :Ibo\'c the surface 
of nn illumi n!llion (unction L and a. t{·Ol'diol) run ct ion 
RPJ, 

~~"o,) = f f L{1;.O;)R{¢;.O;,¢"O,)rl¢,dO, 
~ . I. 

where 

(0; ,0,'1 i!' the :1 l1gle of in cirl l' ncc, Rnd 

(¢"O, ) is th e (lo gIC' of rl'O(,(, t ion. 

Th e (' c'l11pl l'x ily of pNrormillg this inl<'gr:.l tion has beeD 
",'o id (' d by m' king 'Ull" simplify ing , ."" mplions , The 
(ollo\\ ing arc :-omc of tb ese ~i l1l p lifi (·:1. lioD S : 

• Assume that L is a 6 (unction, j ,e., that L is zero 
eX(, l!pt ror light source directions and th ai th e light 
SQur C'cs can be !r(,:ll ed M points. Th <, integral is now 
rcpb('cd by a. sum ovcr certain dis<: rete dir (l<:tioDs. 
Th is assunlption ('3 11 $(>$ sharp shadows. 

• A:s:-; ume Ih :t t all of th(l directions Ih:\t nrc (l (lt li ght 
source direc tions can be grouped toget ber into an 
ambient light source. This ambient light is th e ~ :\rne 
in all directions, so th a.t L is indcp(lod ent of ¢ i nnd OJ 
and may be fern o\'('d froln the iot C'gral. 'fhe int<·gral 
of R may th en be f(·placcd by 3n average, or 
ambi<' llt, renectance. 

• A$sllme that the reficc tance fun ction R is a [, (U DC

t ion, i.e., that Ih e surrace is a mirror and reflects 
light oo ly rrorn the mirror dircct ion . This a.~s ump
tion causes sharp rcflections. A corresponding 
;\ .. ~ s umption ror transmitted light CAuses sharp rerrac
tion. 

Th e shadin& ruodion may be too complex to compute 
ana lyli r3l1y , but WE' can point s3 mple its \':\Iu(' by distri
buting the rays, tllU S avoidin~ t hese simpli fying assump
t i(.ns. lII um inat ion rays !\re not traced toward a single 
li ght dirl' (" lion, but are distributed aN'ording to t.be 
illumination fun ction L, RefJect ('d rays a. re not traced in 
a ~ in gl(' mir ror di rertion but are dist ri buted according to 
th (' rC' fi ('(' t<1 nce fundioD R. 

2.1. G loss 

R\,ft (·C I k' ns :l.r €' mirrc'r·i ike in comput <' r gi apbics, but in 
t(':11 life rE: :1{'cti vns are often blurred or hazy. The dis
t inctnc-ss with "hi(' b a surface- rE'ficcts it s environ ment is 
r ~"('d glosslSl. 131urr E'd rt-fi(' ctions h:l\" (' bi-, ... n di.5. ' I.! :,sed by 
\\'hill ed[1 iJ and by COc>k[2J . .. \ny •• al)' l i< sim ul' lion of 
these rr fl ('(" tions must be bas <>d 00 tb e int egral of the 
rt' nt"'<'t 3n('(' o\' er S(l OlC solid angle. 
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Mirror refl cc t ions are determi ned by trac ing rays from th e 
$urrace in th e mi rro r direc tion. Gloss can be calculated 
by distri butin g t hese se('ond ary rays about t.hE' mi rror 
d irection. Th e distri bution is weighted accordin g to the 
same di o: tr iLu t ion fun ction th at, det ermincs the highlights, 

This m<lhod was origin,lIy suggesled by Whill.d[ll], 
:J. nd it rl' piac('s t.h e usual specular ('omponent. Rays that 
rl' fl l'd Jj ~ ht So urces produ ce highlights, 

2.2 . Translucency 

Li ght t r:l n ~ rnitt(·d through an object is desc ribed by an 

1"II I:1 tioll ~ imilar to t.hat for r(' fl ee ted light , excrpt tbat 
tiJ C' rl,fl l'c t :\nce run ction R is rE'placed by a transmittance 
fll lH'tion T ~ nd tIl e int('gral is pl!rformed over the bcmi
spliNe Ld lind t.he ~ lIrface . Th e t.r ::l nsmit.t.ed light can 
have 3l1lb ir nt, di fTu :-c, and spc('ular CO l'l1poll t'nts[S} . 

CO!J1V 1J! cr gra phi cs has incitHI(·d transparency, in .... hicb T 
i ~ ;l..'i ~ um ed t o be a. 6 function and th e images seen 
through t r:l. lI sp:l. rC' nt obj ec ts are sharp. Translu cency 
diffr rs fn' lll tran :;, p;lf ~'n cy in th at the ilO nl;ls Seen tlHougb 
t r:l H!' lu t"{' nl obj(·('ts arc not distin ct . The problem of 
tr :m <; lu (' ('nc), is an alogous Lo th e problem of gloss. Closs 
r<'q uires ,'10 int egral of t,he rcfh.'c t ('d li ght, :Hld translu
C'l'ncy r('qu ir(;s a c(l rrespondin g integral of tb e transmitt ed 
light. 

Translu cency is calculat('d by distributing tb e s(' ("ondary 
rays about the main di rect ion of th e t ralJsrnitled light. 
Jll st :t,.<; the distriLu t ion o( the refi ectl:d rays is defin ed by 
th e spc(' ul:\r r('O(:d ance fun el ion, the distribution of the 
transmitt ed rays is defin ed by a. specu lar transmittance 
fu nction. 

2.3. Penumbras 

P(,llurnbras occur wh ere a. light source is partially 
obscurt'd. Th e rcnec t('d int('nsity due t.o such a light is 
proj)ortioual lO the solid angle of the visible portion of 
t he li ght. The solid angle hl\S been cxplicitly included in 
a shading moddl3J, but DO algorithms han b('en sug
&(lsl ed for det ermining this solid angle bccluse or the 
cOlOplC'xity of thE' computat ion involved. The only 
att empt at pcnumbr :lS l;nown to the a. utbors scC'ms to 
~oh· e only a \'cry ~pc(' i a l ("::tSci1). 

Sh3dows (" 3n be (" alcu latcd by tracing rays (rom the sur
face t o tll(' li ght sou rces, and p('numbr::a.s can be cAlcu
bl ('d by di~ tributi'lg lh('se s(>conda.ry rays. The ~hadow 
r3Y {,3 n L.e t r3 C' cd to any point on the light source, Dol 
j l! st not to a ~ ingl (> light source location. The distribu
tion of th (' shadow rays must be weighted according the 
prc.j H t(od ar(' a and brightness of difTer('nt parts of the 
light !'ource. The number of rays tra.c(>d to e3.ch region 
should be proportional to the amount of the light's 
('nf'rgy that would ('ollle from th )1t f{·giOD i( the light was 
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Figure 1. Circle of Conrusion. 

completely unobscurcd. The proportion or lighted sample 
points in a region of the su rface is then equal to the pro
portion or that light's intensity that is visible in that 
region. 

3, Depth or Field 

Cameras and the eye have a finite lens aperture, and 
hence their images have a finite depth or field. Each 
point in the scene appears as a circle on tbe image plane. 
This circle is called the circle of confusion, And its size 
depends on the distance to the point and on the lens 
oplics. Depth of field can be an unwanted artiract, but it 
can also be a desirable ctre<:t . 

Most computer graphics h:lS bccn based on a. pinhole 
camera mod el with every object in shnrp focus. Potmcsil 
simulated depth or fi eld with n. postprocessing technique. 
Each object is first rendered in sharp focus (Le., with a 
pinhole ca.mera model). and later each sharply rendered 
object is convolved with a filter the size of the circle of 
confusion[8j. The program spends most of its time in the 
focus postprocessor, and this time increases drama.tically 
as the a.pe rture decreases . 

Such a. postproces.c;ing a.pp roac h un never be completely 
correct. This is because visibility is calcula.ted tram a sin
gle point, the ccnter of the lens. The view at the environ
ment is different (rom different parts at the lens , and the 
differences include changes in visibility and shading tbat 
cannot be accounted for by a post.proccssing approach. 

For example, consider an object that is extremely out at 
focus in front of o.n object that is in focus . Visible sur
face calcula.tions done with the pinhole model determine 
the visibility from the center of the lens. Because tbe 
front object is not in focus, pa.rts of the focused object 
that arc not visibl(' tram the center of the lens will be 
visible (rom other parts o( the lens. Information about 
those parts will Dot aVllilable for the postprocessor, so the 
postprocessor cannot possibly get the correct result . 

There is another way to approach the depth of field prob
lem. Depth of field occurs beeause the lens is a finite size. 
Each point on th e lens " looks" at the same point on the 
focal plane. Th e visible surfaces and the shading may be 
different as seen from different parts of the lens. The 
depth of field ca lculations should account for this and be 
an integral part of the vi!':lible surface and shading calcu+ 
lations. 

Depth of field can be calculated by starting with the 
traditional ray from the ccnter of tbe lens through point 
p on the focal plnne. A point on the surface of the lens is 
selected and the ray from that point to p is traced. The 
camera speci fi cations required for tbis calculation are the 

(ocal dista.nce llnd the diameter of the lens f..., where F is 
• 

the rocallength of the lens and" is the aperture number. 

This gives t'xactly the same circle of confusion as 
prC'sentcd by Potrncsil[8J . Because it integrates the depth 
or field calculations with the shading and visible surrace 
ca lculations, this method gives a more accurate solution 
to the depth at field problem, with the exception that it 
doC!! not account for diffraction effects. 

Figure I shows why this method gives the correct circle 

or con fusion. The lens has a. diameter of f... and is 
• rocused at a distance P so that the image plane is at a 

distl\nce Vp , where 

FP 
Vp = P- F lor P>F . 

Points on the plane that is a distance D rrom the lens will 
(ocus at 

FD 
Vo = D-F lor D>F 

and have a circle of confusion with diameter C orj81 

C=IVu-Vp l"£'" ,Vo 
For a point I on the image plane, the rays we trace lie 
inside tbe cone whose radius at D is 
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r= !£. ID-PI 
2 n P 

The im:tge plane distance (rom a point OD this cooe to & 

point on t.he axis of the cone is r multiplied by the 
magnification of the ICDS. 

It is l·a.sily shown that 

c 
R=2"' 

H('nc{> any points on the cone have a circle of confusion 
that just tou ches tbe image point l. Points outside the 
cone do not affect the image point and points inside the 
cone do. 

-t. Motion Blur 

Dislributing the rays or sample points in time solves the 
mol ion blur problem. Before we discuss this method and 
bow it works, let us first look in more detail at the 
motion blur problem and at previous attempts to solve it. 

The motion bioI< method described by Potmesil191 is Dol 
only expensive, it also separates the visible surrace calcu
lation from the motion blur calculation. This is accept,.. 
able in some situa.tions, but in most cases we cannot ju~t 
calculate a still frame and blur the result . Some object 
entirely hidden in the still frame might be uncovered for 
part of the t.he time sampled by the blur. If we are to 
blur an object across a background, we ha.ve to know 
wbat the badgrouDd U. 

Even if we know what the ba.ckground is, there are prob. 
lems. For example, consider a bipla.oe viewed (rom 
above, so that the lower wing is cor'nplet.ely obscured by 
the upper wing. Because the upper wing is moving, tbe 
scenery below it would be seen through its blur, but 
unfortunately the lower wing would show through too. 
The lower wing should be hiddeD completely because it 
moves with the the upper wing and is obscured by it over 
the potire time interval. 

This parti<'ular problem can be soh'ed by rendering the 
plane and background as separate elements, but not all 
pictures (':tn eac: ily be spparated into elements, This 5011,1· 

tion also does not allow for changes in visibility within a 
single object. This is particularly important (or rotating 
objects. 

The sit uation is furth er romplic3ted by the change in 
shading v.itbin a (rame time. Coosider a tex tured top 
~piDniDg on a table. If we ('ale-uJate only one shade per 
frame, the texture would be blurred properly, but 
unforl unately the highlights and shadows would be 
blurred too, On a real top. the highlights and shadows 
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.re DOt blurred .t .11 by tbe spiDniDg. Tbey are blurred, 
of course, by .ny l.ter.1 motion of tbe lop .loDg Ibe 
table or by the motion of a light source or the camera.. 
The highlight, sbould be blurred by Ihe molion of the 
light and the c.mer., by the tr.vel of the top .Iong Ibe 
tobie, ODd by the preeessioD of the lop, bul DOt by tbe 
rotation of the top. 

Motion blurred shadows lire also important and are Dot 
rendered correctly it we calculate only ODe shade per 
(rame. Otherwise, (or example, the blades of a faD could 
be motion blurred, but the shadows of those blades would 
strobe. 

All of this is simply to emphasize ~h e •• t:mendous com· 
plexity of the motion blur problem. Tbe prospects for aD 
ana.lytic solution are dim, Such a solut.ioo would require 
solving the visible surface problem as I. function of time 
as welt as space. It would a.lso involve integrating the 
texture and shading (uoction of the visible surraces over 
time. Point sampling seems to be the only approach that 
offers any promise of solving the motion blur problem. 

One point sa.mpling solution was proposed by Korein and 
BadlerI6]. Their method, however, poiDt .amples oDly in 
space, not in time. Changes in shading are Dot motion 
blurred . The method iDvolves keeping a list of all objects 
that cross each sample point during the (rame time, a list 
that could be quite loog ror a rast moving complex scene. 
They also impose the unrortunate restriction that both 
vertices o( an edge must move at the same velocity. This 
creates holes in objects that change perspective severely 
during one frame, bccause tbe vertices move at drastj.. 
cally differeDI rales. Poly gOD. witb edges Ibat sbare 
tbese vertices cannot remain adjoining. The algorithm is 
also limited to linear motion. It the motion is curved or 
af the vertices are a.l1owed to move iDdepelldent1y. the 
linear intersection equation becomes a bigber order equa
tion. The resulting equation is expensive to solve and has 
multiple roots. · . 

Distributing the sample points in time solves the motion 
blur problem. The path of motion ca.n be. arbitra.rily 
complex, Tbe only requirement is the ability to calculate 
the position of the object a.t a. speci6c time. Changes in 
visibility and shading are correctly accounted for. Sha
dows (umbras and penumbras), depth of field, reOectioDI 
and intersectioDs are all correctly motion blurred. By 
using different distributions or rays, the motion can be 
blurred with a box filter or a weighted filter or can be 
strobed. 

Tbis distribution of the sample points in time d~ not 
in\'ohe adding any more sample points. Updating the 
ObjKt positions ror each time is the only extra calculation 
nepded (or motion blur. Proper antialiasing is required or 
tbe picture will look strobed or bave bolesl41. 
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6. Other Implication. of the Algorithm 

Visible surface cakulation is straightforwa.rd. Since each 
ray occurs at a single instant of time, tbe first step is to 
upd3.Le the posi tions o f the objects tor that instant or 
time. The next is to construct a. ray from tbe lens to the 
sample point and fiod the closest obj ect that t.be ray 
inl crsects. Care must be taken in bounding mov ing 
objects. The bound shou ld depend on time so that the 
Dumber of potcnti:llly visible objects docs not grow unac
ceptably wi th th eir spe>cd. 

Intersec ting surracps are bandied trivially because we 
n('ver hnve to ca lculate the lin e ot intersection; we merely 
have to determine which ill in (ronl at a given loca tion 
~lId lime. At, each :\A.rnplc point only one or tbe surraces 
is visible. TIH.' int('r$('c:t.ions can cn :D be motion blurred, 
a problem that would he tl'rrirying with an analytic 
method . 

The un ion, intersec tio n , d ifl'erenrc problem is easily 
su lved wi tb ray tracing or point s:unpJin g! lOJ . Tb l'SC cal· 
(' .. :ations are also ('orrf'c tiy motioo blurred. 

Tr:Ulsparcn cy is (>:l.S)' even ir the transparency is textured 
or varies wit h time. Let r be 'be transparency or a. sur· 
f:ttl! at Iht.> tim{' ~nd lo('ation it is pierced by the ray, and 
let R be the r(' n('('tnn('e . Rand T ~ re wavelength depco· 
"I'nt, llod th(' ('o lor or th e transparency is not necessarily 
the same :tS the color or the reflected light; ror example, 
a rt"d tranr;parent plastic objec t may have a white 
highl ight. If there a re n· } transparent surraccs in rront 
or the op~que surrace, th e li ght reaching t.he viewer is 

II - I . · 2 • j· l 
R. IlT,+ R._,IlT, +. . . + R,T, + R, = E R, Il Tj. 

i-I i- I i_ I i_I 

S:.mple 
PoifiL 

Film 
Plaue 

LC'DS 
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Ir the surraces rorm solid volumes, then each object has & 

T, and that T is scaled by the dist ance that the transmi,... 
t<,d ray t. ravels through that. object. The motion blur and 
dC'pth or field calculations work correctly ror these tran
spa.renc ), ca lculations. 

Th e distributed approach can be adapt.ed to a scanline 
nJgorit h m as well as to ray tracing. The general motioD 
blur :\Od dept.h or fi eld calculations have been incor· 
pora tC'd into a scanline algorithm using distributed sam
pling ror the visible s urface calculations. Special cases of 
penumbras, fuzzy refl ec tions, aDd t.ranslucency have bcen 
successrully incorporat.ed (or fln.t su rraees . 

6. Summ&ry of the Algorithm 

The int cnsity or a pixel on the screeD is an analytic runc· 
tion th nt in\'olves several nested integrals: integrals over 
time, over the pixel region, and over the lens area, 8.5 weU 
as an int,rgral or refl ectan ce times illumin at ion over the 
rcfic('led hemi:;phere and an iot('gral or transmittance 
t im t'S illu mination over the t.ransmitted hemisphere. This 
int egral can be tremendously complicated, but we Clln 
point. sample t.he runction regardless or how complica.ted 
it is . H the run ction depends on n parameters, the runc
tion is samp led in tbe n d imensions defined by those 
parameters. Rather thaD addi ng more rays ror each 
dimension, the existing rays are distributed in each 
dimension according to the values or the corresponding 
parameter. 

This .!ium mary or the distributed ray tracing algorithm is 
illustrated in Figure 2 for a s ingle ray. 

• Choose a time ror the ray and move the objects 
accordingly. The number or rays &t a certain lime is 
proport.ional to the value or the des ired temporal 
61ter at that time. 

Surface 

TraDsmitted 
R., 

Figure 2. Typic.1 Distributed Ray P.tb 
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• Construct a. n.y (rom the eye point (eenter 01 the 
lens) to a point 011 the SCreen. Choose a location 00 

the lens, and trace a ray trom that location to t he 
focal point ot the original ray, Determine which 
object is visible. 

• Calculate the shadows. For each light source, choose 
a location on the light and trace 8 ray from the visi
ble point to that location. The Dumber or rays 
traced to a loca.tion on the light should be propor~ 
tional to the inteDsity and projected area or that 
location as seen trom the surlace. 

• For re8ec tioDS, choose a direction around the mirror 
direction and trace a ray in that direction Crom the 
visible point . The number o( rays traced in a 
spec ific direction should be proportional to the 
amount or ligh t (rom that direction that is reDected 
toward the viewer. This can replace the specular 
component. 

• For transmitted ligh t, choose a direction around the 
direction or the transmi tted ligh t and trace a ray in 
that direction rrom the visible point. The number or 
rays traced in a spec ific direction should be propor. 
tional to the a.mount or light trom that direction 
that is transmitted toward the viewer. 

7. Examples 

Figure 3 illustrates motion blurred intersections. The 
blue beveled cube is stationary, and the green beveled 
cube is moving in a straight line, perpendicular to one or 
its races. Notice that the intersection or the races is 
blurred except in in the plane or motion, where it is 
sharp. 

Figur.s 4 and 5 illustrate depth or field. In figure 4, the 
camera has a 3& mm lens at f2.8. Notice that the rear 
sphere, which is out or rocus, does not blur over the 
spheres in rront. In figure &, the camera is rocused on the 
center or the three wooden spheres. 

Figure 6 shows a number or moving spheres, with motion 
blurred shadows a.nd reflections. 

Figure 7 illustrates fuzzy shadows and reftections. The 
paper clip is illumin ated by two loto.l Iigbt sources which 
cast sbadows witb penumbras 00 the table. Each light is 
an extended light source (i.e., Dot a point light source) 
with a finite solid angle, and the intensity or its shadow 
at any point on the table is proportionsl to the amount 
or light obscured by the paper clip. The table reOeets the 
paper clip, and the reHectioo bluT8 according to the spec
ular distribution runction of tbe table top. Note that 
both the shadows a.nd the re8ection blur witb dist()..Dce 
and are sharper c:lose to the pAver dip. 
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Figure 3. Motion Blurred Intersection. 

Figure 4. Depth or Field. 

Figure 5. Depth or Field. 
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Figure 6. Balls in Motion . 

Figure 7. Paper Clip. 

l 
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Figure 8 shows 5 billi:lfd ha.lls with motion blur and 
penumbras. Notice that the motion is nol linea.r: the g 
ball changes directioD abruptly iD th. middle 01 the 
Irame, the 8 b.1I moves oD ly during the middle 01 th. 
rr ;,me, and thE' <1 ball only slarLs to move Deaf the eod of 
th e frame. The sll3.dows on the table a..re shArper where 
the balls art closer to the table; this most apparent in t.he 
5tntion3ry 1 ball. The f('flections of the billiard balls and 
t.be room a.re mot.ion blurred, n.c; are the penumbras. 

Figur<'5 3, 5, a.nd 7 were rendered with a scanline adapt •• 
tion of this algorithm. Figures 4, 6, and 8 were rendered 
wilh ray tracing. 

8. Conclusions 

DislriiJutrd ray tracing a new paradigm (or computer 
graphics which solves a nUlober of bilh<:rLo unsolved or 
partially solved problems. The approach has also been 
su(>("(.'ss(ully :\daptcd to a $(:an lio t' algClrithm. It incor
pClralcs dcplh or fi('ld c:\lculations into the visible surrace 
c3kul:n ions, (·Iiminaling problems in previous methods. 
II make's po~si blc blurrf'd ph('nomena. such as penumbras, 
glo~s, :\nd translu('('ocy. All or the above can be motion 
blurred by dif'tributing the rays in timc. 

TI,cse :'ire 1101 isolatl>d solutions to isolated problems. 
This apJ.lro3ch to image synthl'!sis is pTtlctically no more 
expensh'(' than standard ray tracing and solves all or 
tlH'se prublems at once. The problems could not really be 
f;ol\"cd !'l'paratcly because the)' are all iDlerrelated. 
Differences in shading, in penumbras, and in visibility are 
IH'counlro (or in the depth or field calculations. Changes 
in Iht depth or field and in visibility are motion blurred. 
The penumbra and shading calC'ulations are motion 
blurred . All or these phenomena are related, and tbe new 
approach solves them all together by sampling tbe mul
tidimensional space they define. The key to this is the 
ability to antialias point sampling. 
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State of the Art In Image Synthesis - '85 Course Notes 

I) Introduction 

Ken Perlin 

Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences 

New York University 

Computer Graphics is often regarded as a big bag of algorithmic tricks. In order to 

systematically create useful algorithms we must take a broader view. Many so called "tricks" 

are actually based on a small and unified set of very simple and elegant algorithmic concepts. 

We must learn to work with these before we can generalize to new algorithms from existing 

ones. 

"Pre-integration" is such a concept. We will look at several algorithms based on this 

concept. From these we will create several new algorithms. In each case we will rely on our 

understanding of the underlying concept. These algorithms should not be taken as definitive 

in any sense. They were selected on the basis of pedagogical value. We will assume that the 

student is familiar with elementary calculus and with the basic techniques and terminology of 

CG!. 

Each section ends with a set of exercises. These are not meant to be easy. Much of the 

"meat" of the course is buried in these exercises. Every exercise has a known solution. 

Read them carefully; play with them; make up your own. 
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II) Atmospheric density 

We will now introduce the first of our applications. 

In order to enhance the sense of realism in a computer generated image, or just to create a 

mood, it is desirable to simulate atmospheric attenuation. 

For any pixel this involves finding the total attenuation along the ray path from the observer 

to the visible surface. The amount of light reaching us along the ray is then approximated by 

light'.,ol = t light,."n" + (1- t) lightomblt" 

where t is an atmospheric attenuation factor given by 

t = .-1 

where I is the integral of atmospheric density along the ray path. 

2.1 

2.2 

If we think of atmospheric density as a function which maps points in space to a density at 

each point, then to find atmospheric attenuation we must take the line integral of this 

function along the ray from the observer to the surface. 

For general functions over space it is very difficult to compute line integrals. The obvious 

solution is to integrate numerically: marching along the ray incrementally, evaluating the 

density at each increment, and summing the resulting densities.· This approach is generally 

very expensive [1]. 

Gardner [2] gets around the problem by an ingenious trick: he uses infinitely thin semi

transparent films of mist on ellipsoidal forms instead of actual volumes. Unfortunately, the 

sense of reality tends to disappear when the observer passes through or too near to one of 

these films. 

By restricting the problem domain, we can do better than this. Let us approach the problem 
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in reverse. For what types of atmosphere can we directly compute the line integral I 

analytically? 

The simplest case is an atmosphere of constant density d at all points in space. In this case 

.I = t d 2.3 

where t is the total path length from observer to surface. 

This technique was first used by Turner Whitted [3] and in several scenes produced by MAGI 

for the motion picture TRON [4]. 

Now suppose we wish to simulate layers of mist. This effect is observed in nature on foggy 

mornings when only the air close to the ground condenses. 

Mathematically, layered mist is described by a density function over space varying in y, but 

f not in x or z. Thus we say 

d(x,y,z) = fCY) 2.4 

for some function fCY). For convenience, we will assume that the observer is located at the 

origin (ie. (x,y,z)""mr = (0,0,0)). Taking arbitrary line integrals of d(x,)I,z) is a little 

tricky. We will approach it in two steps. 

First we consider a vertical ray, where the surface point is (0,)1,0) for some)l . In this case 

we can simply integrate f; 

r·y 

I = FCY) = f f(t) dt 2.5 
,-0 

to find the density integral I along the ray. 

Next we consider a general ray where the surface point is at some arbitrary (x,)I,r). We 

observe that the values of f encountered along this ray path are identical with those along the 
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path to (O,y,O). The only difference is that the ray is "stretched" by a factor of Vx'+y'+z' 
y 

Thus 1 will be given by 

1= F(y) 2.6 

For completeness, we mention that a perfectly horizontal ray (y = 0) will have a constant 

density along its path, so here we must use the simple constant density model: 

1 = Vxl+zl 1(0) 2.7 

Notice that we have reduced the problem of finding our density integral to that of finding the 

integral of B function over one dimension. Given a function lover one dimension, we can 

generally construct its integral F directly. For example, if we wish to define I as the piece-

wise linear function in figure 2.1, then we construct F as the piece-wise parabolic function in 

figure 2.2. 

The above technique for rendering layered mist can be seen in the short film FiTJt Flight [5]. 

We note in particular that the non-homogeneity of the atmosphere in this film imparts a 

strong impression of three dimensionality as the observer flies through the scene. 

We must point out that this entire approach represents a vastly simplified model of 

atmospheric behaviour. For a good survey, discussion and bibligraphy of more expensive 

but more accurate atmospheric simulation techniques, read [1]. 

Exercises: 

1. Instead of planar layers, create concentric spherical layers with density a function of 

radius. Read Jim Blinn's "Blobby Molecules" paper [6]. How could you combine his 

ideas together with the idea of clusters of your variable density spheres to make 

reasonable cloud formations? Work out the details; make pictures if possible. 
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2. Blinn uses the Gaussian functions a2~ - r'/.' , where r is radius. Polynomial functions will 

also work and are faster. Use these instead. Generalize this in any way that you can 

think of. 

3. Create cylindrical or conical density columns. These are good for simulating spot light 

concs. 

4. Generalize the above problem to allow "cylinders" or "cones" of arbitrary cross-section 

shape. These are good for simulating shafts of light or shadow volumes cast into dusty 

environments . 

5. Create algorithms for very irregular atmospheric shapes. Be imaginative. Try to make 

directly integrable fractal-like clouds. 

In each case the key idea is to construct the density function itself so that integrating its value 

along any straight line path can be reduced to a one dimensional solvabl~ integral. Problem 5 

is by far the hardest, but also the most interesting. 

Important points to remember: 

1. When a completely general solution cannot be found, restrict the problem domain. 

2. Whenever possible, reduce the dimensionality of the problem domain. 

3. When the integral of a function is needed, have the integral available (pre-computed or 

else trivially computable) before entering the inner loop of the computation. 
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III) Discrete Integrals 

Now that we have seen one use of integration, let us examine the process of integration more 

closely . 

Consider an Drray of numbers. We can view this array as a function lover a set of integers. 

Suppose we want to find the average value of this function over some interval [a ,b) of the 

domain. This is just the discrete integral 

3.1 

Taking a tip from the atmosphere example, we will precompute the integral function F as 

follows: 

1-,( 

F(x) = :£/(i) 
1-0 

Then the average value of I within [a ,b) is given by 

F(b) - F(a) 
b-a 

3.2 

3.3 

We can use this to solve the related problem: "For any x, what is the average value of I(x) 

from x- ~ tox+ ~ 7" Adopting the above equation, we obtain: 

8 8 F(x+ - ) - F(x - -) 
1 2 2 

&(x) = 6 3.4 

If F is precomputed, we may obtain 1& for any 6 at a cost of a few arithmetic operations. 

The above idea generalizes nicely to images, where we may want an efficient way to find the 

average intensity value within some rectangle of the image. For example, suppose we want 

to map a texture image onto a surface. Sometimes many pixels of the texture image will fall 
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within a single surface pixel. In this case, simply choosing one texture pixel would lead to 

severe undersampling artifacts. To avoid such artifacts we can use the average value of all 

texture image pixelS that fall within the surface pixel. 

Actually summing up all of those texture pixels would be prOhibitively slow. Fortunately we 

can use the I operation as follows. Think of the image as a function 8 over a two 

dimensional domain. We precompute the integral G of this function: 

G(x,y) = l;'Jf8(X,y) 
I-OJ-O 

where [0,0) is taken as the lower left corner of the image. 

3.5 

Imagine a rectangular area of the image, centered at [x,y), of width a and of height ~. 

Generalizing equation 3.4 to two dimensions, we can define the average intensity in this 

rectangle by: 

3.6 

This is essentially the basis of the method of antialiased texture mapping 

introduced by Frank Crow in (7). His paper also contains a fascinating discussion of many of 

the practical issues involved in storing and using integrated images. 

Unfortunately, the above approach does not solve all undersampling problems. For ex~ple, 

suppose the texture image consists of a star field. Consider what happens to one moving 

surface pixel over the course of an animation sequence. At anyone frame, some set of stars 

will lie within the rectangle of the texture image which is mapped onto this surface pixel. 

Every time a star crosses into or out of this rectangle there will be a visible "pop" up or 

down in intensity at the surface pixel. 

To see why this is so, we again go back to a single dimension. The one dimensional 

analogue of an image of stars is shown in figure 3.1 , where the stars are represented by a 
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function f which is zero almost everywhere, with an occasional value of one. ] is shown in 

figure 3.2. We will assume from now on that 8 is fixed at some reasonable value. Note that 

lea) is zero, whereas the neighboring](a+E) is one. 

This is essentially the situation when a star "pops" between neighboring animation frames; a 

surface pixel moving very slightly can shift either just into or just out of a non-zero region of 

g. 

To solve this problem, consider again the one dimensional case. If we apply the] operation 

to] itself, we obtain j (figure 3.3). Note that the difference between j(b) and j(b+E) is 

very small. 

j is obtained from] in exactly the same way that! was obtained from f. First we integrate F 

to obtain 

1-., 
F(x) = ~F(i) 

1-0 

A little algebra then tells us that 

l&(x) = F(x - 8) - 2 F(x) + F(x+6) 
82 

The analogous equations in two dimensions are 

I-·'fl-\, 
G(x,y) = ~ ~ G(x,y) 

t-oJ-O 

and 

i[ •. ~J(x,y) = ~ - 2 G(x-a,y) 
[ 

G(x-a,y+(3) 

a (3 + G(x- a,y-!3) 

Exercises: 

- 2 G(x,y+(3) 
+ 4 G(x,y) 

- 2G(x,y-!3) 

+ G(x+a,y+!3)) 
- 2 G(x+a,y) 

+ G(x-a,y -(3) 

3.7 

3.8 

3.9 

3.10 
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1. The "/" operation blurs every point out to a rectangle. This process is called 

"convolution." We say that the function is "convolved" with a rectangular filter. 

Similarly, ,," is, convolved with a triangular filter. 

Both the rectangle and the triangle are piece-wise pOlynomial functions. A function is 

piece-wise polynomial if we can split the domain up into pieces, and within each piece 

describe the function as some polynomial. Try to describe both the rectangle filter and 

the triangle filter in this way. 

2. Mathematically we represent the operation '" convolved with g" by, (3 g. It can be 

shown that , (3 g = f' 0 f g. In other words , if we use the integral of one function and 

the derivative of the other, we will still get the same convolution. 

What does the first derivative of the rectangle filter look like? What does the second 

derivative of the triangle filter look like? In equation 3.4 we saw that we can blur with 

a rectangle filter simply by subracting one shifted integral of , from another. In 

equation 3.8 we blurred with a triangle filter using only three shifted copies of the 

double integral of ,. Why? 

3. Try to implement convolution filters having other piece-wise polynomial shapes in both 

the one dimensional and two dimensional cases. Hint: to convolve' with a piece-wise 

nth degree polynomial filter, you will need to pre-integrate, n + 1 times in the one 

dimensional case, and 2n+2 times in the two dimensional case. 

4. Read the section in Frank Crow's paper on numerical accuracy. What are the numerical 

problems created by the repeated integrations required in problem 3? Work out how 

many extra bits are demanded by the integration process as a function of image 

resolution of the filter's polynomial degree. 
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S. Take Frank Crow's lead and find ways of reducing this number of bits. If you are 

ambitious, try to work out the optimal encoding scheme for any given filter and 

resolution. You should be able to do this using only simple calculus. What does such 

an encoding scheme do to rwming time efficiency? 

6. Read the paper by Feibush et aI. on polygon anti aliasing [8]. Why is this an example of 

a pre-integration technique (and what is the domain of integration)? How would you 

generalize this technique to polygons over which there is a linear intensity variation? 

Now generalize to polygons over which the intensity is described by any polynomial. 

Analyze the cost of your solution in terms of both rwming time and memory storage. 
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IV) Blur 

Now that we have developed the underlying concept of pre-integration, we can apply it (0 

problems that might seem quite different from texturing. 

For example, we could use the results of the previous section and construct a "blur" 

program. This program will take as input an image 8 in scan line order and output a blurred 

image I ra.ai' also in scan line order. 

Notice that 6 is constant over the entire image. This lets us implement a blur program 

without having to store the entire image to be blurred. In order to produce Ira.ai(x,y) we 

need only access a small rectangle of pixels. This means that we only need to store a buffer 

of 28 scan lines at anyone time. 

Now we have a blur operation that works fine over most of an image. But there will be 

problems near the edge of the image (ie. when a pixel is less than 8 from some edge of the 

image). Frank Crow's solution is to replicate the image ad infinitum, so that pixels near the 

right edge get a little influence from the leftmost pixels, etc. 

This is not what we want for an image blurring program. Imagine an image which is very 

bright near its left edge and very dark near its right edge. To adopt the above "wraparound" 

procedure would in this case be disastrous. 

To demonstrate an alternate solution we once again return to the one dimensional domain. 

Figure 4.1 shows a function f over a one dimensional "image". Think of the two vertical 

lines as left and right image boundaries. We will set f to black (intensity = zero) outside of 

these boundaries. 

Figure 4.2 shows J. Notice that there is a noticeable dropoff in intensity near the image 

boundaries. This is called "vignetting". It occurs whenever an image shown against a black 

background is blurred. This is because some of the black area surrounding the image mixes 
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into the blurred image. 

We can completely remove vignetting as follows. We create a completely white (intensity = 

one) image I (figure 4.3). I (figure 4.4) will then be an accurate measure of how much 

background is mixed into any image blurred by the same 5. Specifically, the intensity at any 

point will measure the fractional contribution to that point which is not background. 

Finally, we derive a completely anti vignetted, blurred f by dividing J by this image, pixel by 

pixel (figure 4.5). 

4.1 

As a practical matter, if we are going to blur many images by the same 5 then we only need 

to compute 1[&,&1 once. 

Interestingly, the above technique allows us to do an antivignetted blur within a region of any 

shape. Given a matte image M which has intensity = one in the region to be blurred , and 

intensity = zero elsewhere, we can blur only within M by 

fbl",(Mt1<1ln)(x.,y) = if (M(,y) = 0) then f(x.,y) tlu 2&·&1 
[&.&[ 

4.2 

Several years ago we applied this technique in a collaboration between MAGI and Walt 

Disney Productions in order to create computer assisted "airbrushed" animation [9]. 

We wanted to combine conventionally cel animated characters with a true three dimensional 

COl animated background. It was imperative to give the characters an airbrushed quality, 

smoothly blending their dark and light shaded areas. This would give them the rounded 

appearance needed to aesthetically fit into a CGI background. Unfortunately, airbrushing is 

an incredibly tedious task when applied to each of the twenty four frames required for every 
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second of an animation. We asked the animators at Disney what wouldn', be tedious. They 

said "drawing pencil lines. " 

So we used the above fbi.,. algorithm. The animator would draw the outlines of animated 

characters , and draw other lines to delineate internally lighter and darker regions. The line 

drawings were then digitally scanned and the different regions filled in by a conventional 

"paint" program, which also produced the needed matte M for each animated character. The 

algorithm was applied within M for each animated character to blend its various regions 

smoothly together. Finally we used each character's M to digitally merge it into the 

background. 

Each character was assigned an actual moving location in the CGI environment. This 

allowed us to vary 8 correctly with the character's changing distance from the CGI camera, 

and also to place the character appropriately in front of or behind the various objects in its 

environment. 

Eurclses: 

1. It can be shown that for any f and g, (Jf) e g = J(j e g). This means that for the 

blur program we can integrate our blurred image after doing all our shifts and adds and 

subracts. Why is this good in terms of numerical accuracy? Try to implement the blur 

program in this way. 

2. We now know that except for differences in numerical accuracy we can freely move the 

integration step to anywhere in the convolution computation. If the image to be blurred 

is a silhouette image then its derivative is nonzero only at a small number of pixels. In 

this case we might want to convolve with the derivative of the image, and then throw in 

an e·xtra integration step at the end. Why would this be faster? Try to implement a 

specialized silhouette blurring program which works in this way. 
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3 Come up with other such special cases. What about motion blur? 

4 Suppose the matte image M has intermediate values between zero and one (for 

example, ~). What does this mean? How could you use this extra information to 

advantage? 

5 We have used the concept of "dividing" one image by another, pixel by pixel. Think of 

other applications in which parallel arithmetic on images is useful. Suppose we have a 

graphics language in which every image is a variable, with all operations done in 

parallel on image pixels . What other things could you do with such a language? Read 

(10] and [11]. 

6 Several years ago, the Computer Graphics Lab at NYIT developed a technique of 

casting shadows by doing a visible surface calculation of the scene as viewed from light 

source I, then projecting this image of I-visible surfaces back onto the scene [12] . Any 

surface not projected back onto itself was known to be in shadow. 

Suppose we adopt this technique in the following manner: We compute the visible 

surface calculation from I. We call this image L . Then we choose a surface S we wish 

to illuminate. Next we create a matte image M from L as follows: 

M(.t ,y) = if (L(x,y) = S) then 1 else 0 

We could now project M back onto surface S to create the cast shadow on S. But we 

can do better. 

Suppose we want a visibly spherical light source (like the Sun). This should produce 

soft shadows. We can calculate how soft the shadow image should be along the 

silhouette of M by computing the ray distance from the occluding edge to S at each edge 

pixel. 
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How would you use this information, along with what you know about blurring, to 

produce soft cast shadows? Hint: you will need to do two blur operations. 

7 Come up with a very different application for the 1 and J operators . For example, 

combine the techniques of Section II with those of Sections m or IV. 
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V) Conclusion 

You can get a lot of mileage out of a basic concept if you really understand what it means. 

The better your understanding , the more you can do. The most important thing is to 

separate out the elegant concept itself from all of the applications using it, with their 

attendant details. 

We have dealt here only with the concept of pre-integration. There are a few other such 

concepts underlying much of the published work in this field. Some examples are polygons, 

ray tracing, normal perturbation, and procedurally defined shapes (or "shape-tals" [sic]). 

Usually once a concept has been itself clearly identified, a great deal of good work in the 

field has followed . 

As a final exercise, pick the algorithmic concept of your choice. Try to reduce it to a simple 

mathematical formulation. Use this formulation to create as many different algorithms as 

possible. 
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